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One or two people linger in 
the store, halfheartedly brows-
ing the shelves for something 
to buy. Outside, the tables 
sit empty; no one stays long 
enough to sit down and enjoy 
the mosaic pattern that adorns 
the deck. The same sign — 
big, careful letters — smoth-
ers each side of the wall: Sale. 
Everything 40 percent off. 

These were the last days of 
a dying business: Wildwood 
Market, Saratoga’s home-
grown grocery store that start-
ed last July with one man’s 
dream and shut its doors for 
the last time on March 15.

“It’s just simple math,” 
said owner and Saratoga High 
parent Frank Dutro. “I’m los-
ing thousands of dollars every 
month.”

It would be easy to say 
Dutro is bitter, but the stron-
ger undertone is exhaustion, 
disappointment. Contrast this 
with the Dutro of July 2013, 
who told the Saratoga Patch, 
a community paper, that “On 
a scale from one to 10, the re-
ception I’m getting is about a 
20.” Now it’s a different mes-
sage.

“It’s pretty hard,” he said. 
“There is no real support for 
small businesses here.” 

Dutro initially thought oth-

er Saratoga small businesses 
made a profit, but after talk-
ing to them, he realized “they 
don’t make money.” 

A business can succeed 
downtown “if it is the right 
business,” Dutro said, but he 
no longer believes Wildwood 
Market fits the description. 

When asked whether he 
would change anything if he 
went back in time, he says 
he would “probably build a 
hole.” Then he changes his 

mind. “You know what? If I 
had to do it again, I probably 
wouldn’t do it.” 

The market was sched-
uled to auction off its equip-
ment on March 15. He closed 
the store “right afterwards.” 
He does not plan on opening 
Wildwood anywhere else, he 
said, or trying again in Sara-
toga anytime in the future. 

While acknowledging 

THE VILLAGE

After less than a year, Market closes
BY AshleyChen

“There is no real support for small 
businesses here ... If I had to do it again, I 

probably wouldn’t do it.” 
owner Frank Dutro

Why was 
Sadies 
canceled?

DANCES

On Friday, March 21 — the 
day Sadies was supposed to 
occur — the Small Gym sat 
empty but for a few students 
taking photos of the empty 
room. Facebook caption: “Sa-
dies!” 

The cause for the cancel-
lation was a lack of interest. 
While Sadies is generally the 
least attended dance, this 
year numbers sharply de-
clined. On the afternoon of 
the dance, only 40 tickets had 
been sold, according to prin-
cipal Paul Robinson’s email, 
which meant the dance wasn’t 
worth having. 

On campus, students have 
started wondering why inter-
est in dances has fallen. 

Senior Lauren Lin, a head 
commissioner of Spring Fling, 
attributed Sadies’ failure to 
timing.

“Sadies is historically the 
least attended dance of the 
year because of its awkward 
position in the middle of 
March,” Lin said. “[This year] 
we had to move it to the Fri-
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FALCON FOCUS: ABBY FOSS

TOP LEFT: Ellie Koenig (12) rips the flag 
from Sara Parden (11) during Powderpuff 
championship match on March 27, which 
ended 6-0 in favor of the juniors. 
TOP RIGHT: Michael Cole (11) defends his-
tory teacher Jerry Sheehy, who looks to 
pass during the Staff vs. Students basket-
ball game, which students won 36-34 in 
overtime. 
BOTTOM RIGHT: Senior boys perform their 
cheer routine during the rally on March 28.

Family beyond blood
one-child policy brings junior 
from china to saratoga as infant

She was found on the steps 
of a factory in China one morn-
ing almost 17 years ago, one of 
23 million abandoned 
or killed baby girl vic-
tims of China’s one-
child policy. 

Her name became 
Abby when the Foss 
family adopted her 
and brought her to 
America. The girl who 
was found on the steps 
is now a vibrant junior 
at Saratoga High School. 

Here, among the children of 
immigrants, she is a living re-
minder of one of China’s most 
notorious policies. Meant to 
slow population growth, the 

one-child policy also resulted 
in forced abortions, hefty fines 
and abandoned baby girls — 
Nicholas Kristof of the New 
York Times even called it “gen-

dercide.” 
Abby was one of the 

more fortunate victims; 
the unfortunate ones were 
killed by their own par-
ents or aborted as fetuses. 

“I understand the need 
to try and control the pop-
ulation,” said Cathy Foss, 
Abby’s adopted mom. 
“The issue at hand is that 

China’s culture puts a great em-
phasis on having a son.”

Mrs. Foss is English, French 
and German, with brown hair 

Foss

BY MichelleLeung

 FOSS on pg. 5

springfling

BY TiffanyZheng
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AP Physics C considered for 2015-2016
Over the next few years, students will see many 

changes in the format of the physics curriculum on 
campus. Not only will the AP Physics B class be replaced 
with a rigorous Physics Honors course for the 2014-2015 
year, but there is also a potential plan for the addition of 
an AP Physics C class for the 2015-2016 year.

Whether the Physics C class will be added will be 
based on the reception of the Physics Honors class.

One major concern with adding the Physics AP C 
class would be that students would need to take a year of 
physics before the AP Physics C class.

“We don’t know how many students will take Physics 
a second year,” said physics teacher Kirk Davis.

Assistant principal Brian Safine said the course could 
be a beneficial addition for those interested in physics.

“The Physics C would be teaching different topics so 
that would be of appeal to some people,” said Safine.

— Deepthi Sampathkumar

    The school finished painting two Falcon murals in front 
of the school and by the boys’ locker room on March 10 at 
a cost of around $8,000.

Principal Paul Robinson said that the purpose of the 
murals is to identify Saratoga as a school.

“Our school is a really nice school, but when you drive 
up from the outside, it’s hard to tell whether it is a school 
or just a bunch of buildings out front,” Robinson said. 

If voters in the district pass a general obligation  bond 
on the June ballot, Robinson expects the school to add 
many renovations in the near future.  

“Over the next 10-15 years, there’ll be a lot of renova-
tions to the school to bring it up to the technological stan-
dards that need to met or exceeded,” Robinson said. 

— Andrew Jiang and Jihau Yu

New murals give more school identity

                   Junior Chris Nasser and senior Charles Li stage a scene from the musical “Les Miserables” 
at a rehearsal. The musical premieres on April 25, and continues on April 26 and 27 and May 2 and 3.
DRAMA

“Les miserabLes”

Large cast creates challenges
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    Mayor Emily Lo and the Saratoga City Council sent a 
letter on Feb. 25 to the California Department of Trans-
portation (Caltrans) expressing concerns and asking for 
further studies on possible negative impacts expanding 
Highway 85 could have on residents.

The Highway 85 project is overseen by the Santa Clara 
Valley Transportation Authority (VTA) and Caltrans. It 
would convert carpool lanes to toll lanes and add a lane. 

Residents want a light rail for mass transportation; 
however, the new project does not include a light rail.

VTA spokesperson Brandi Childress said that the VTA 
is still studying other solutions to traffic problems in places 
such as the congested lanes at Highway 85 and Interstate 
280, which will not be fixed through the current expansion 
plan. There is no set date for the project, although VTA 
estimates that it would start between 2016 and 2017.

— Michelle Leung

Highway expansion meets opposition

New hackathon draws 800 teen coders
aPP Dev

— Devin Zhao

The melodious sounds of 
close to 60 SHS drama stu-
dents singing ricochets off of 
the walls of the McAfee Center 
as the cast of this year’s spring 
musical, “Les Miserables,” 
lends its voice to sing “Do You 
Hear the People Sing.” 

“Les Miserables,” which 
will debut in the McAfee Cen-
ter on April 25 at 7:30 p.m. and 
will run through May 3, is a 
musical on a scale like other. 
Plainly put, it’s huge, from set 
to cast. 

“One thing about this set 
is that it has different levels, 
which is something we haven’t 
done since ‘Jekyll and Hyde’ 
which was three years ago,” 
stage manager senior Wren 
Sutterfield said. “We’re us-
ing scaffolding so that certain 
people can be on a higher level 
than others.”

Sutterfield also said that 
though the set will not be as 
detailed as past years, it will 
still capture the essence of dif-
ferent scenic locations. 

“This set is one large stable 

set for the whole show which 
is more like we have generally 
done for fall plays,” Sutterfield 
said. “It’s a lot more minimal-
ist in the sense that we are us-
ing the same street for every-
thing and adding in little bits 
and pieces to make it seem like 
the specific locations.”

This year’s cast of “Les 
Miserables” contains a record 
number of participants with 
over 60 actors and actresses, 
creating some difficulties. 

Drama teacher and direc-
tor Sarah Thermond said that 
she has been having trouble 
blocking scenes that involve 
the whole cast due to lack of 
rehearsal space.

She plans to solve the spac-
ing issue by having the actors 
learn all of their vocals first, so 
that when they move into the 
McAfee Center with the final-
ized set, she can focus on the 
actual formations.

The number of people in 
the cast has also created some 
challenges with costuming. 

“We have approximately 60 
people that we have to put into 
costumes that relate to their 

characters, that make sense to 
the show… the sheer bulk of it 
and the hectic nature of it is in-
sane,” said costume designer 
senior Annalise Nussbacher. 
“We have had to rent from 
three different organizations.”

Both Thermond and Nuss-
bacher also have had to work 
around the fact that the large 
cast will not fit in the dressing 
rooms backstage.

“We’re thinking of putting 
[a tent] somewhere alongside 
the stage door of the McAfee 
and designate [some actors] to 
have that as a changing space. 
The green room is probably 
going to be used as a dressing 
room,” Thermond said. “It’s 
going to be a little chaotic, but 
the nice thing is that compared 
to last year, each actor has on 
average fewer costumes.”

Despite these difficulties, 
the cast and crew are anticipat-
ing a successful final product.

“This is one of my favorite 
musicals, so I’m really enjoy-
ing hearing everyone sing and 
everyone sounds lovely,” Sut-
terfield said. “It’s a really excit-
ing experience for me.”u

BY SimiSrivastava

More than 800 high school 
students, most of them from 
the Bay Area, went to the cam-
pus of PayPal’s San Jose Head-
quarters with one goal in mind 
on March 7-8: win one of the 
handful of prizes in the High 
School Hacks Hackathon.

Representing the school at 
the event were sophomores 
Spencer Yen, Aakash Thumaty 
and Ethan Chen, who com-
bined to try to write an app 
that pairs a user and a random 
Facebook friend to chat anony-
mously. 

They had two days to write 
the code for the app. With a 
mere 24 seconds left, they sub-
mitted their app. Later that 
day, they found out that they 
had won first place in the Fa-

cebook API award and an iPad 
Mini. 

Although the majority peo-
ple who went to High School 
Hacks knew how to code, 
roughly 300 people without 
prior programming experience 
also came. 

“People who didn’t know 
how to code came [to the 
event] and learned how,” Yen 
said. “There were workshops 
with professionals centered 
around helping beginners cre-
ate simple applications [such 
as] games like ‘Flappy Bird’ 
and various other Android ap-
plications.”

Yen and Thumaty, co-orga-
nizers of High School Hacks 
as well as participants, spent 
much of their time supervising 
the event. 

They organized workshops 
that taught code to any stu-

dents, led workshops and 
helped to make sure the event 
ran smoothly.

Around 30 companies such 
as Google and Facebook spon-
sored the event and helped 
pay for all of the costs. 

Furthermore, companies 
gave out awards to students 
who created apps using one of 
their API’s (Application Pro-
gramming Interface) and ad-
vetised jobs and internships.

Overall, Yen and Thumaty 
believe that the experience at a 
Hackathon was nothing short 
of exciting. 

“The environment at the 
Hackathon was the best be-
cause it kept people extreme-
ly content and motivated,” 
Thumaty said. “It’s everyone 
coming together whether they 
were a coding veteran or a 
rookie.” u

BY AndrewJiang
& AnantRajeev
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After a long day of listening to 
13-year-olds recite the order of the US 
presidents, Redwood Middle School 8th 
grade core teacher Alexis Nesper can’t 
wait to return home and relax with her 
husband and 2-year-old son Landon. 
But sometimes Nesper is delayed a little 
longer than expected, and she doesn’t 
mind one bit.

Three to four times per semester, 
some of Nesper’s old students come to 
visit, inquiring about her life. Nesper too 
enjoys catching up with these previous 
students.

“I like to find out how they’ve 
changed [and] what’s new in their lives,” 
she said. “I always ask them for the gos-
sip so that I can find out about how some 
of my other old students are doing now 
that they’ve graduated.” 

Nesper said her former  students of-
ten completely change after graduating 

from middle school.
“You don’t always remember your 

eighth-grade teacher, but I like to know 
how people are because your eighth-
grade self is not who you are,” she said. 
“[Eighth grade is] just a blip on the way 
of becoming who you truly are.”

Her closest former student is 2011 
alumna Nina Mohanty, who started vis-
iting Nesper quite frequently soon after 
graduating from middle school.

“We always had so much to talk 
about, whether it be schoolwork, my 
future, [Nesper and fellow core teacher 
Shannon Avina’s] futures, how stupid 
boys are, what they cooked for dinner 
the previous night, new books that we 
liked, SNL sketches that we all found so 
hilarious,” Mohanty said. 

Nesper added that even when Mo-
hanty was a student in her class, she 
knew they got along well. Their person-
alities meshed well and they enjoyed 
each other’s sense of humor. In fact, 
right after Mohanty graduated eighth 

grade, she began to come back to visit 
regularly.

“Alexis was a really great anchor for 
me in high school. She was always there, 
always in the same room. In high school, 
[there are] a lot changes. It was nice to 
have a constant support system from a 
person like [Nesper],” Mohanty said. “I 
know a lot of people found it weird and 
probably still do today. But I definitely 
consider Alexis to be [one of] my best 
friends.”

Mohanty said that over the years their 
relationship as student to teacher has be-
come more of a true friendship.  The two 
of them enjoy going to movies, getting 
pedicures and going shopping together. 
When Nesper was pregnant, Mohanty 
attended her baby shower, and she now 
babysits for Nesper.

Mohanty added that although she 
doesn’t know what the future holds for 
her, she is confident that Nesper will 
be in her life in no matter what circum-
stance. u

BY SabrinaChen
& ArielLiu

Middle school teacher remains friends with former students
connections

Redwood Middle School teachers Shannon 
Aviña and Alexis Nesper pose with 
former student Nina Mohanty at a party.

SADIES  Dance canceled due to lack of student interest
continued from pg. 1

-day before Spring Fling week, so not 
enough interest was generated during the 
week.”

According to Lin, the lack of school-
wide publicity could also have contribut-
ed to the low attendance. Lin noticed that 
many of her peers were not aware that Sa-
dies was coming around.

Senior Vivian Wang, a member of the 
spirit publicity commission, said that stu-
dents have lost the incentive to go to the 
school dances. 

“What’s happening this year is that 
girls who still want to ask do go ahead and 
ask, but they won’t go to dance,” Wang 
said. “Instead, they’ll go do something 
else with their date.”

But according to ASB vice president 
Anup Kar, the problem goes beyond Sa-
dies. Students don’t know what to do at 
dances anymore, he said. 

“In middle school, that was jumping up 
and down. In high school, we transformed 
that into ‘side to side’ with other people,” 
Kar said. “But when that’s taken away 
from you, it’s hard to figure out what to 

do.”
In a poll The Falcon conducted earlier 

this year, 37 percent of responders said that 
they stopped attending dances because of 
the ban on freaking— a style of dancing 
the administration has tried to stamp out 
with a face-to-face dancing requirement.

Sophomore Arnav Pawar went so far 
as to say that the student body was trying 
to prove a point by not attending Sadies.  

“I think Sadies was canceled because 
of the anti-freaking policies,” Pawar said. 
“The students wanted to show that the 
policy was bad and didn’t show up to 

dances this year because of it.” 
Robinson disagrees that the policy has 

affected the attendance. 
“I don’t think the anti-freaking policy 

was the reason for the cancellation because 
the other schools that don’t have the anti-
freaking policy, their attendance has also 
dropped as well,” Robinson said.

Kar said that eventually the low num-
bers might result in the end of Sadies. Next 
year, the dance commission might show a 
movie projected onto the football field. 

“That would bring in a lot more people 
than Sadies could have,” he said. u

Courtesy of ALEXIS NESPER
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BY ShaziaGupta

SHS defeats Redwood 
in staff charity game

orgAnIZAtIons

  

After months of hard preparation, 
members of the math club participated 
in their most important series of math 
competitions of the year: the American 
Mathematics Competitions (AMC) 10 
and 12 held on Feb. 4 and 19, and the 
American Invitational Mathematics 
Examination (AIME) held on March 
13 and 26. This year, 28 students from 
the school as well as 13 from Redwood 
Middle School qualified for the AIME, 
an invitational test given to the top few 
percent of scorers on the AMC 10 and 
12. 

“I’m quite excited about how well 
the students are doing,” math club ad-
viser and math teacher PJ Yim said. “I 
believe 28 AIME qualifiers is the largest 
number of qualifiers since 2008-09 and 
2009-10 when we had 21 AIME quali-
fiers.”

Based on their AMC and AIME cu-
mulative scores, top scorers will qualify 
for the USAJMO or USAMO, proof-
based tests given to only around 500 
top math contestants in the nation. 
The results for qualifiers are expected 
to come out around next week. Apart 

from the AMC contest series, math club 
members also participated in the an-
nual Berkeley Math Tournament (BMT) 
and Santa Clara Valley Math Associa-
tion (SCVMA) Field Day on March 22. 
Saratoga placed fifth in BMT as a team. 
Sophomore Sean Shi also placed first in 
the Individual Round, and senior Edgar 
Chen placed fourth in the Discrete Fo-
cus Round. 

At SCVMA, sophomore Alexander 
Li placed fourth in the Open Precalcu-
lus contest, sophomore Celine Liang 
placed fourth in the Discovery Quest 
contest, while senior Priyanka Krishna-
murthi and junior Kevin Chiang placed 
fourth together in the High School Leap 
Frog Contest.

“I think [what helped us succeed 
was that] everyone was really motivat-
ed to put their best foot forward and try 
the hardest they could,” Krishnamurthi 
said.

Despite their past successes, math 
club members plan to continue honing 
their skills and preparing for the up-
coming USAJMO and USAMO.

“I am proud of the way officers and 
other main [members] have stepped up 
and ran the math club,” Yim said. u

Math Club prospers 
in recent competitions 

Ali Driving School 
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San Jose, CA 95124
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BY BruceLou

hIstory bowl

Heading for Nationals

Members of the Saratoga High staff 
and Redwood Middle School faculty 
participated in the second annual chari-
ty basketball game on March 19 at 7 p.m. 
The final score was 52-32, with the Sara-
toga High staff winning for the second 
time in a row. 

Between 300 to 400 people attended 
the event.

Last year, the proceeds of the charity 
event went to the Saratoga Sub-Acute 
Hospital. This year, the proceeds, which 
were close to $3,000, will benefit Red-
wood media arts teacher Manny Stef-
fen’s hometown of Washington, Ill., a 
city that was hit by a tornado and devas-
tated last November. 

The overall sportsmanship between 
the two teams was friendly, but “there 

were a couple instances where teachers 
were upset about being fouled,” assis-
tant principal Brian Safine said. How-
ever, by the end of the game, “there were 
no ill feelings between teachers.”

“It was fun watching the teachers get 
competitive with each other,” sopho-
more basketball player Erin Norris said. 
“There was time after the game to visit 
with your teachers, and it was a fun time 
to hang out with friends.”

Students enjoyed seeing some of their 
favorite teachers from both schools play 
against each other, Norris said.

“There’s a pretty intense rivalry be-
tween some of the Redwood and Sara-
toga teachers,” senior Dharini Ramas-
wamy said. “Every time Mr. Sheehy hit 
a three [point basket], we would all go 
crazy.”

Teachers enjoyed playing against 

each other and raising money for a good 
cause at the same time, Sheehy said.

“It was great that so many people 
came to watch a bunch of ‘old guys’ run 
up and down the court,” Sheehy said.

Although the game was supposed to 
be for fun, there were some minor dis-

agreements.
“We’re all competitors and once the 

game gets going some of us have a ten-
dency to get wrapped up in it,” Steffen 
said. “When it’s over, we all shake hands 
and have nothing but respect and appre-
ciation for each other.” u
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Teacher Mike Davey looks to pass during the staff game against Redwood on March 19.

SArAtogA rAllieS to win tournAment

The History Bowl team, confident 
and heavily favored to win the March 
22 Northern History Bowl Champion-
ships, once again proved its status as a 
powerhouse team by winning the tour-
nament and becoming the first varsity 
triple crown winner — the winner of 
all three regional tournaments — in the 
history of the competitions.

This victory was a marked contrast 
with just two years ago, when the team 
was just getting started and barely made 
it into the top half of the field.

 “I think last year was the year in 
which we really started making huge 
gains,” junior Ethan Ngai said. “Since 
then we’ve built our way up to a fear-
some reputation.”

The varsity A team, consisting of 
Ngai, juniors Bruce Lou and Nitya Sam-
path and senior captain Nick Chow, 
managed to win seven rounds in a row, 
and each single round by a margin of 
100 points or more.

“I thought we would do pretty well, 
but I didn’t expect the final rounds to be 
so easy,” Sampath said.

Sampath, who is a self-described 
Anglophile and the team’s expert on all 
things Britain, said that the close-knit 
team dynamic helped greatly in propel-
ling the Falcons to victory.

“We’ve spent all of last year together 
and all of this year together,” Sampath 
said. “We trust each other to answer 
questions.”

Chow stressed the importance of the 
closeness of the team.

“I’ve seen people open up in practice 
in ways they’ve never opened up out-
side,” Chow said. “We tell terrible jokes, 
and so much more. I couldn’t have sur-
vived junior year without History Bowl 
to give me sanctuary.”

One of the “jokes” that Chow men-
tioned was Ethan Ngai’s hatred of 
Greeks that has become a running gag 
within the team.

“[Ethan] believes that he is an an-
cient Persian, and as such, he hates any-
thing having to do with Greece,” Chow 
explained. “For those non-history buffs, 
that’s because the Greeks managed to 
defeat the Persians in the Persian Wars. 
Ethan hates them to such an extent that 
he refers to Greece as ‘the G-word.’”

Chow also wants to dispel the myth 
that History Bowl is merely memoriza-
tion of facts, dates and people.

“Many players do memorize trigger 
words — ’stock clues’ in History Bowl 
lingo — but that only gets you to a cer-
tain level of proficiency,” Chow said. 
“It’s cliché, but history really is a puzzle, 
and if you memorize facts, you’ll never 
be able to see the entire puzzle. Context 
is important in History Bowl.”

Ngai believes that the source of the 
team’s victories comes from the devo-
tion of its members.

“Though we have fun during prac-
tices, we all are pretty serious about 
[competing],” Ngai said. 

Although all members of the team 
are serious about their game, Chow 
noted the lack of internal competition.

“There’s no jockeying for History 
Bowl positions,” Chow said. “Unlike in 
a lot of other teams, the interests of the 
team are the interests of the members.”

The team looks to have a promising 
Nationals run, which will be on April 26 
and 27 in Washington, D.C. 

The team has attended two times in 
the past, with a quarterfinal finish last 
year.   

“Though we did very well last tour-
nament, I think we can up our game 
quite a bit,” Ngai said. “I hope we can 
continue being a powerhouse team.” u

BY DorrieTang
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MARKET  Wildwood in downtown closes due to high costs
continued from pg. 1

Dutro’s valiant efforts, some of Wild-
wood Market’s neighbors mentioned 
other reasons for the business’s strug-
gle. 

According to the owner of Fat Robin, 
an antique shop located just down Big 
Basin Way, Wildwood Market needed 
to stay open longer to build its customer 
base. 

“You never start a business unless you 
plan to stay in it for at least five years,” 
she said. “Of course [Saratoga needs] a 
market, but you have to stay in there and 
merchandize it properly.”

She added, “I think [Dutro] would be 
the first to tell you he expected [custom-
ers] to come immediately.” 

In contrast, she has operated the Fat 
Robin for 41 years. The business has 
been alive for even longer; her family 
was the original owner. 

She also cited the lack of foot traf-
fic in Saratoga 
as a major is-
sue, saying 
the downtown 
doesn’t have 
“the right kind 
of stores.” 

Another lo-
cal merchant, 
Adam Clark, owner of Everything But 
the Wedding Dress, denounced Sarato-
ga’s “old school philosophy” of prioritiz-
ing tradition over growth. For instance, 
he said the permit system is outdated 

and inefficient.
Clark said it takes “three months and 

two thousand dollars” to put up a sign 
because it needs to go through so many 
commissions for approval. 

“In that 
time, your sign 
isn’t there,” 
Clark said. 
“You aren’t 
getting your 
business out 
there.” 

Still, Clark 
believes there is hope if Saratoga could 
emulate the resurrection of Campbell’s 
downtown. It used to be a “ghost town,” 
Clark said, but by bringing in popular 
business like Aqui’s, a restaurant chain, 

civic leaders have attracted more people 
from all over the Bay Area.

As a result, more store owners moved 
to Campbell’s downtown, he said, be-
cause they knew they would have foot 
traffic to back up their businesses.

Whatever the causes, Wildwood Mar-
ket is gone for good. Historically, the 
space has been host to a series of busi-
nesses that “came and went,” according 
to the Saratoga Patch. 

As a child, Dutro often went to the 
Saratoga Drug Store, and it served as 
an inspiration when he opened up his 
shop.

The Saratoga Drug Store was in op-
eration from 1910 to 1999. In a sign of the 
times, Wildwood Market lasted less than 
a year.  u

The Saratoga Drug Store was in 
operation from 1910 to 1999. In 
a sign of the times, Wildwood 
Market lasted less than a year.

12 Saratoga students take part in the Synopsys Science Fair 
AcAdemics

For many students, going to bed at 3 
a.m. is no big deal. For sophomore Meera 
Rachamallu, who makes it her mission to 
go to sleep every night at 8 p.m., nothing 
— not death nor life, not even a strong 
cup of coffee — warrants staying up this 
late. Except, that is, Synopsys. 

The Synopsys Science Fair took place 
at the San Jose Convention South Hall 
on March 13. 

About 1,100 students participated 

and about 40 percent of them will receive 
cash prizes and awards at the ceremony 
April 6 at Great America.

The weekend before Synopsys took 
place, Rachamallu stayed up putting her 
board together: printing graphs, crop-
ping pictures, typing the conclusion and 
more. In total, her project took 35 hours.

“It was strange because for the first 
time I was actually limited to the num-
ber of hours left before I had to turn it in, 
so it felt like a countdown to the end of 
my life,” she said. 

Rachamallu did her project on the 
topic of riboflavin. She got her idea from 
the Center for Disease Control annou-
uncement that humans may be entering 
a post antibiotic era. 

When cleaning the surface of tables, 
the bacteria, not the DNA, dies. As a re-
sult, this DNA can still be transformed 
into new bacteria.

For Rachamallu’s project, she tried 
to find a way to prevent transformation 
in bacteria using riboflavin, a mineral 
that breaks DNA into useless fragments. 

Though her project was inconclusive, 
she still learned from the background re-
search about antibiotics.                 

A total of 12 students from Saratoga 
High participated in the event.

“For being such a good school, we 
don’t even have a science fair program,” 
Rachamallu said. 

This was Rachamallu’s fourth time 
doing the science fair, and she plans on 
continuing throughout high school. 

“At the end, it’s worth it to present my 
achievements to the judges” she said. u                                                  

BY ArielLiu
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and green eyes. She’s confident and 
cheerful and likes to socialize. She said 
Abby is one of the best things to ever 
happen to the Foss family.

“[Abby is] awesome, strong, resilient, 
beautiful, loving, happy, the best daugh-
ter I could ever ask for,” Mrs. Foss said.

Mrs. Foss decided to adopt one eve-
ning, flipping through a magazine. It 
wasn’t a simple decision. She had been 
going through “intrusive, exhausting 
and mentally taxing” infertility treat-
ments. After hours of research and coun-
sel with adoption agencies, she and her 
husband dropped out of infertility treat-
ments and decided to adopt a girl from 
China. 

“Infertility treatments were time con-
suming, physically painful, stressful 
and, of course, not guaranteed,” Mrs. 
Foss said. “When the option of adopting 
a daughter from China became a very 
real possibility, it was a relief to change 
focus [onto] something more concrete 
and positive.” 

In adopting Abby, the Foss family 
went through a strenuous 9-month pro-
cess. They had to submit references, write 
essays and fill out paperwork. They also 
had to check carefully for corruption in 
the agencies they used to make sure that 
they were going to get Foss. 

The Fosses, along with 14 other cou-
ples, travelled to China with gifts for 
officials in order to work out the adop-
tion. 

“Abby was left at the steps of a fac-
tory in town in the wee hours one morn-
ing at the age of about nine days old,” 
Mrs. Foss said. “This tells us that it was 
a very difficult decision for her biologi-
cal parents. I can’t imagine making that 
decision, but they did what they thought 
was best for them.”

Mrs. Foss concluded that Abby’s bio-
logical parents had been reluctant to give 
her up because they took so long to give 
her up — most girls are found at one or 
two days old — and because they left her 
in a public spot, knowing that she would 
be in safe hands soon. 

Abby, of course, has memories of only 

the Foss family, which consists of her ad-
opted mom, dad and older brother. And 
although she has always known she was 
adopted, she feels complete in her fam-
ily. 

“My parents are just that — my 
parents, Mom and Dad,” Abby said. 
“They’ve been my parents since I was 
one, so there really isn’t any difference 
between my relationship with my own 
parents and ‘regular families.’ We only 
look different and don’t share the same 
genetics.”

Abby doesn’t care much for her ori-
gins and feels no obligation to learn more 
about either her biological parents or her 
ethnicity. Finding a person in China is 
like “finding a needle in a haystack,”  
she said. 

And, she said, she fears consequences 
to her biological parents because it’s il-
legal to abandon a child. 

Abby also does not identify herself as 
Asian. Although her parents offered her 

the chance to immerse herself into her 
ethnicity, Abby chose neither to learn the 
language nor to go the weekend Chinese 
schools. 

“I really can’t consider myself Asian,” 
Abby said. “I’m not having an identity 
crisis in believing I’m white. I know 
what I look like, but my whole family 
is white and I was brought up [in white 
culture].”

The contrast between Abby’s appear-
ance and her family’s appearance has 
caused no end of confusion among her 
friends. 

According to Abby, reactions gener-
ally follow the same pattern.

“The usual response is something 
along the lines of ‘Really? What’s [being 
adopted] like?’” Abby said. “Most think 
it’s interesting or something like that, 
but I’ve definitely been called a liar be-
fore. Not just a ‘You’re serious?’ type of 
reaction, but flat out ‘Stop lying, what’s 
the truth?’” 

Abby likes to have fun with reactions 
to her adoption. She occasionally throws 
out vague information such as “My par-
ents are white,” while simultaneously 
combing through her black hair.

“I mean just saying ‘I’m adopted’ all 
the time gets old fast;  [it’s] really bor-
ing,” Abby said.

It wasn’t until 2013 that the Chinese 
government finally changed policies so 
that couples in which one parent had 
no siblings could have a second child of 
their own. Abby believes that this policy 
may help prevent many cases of aban-
donment and infanticides. But at the 
same time, she is satisfied with where 
her life has brought her. 

“When I was younger, I didn’t know 
all the facts, so there was a lot more open 
room for stuff to dream about,” Abby 
said. “I don’t really care anymore. I just 
want to go on with my life. I don’t re-
member a thing about China, and living  
in Saratoga is pretty dang fortunate.” u

Junior Abby Foss poses with her family. Foss was adopted and moved from China to America when she was less than a year old.

Courtesy of ABBY FOSS

FOSS  1-child policy brings junior to Saratoga as an infant
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SAT changes will affect current freshmen class

 A revised version of the SAT 
will be implemented in spring 
of 2016. The new test is intend-
ed to fix problems with the cur-
rent version of the test and to 
keep pace with the ACT, which 
has been outstripping the SAT 
in recent years in popularity.

The new 3-hour SAT will go 
back to the old 1,600-point sys-
tem and include an optional es-
say. 

There will be no penalty for 
wrong answers.

The reading and writing sec-
tions will be based on more rel-
evant articles, from traditional 
literature to science articles. 

For example, the new SAT 
will include analysis of excerpts 
from historical documents such 

as the Constitution.
“Whenever a question really 

matters in college or career, it is 
not enough just to give an an-
swer,” College Board president 
David Coleman told the New 
York Times. “No longer will 
it be good enough to focus on 
tricks and trying to eliminate 
answer choices. We are not in-
terested in students just picking 
an answer, but justifying their 
answers.”

The optional essay question 
will ask students to analyze a 
passage instead of writing a re-
sponse to an arbitrary question, 
as in the previous SAT. 

The math section will focus 
on three areas — problem solv-
ing and data analysis, algebra 
and the application of complex 
equations in science and social 
science. 

“The changes in the SAT 
should eventually be good 
overall, if done as stated,” said 
Rakhi Israni, president of a local 
test preparation service called 
Excel Test Prep. “The skills that 
the SAT proposes to test should 
be much more in line with the 
skills necessary to actually suc-
ceed in college.”   

SAT prep classes and books 
have been a reliable way to get 
adequate scores in the past. 
Standardized test prep compa-
nies will be adapting to these 
changes and making new strat-
egies.

“Starting Summer 2015, [Ex-
cel Test Prep] will offer prep for 
both the current and the new 
formats,” Israni said. “The new 
format prep will cater to stu-
dents taking the new format 
PSAT in October 2015.”

According to Israni, the new 
SAT will be more difficult ini-
tially, but should be easier than 
the current SAT in the long 
term.

“Initially, the new SAT will 
be harder than the current ver-
sion,” Israni said. “It should 
eventually be a better assess-
ment.”

Junior Jackie An believes that 
the test will be a more accurate 
measure of intelligence and ef-
fort in school.

“In that sense the changes 
are founded, but it also seems 
like it’ll be harder to get good 
scores, so that may be a nega-
tive for students,” An said “The 
old one definitely sounds like a 
more guaranteed good score if 
you studied hard, whereas the 
new one you could go either 
way depending on how you 

did on the the test.”
An feels that making the es-

say optional was a mistake on 
the part of CollegeBoard.

“I think it would kind of be 
hard to judge the scores if some 
people wrote an essay and some 
people didn’t,” An said. “I don’t 
see how that would be helpful, 
so I think they should have kept 
the essay.”

Freshmen are optimistic that 
the new test will not require 
the extensive test preparation 
previous students have had to 
take.

“I like the revised version of 
the writing section of the SAT 
because it will test us on what 
we learn in school,” freshman 
Trevor Leung said. “Hopefully 
we won’t have to do additional 
test prep. This will revolution-
ize standardized testing.” u

Standardized teSting 

Music department has busy concert month in March

“I will bet anybody five dollars that 
at the end of the first movement [of 
Maslanka’s ‘Give Us This Day’ Sympho-
ny], somebody is going to clap,” musical 
director Michael Boitz declared to the 
Symphonic Wind Ensemble the period 
before the March 7 performance.

At that time, junior clarinet-
ist Joowon Lee rose up and took 
the bet. 

“I thought that it was a good 
opportunity to jip my teacher of 
five dollars,” Lee said later. “I 
knew that the audience would 
be silent if we played really well, 
so I was more concerned about 
the quality of the music rather 
than the five dollars [I won].”  

The bet between Lee and 
Boitz is only one example of the many 
experiences created during the start of 
the music department’s concert season. 

While basketball fans energetically 
watch “March Madness” NCAA basket-
ball on TV, Boitz and other music teach-
ers prepare for the concert season, a large 
portion of which is focused in March. 

Boitz said that most of the music 

events, which last until June, are cen-
tered around March because the music 
department needs to work with other 
programs, such as the spring musical, 
for space in the McAfee Theater.

On March 1, March 8 and March 15, 
several solo and ensemble groups from 
Saratoga performed at the annual CMEA 
Solo and Ensemble Festival at San Jose 

State University. 
Five soloists, sophomores Mi-

chael Okuno, Suneel Balkhale, 
Uday Singh and Katie McLaugh-
lin and freshman Theo Luan, won  
superior command performances, 
the highest awards given at the 
festival.

On March 14 and 15, Saratoga 
featured six orchestras and two 
bands in the CMEA Band and 
Orchestra Rated Festival, held 

at Saratoga High, along with the bands 
and orchestras of Homestead, Monta 
Vista and Lynbrook High Schools and 
Redwood Middle School. 

Two of the March concerts, which 
happened on March 7-8, featured two 
winners of the schoolwide concerto 
competition held last December, junior 
violist Linus Lu and senior clarinetist 

Leo Kim. Both concerts were met with 
McAfee-filling crowds and positive re-
ception for the soloists.

The other two winners, senior eupho-
nium player Lauren Casey-Clyde and 
junior cellist Kevin Lee, will be featured 
in concerts in May.

“I feel a bunch of excitement [about 
soloing with the band],” Casey-Clyde 
said. “I’ve never soloed with an ensem-
ble before so it’s going to be a new expe-
rience. Nonetheless, I’m looking forward 
to sharing my music with a big audience 
and sharing the gorgeous sound of eu-
phonium.”

In addition, tryouts for the the school’s 
top band, Symphonic Wind Ensemble 
(SWE), were held from the last week 
of March to the end of the first week 
of April. Tryouts for the top orchestras, 
String Orchestra and Saratoga Strings, 
were held in the middle of March.

Sophomore euphonium player Ellie 
Lee, who is trying out for SWE, hopes 
that her painstaking efforts for the audi-
tion will come to fruit and help her into 
SWE.

“[My private lesson teacher] says the 
best way to cure nerves is through prepa-
ration,” Ellie said. “I have been working 

really hard this year to improve, so I’m 
going to do my best and what happens 
[next will be all right].”

The California All-State choirs per-
formed on March 22, featuring six stu-
dents from Saratoga. Seniors My-Lan Le 
and Christine Zhang made the Mixed 
Honor Choir, while seniors Emily Chiang 
and Nina Jayshankar and sophomores 
Isha Mangal and Ankitha Sarvesh were 
in the Women’s Honor Choir.

Boitz, even after managing the music 
department past the month of March, 
said that he isn’t worn down because the 
work required for the future of the de-
partment really never ends. 

“Right now, I feel that I am never fin-
ishing one project without starting or 
working on others,” Boitz said. 

Yet, according to Boitz, being busy 
has its perks for teachers.

“Even as we are finishing this month, 
my mind is thinking about [the events in 
May and June],” Boitz said. “I’m [always] 
thinking about what’s next. As students 
come into [the class to work on the next 
event], we, as teachers and directors, 
have to prepare to make it work.” 

And the bet? “It was so set up,” said a 
smirking Boitz. u

BY DevinZhao

electiveS

Students excel in
FBLA conference

 

Students from Saratoga High com-
peted in a Future Business Leaders 
of America Club (FBLA) Conference 
on March 1 at Homestead High after 
months of studying. The club compet-
ed against 27 high schools and over 900 
students while placing top 10 in nine 
different competition subjects about 
real-world business practices. Members 
competed individually, but represented 
the school as a team. 

The entire competition is a variety of 
tests in different subjects, yet students 
enjoy the challenging prospects that it 
offers.

“It was really nice to know that af-
ter all that work we were able to pull in 
fourth place,” Wang said.

Senior Nikki Thareja, president of 

FBLA, said that the awards ceremony 
was  exciting and nerve wracking at the 
same time. 

“Every time a Saratoga kid won we 
would all scream and cheer like there 
was no tomorrow,” said Thareja.

Thareja believes that the team did 
extremely well in comparison to last 
year. For the first time ever, 17 members 
qualified for states. This is larger than 
the 11 members who qualified last year 
and the seven members from the year 
before.

Right now,  seniors  Thareja, Jonathan 
Yang, Nelson Wang, Kevin Jiang, junior 
Alex Kim, and freshmen Leslie Huang 
and Michelle Xu have been prepar-
ing for the California Future Business 
Leaders of America State Conference in 
April. Thareja hopes that the team will 
eventually make it to the nationals in 
Nashville.u 

BY JihauYu
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clubS

‘Girls with Courage’ 
has great second year 

“Girls for Courage,” an  event aim-
ing to empower female students, hap-
pened on March 25. Planned by ceram-
ics teacher Leah Aguayo and attendance 
secretary Mandy Armes, an informal 
club of female students and Saratoga 
High parents, “Girls for Courage” had 
around 20 to 25 participants in its sec-
ond year. 

The event taught the girls to respect 
their mind, body, and others. 

The roots for “Girls for Courage” 
were planted at the beginning of the 
year, according to event planner sopho-
more Darby Williams. 

In time, Williams and other girls 
formed a casual group that has met 
every Monday to plan “Girls for Cour-
age.” 

“[We] started talking about certain is-

sues on campus,” Williams said. “We all 
agreed that there was a lot we wanted 
to talk about, like the pressure of self-
image.” 

According to Aguayo, she brought 
the group together after a 25-year hia-
tus of the “Women’s Awareness” club 
to plan “Girls for Courage.” “Women’s 
Awareness,” she said, was created be-
cause female students often came to her 
for advice on topics such as self-confi-
dence or bullying, and she wanted to 
address those issues in a workshop. 

Grieving the death of Audrie Pott, 
Aguayo felt that the time was right to 
start up the group again. 

Sophomore Ursula Bravo, who at-
tended the event for the second time, 
said that she really enjoyed the event. 

“The workshop really made my day 
by opening my eyes and giving me a 
different perspective on myself,” Bravo 
said. u
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Teens around the world have watched 
captivated as Ted narrates one crazy 
week after another with his best 
friends Robin, Lily, Marshall and 
Barney in the hit show “How I 
Met Your Mother.” 

But while many have seen the 
show, few talked to the cast and 
seen the sets. 

Fifty juniors in the Media Arts 
Program (MAP) experienced just 
that on the annual Los Angeles 
and Hollywood trip from March 
12-16 where they explored the exciting 
world behind the scenes of many popu-
lar TV shows. 

The MAP students got to visit sets of 
“How I Met Your Mother,” “Friends” 
and “The Mentalist,” as well as view 
props from “Harry Potter,” “Batman” 

and other popular movies.
“It was an amazing experience and 

we got to learn a lot about the film in-
dustry by visiting the various studios,” 

Madison Gress said.
The students tried on the fa-

mous sorting hat from “Harry 
Potter,” sat on the couch of 
“Friends” and witnessed the ex-
act location where Red John was 
killed in “The Mentalist.” 

“The weird thing is that 
you look like you’re in a liv-
ing, breathing town from the 
outsides, but if you look inside 

the doorway you see unpainted walls 
and little pieces of timber falling down 
because they’re built for only what the 
camera can see,” Andrew York said.

They also went to locations such as 
Warner Brothers Studio, Sony Pictures 
Studio, the Grammy Museum and the 

Griffith Observatory. 
Margo Pevar especially enjoyed the 

Griffith Observatory.
“We could see the Hollywood sign 

from there; it was a very beautiful area,” 
Pevar said. “And the place was just 
amazing. It was filled with all of those 
cool facts about stars and galaxies.”

On the third day, the group got to 
cruise down the Hollywood Walk of 
Fame and attend a PaleyFest Show — a 
show that provides the latest informa-
tion on popular TV shows and movies 
— for “How I Met Your Mother.” There, 
some of the students were able to chat 
with the cast over video chat.

Not only was this trip fun for the stu-
dents, but it was also a chance to visit 
many colleges in the area. Tony Holt’s 
favorite part of the trip was visiting 
Chapman University.

“Dodge School, the film school [at 

Chapman], was really cool,” Holt said. 
“They have these private editing suites 
so you can be alone when you’re editing, 
which is great.”

The juniors also enjoyed the team-
bonding aspect of the trip.

“It was a great experience that 
brought the entire group together,” Jen-
nifer McAfee said. “We got closer with 
people we never would have thought 
we would have.”

MAP English teacher Suzanne Her-
zman, who went on the trip, said that ev-
erything went very smoothly this year.

“There was this nice feeling getting 
off the bus at the end,” Herzman said. 
“People seemed tired but in a thought-
fully, relaxed sort of way.”

Pevar recommended the trip for MAP 
students in the future. 

“It’s just a really cool experience,” Pe-
var said. u

Speech and debate

MAP goes behind the scenes in L.A. trip 

During the awards cere-
mony of the national qualify-
ing tournament, junior Deepti 
Kannan and three other com-
petitors from Bellarmine were 
called as finalists in Lincoln-
Douglas debate.

A crowd of speech and de-
baters, parents and coaches 
from all over the Bay Area 
grew silent as the Bellarmine 
coach prepared to announce 
the qualifiers to the national 
championships. The tourna-
ment began with the top 36 
debaters in the Coast Forensics 
League (CFL) and only four 
were left.

 Three of them were go-
ing to qualify for nationals in 
Lincoln-Douglas debate while 
the other was going to be an 
alternate. 

“I was trembling when the 
four of us were up there,” Kan-
nan said. “The announcer said, 
‘The alternate to the national 
champions is from Bellarm-
ine...’ and that’s when I knew 
I had qualified. The rest of her 
sentence was drowned out in 
my surprise and happiness. I 
just couldn’t believe it.”

The speech and debate team 
had much success at the na-
tional qualifying tournament, 
which ran from March 22-24 
at Bellarmine College Prepara-

tory, with Kannan and junior 
Jimmy Xiao qualifying for na-
tionals in Lincoln-Douglas de-
bate and domestic extempora-
neous speech respectively.

The school can only send its 
best four competitors in each 
event: Kannan, junior Rohith 
Krishna and sophomore Shrey 
Desai participated in Lincoln-
Douglas debate, while juniors 
Supriya Khandekar and Anjali 
Maghnani and seniors Mohith 
Subbarao and Jason Li partici-
pated in original oratory. 

Desai became third alter-
nate to nationals, Subbarao 
placed fifth in his event and 
Khandekar advanced to semi-
finals.

In addition, seniors Parth 
Kejriwal and Justin Liu partici-
pated in public forum debate, 
a team event. The duo made 
the qualifying round and lost, 
making them second alternate 
to the national championships.

The national tournament 
will be held on June 16-20 in 
Overland Park, Kans. In order 
to prepare for the tournament, 
Kannan plans on doing a lot of 
practice rounds with her team 
and the other qualifiers from 
Bellarmine. 

“Regardless of how I do, I 
know it will be a great experi-
ence and I’m honored to repre-
sent the Bay Area at nationals 
this summer,” Kannan said. u

Dressed in a long sleeve aqua 
blue shirt, black zipper tie and 
black running shoes that tell 
you he’s no normal suit-jacket, 
dress shoe-wearing debater, 
sophomore Shrey Desai finds 
a seat on an old wooden bench 
in an empty aisle of Westmont 
High School and takes a bite 
from his bagel. He’s just de-
bated five preliminary rounds 
and is waiting in anticipation 
for the ever-feared Posting.

A throng of well-dressed 
teenagers in business attire be-
gin to crowd around the glass 
windows. An adult shoves his 
way through the crowd and 
posts a single white 
sheet of paper — The 
Posting. Sixteen make 
it to the “Go round,” 
which determines who 
qualify to states, and 
the rest go home. 

Dejected students 
begin to stray away, 
while others hug 
friends with glee. Wait-
ing patiently for the 
crowd to thin, Desai marches 
calmly towards the posting 
and smiles. “Saratoga SD” is 
third on the list. 

“I was really happy,” De-
sai said. “I knew that I was up 
there with the top competitors 
in the pool and that my hard 
work and focus had paid off.”

Desai was one of three Sara-
toga students who attended 
the Lincoln-Douglas debate 
state qualifying tournament on 
March 14-15 at Westmont. 

Competition was brutal: Out 
of 106 pooled from the best of 
the Bay Area, only eight made 
it to the state tournament. Desai 
became the first Lincoln Doug-
las Debater from Saratoga to 
make it to the state tournament 
since the LD team’s conception 
three years ago.

The “Go” Round
When it was time for the 

round to begin, Desai gathered 
his things — laptop, accordion 
folders, pens — and walked 
into an ordinary Spanish class-
room that had been trans-
formed into a stage. Twenty 
spectators, including debaters 

eliminated from the tourna-
ment, parents and five judges, 
filled the room.

After losing a coin flip to de-
termine which side of the topic 
he would argue, Desai took his 
seat on the left, where the affir-
mative sits. Taking a sip from 
his water bottle, Desai wiped 
sweat off his forehead. 

His hands shook as he set his 
timer to six minutes, the length 
of his first affirmative speech. 

“I affirm. Placing political 
conditions on humanitarian 
aid to foreign countries is un-
just,” he began. 

Lincoln-Douglas debate is a 
one-on-one event in which the 
competitors argue a topic tied 

to values and morals for 
40 minutes. As the affir-
mative, Desai had three 
short speeches to give 
as opposed to the nega-
tive’s two long speech-
es.

“Usually it’s easier if 
you negate because you 
get more time to explain 
your arguments,” Desai 
said. “I was quite scared 

because affirming is difficult. 
And I was pretty nervous.”

Debate is the art of persua-
sion. Simply delivering argu-
ments and responding to one’s 
opponent is not enough to 
sway five judges. Desai’s style 
is that he relies on his charm 
and tends to be aggressive in 
cross examination.

“I usually press my oppo-
nents for different concessions  
about their arguments or some 
flaws in their case,” Desai said.

But speaking and delivery 
are important as well.

“Many judges have point-
ed out that I have a very loud 
voice and that I should tone it 
down,” Desai said.

During the go round, Desai 
started quickly, a bit too loud 
but caught himself. He tried to 
stay calm, despite exploding 
with nervousness, as he read 
his case with his somewhat 
high-pitched voice. 

His opponent,  a diminutive 
Asian girl from Palo Alto High, 
scribbled furiously on her pa-
per, hanging on to his every 
word. The nerves continued to 
strangle Desai during cross ex-

amination, but once he began 
his rebuttal, he knew he was 
set. 

When it came time for the 
last speech, he looked the 
judges in the eyes, knowing 
that his last words would have 
the strongest influence on their 
ballots.

“Many people watching the 
round commented [that] my 
last speech was deep, inspira-
tional [and] fluent and it was 
really nice,” Desai said. 

By the end of the round, De-
sai felt good, but could not be 
certain he secured the win; he 
judged it to be “dead even.”

Awards
Desai could only await the 

verdict of the judges, to be an-
nounced at the awards ceremo-
ny held in the auditorium. A 
long table of trophies gleamed 
temptingly under the floures-
cent lights.

“I sat all the way in the back 
because I wanted to be away 
from the crowd and in my own 
secluded space,” Desai said. 
(He also conceded that he en-
joys the long walk to receive 
awards so that he can bask in 
the attention).

After patient anticipation, 
the Presentation High School 
coach called the 16 debaters 
down to the center and an-
nounced the eight state quali-
fiers.

“He finally called my 
name,” Desai said. “My heart 
was pumping.”

Desai was not the only 
speech and debater to succeed 
at the state qualifiers. Members 
of the Individual Events or 
speech team, including senior 
Mohith Subbarao and junior 
Anjali Manghnani in Original 
Oratory and junior Supriya 
Khandekar in Oratorical Inter-
pretation will also be attending 
states. 

Desai has every intention 
of doing his best at the state 
tournament on April 25-27 at 
James C. Enochs High School 
in Modesto. 

“I am going to prepare pret-
ty hard [for states],” Desai said. 
“Now that I have this oppor-
tunity, I don’t want to blow it 
up.” u

Sophomore’s road to states
BY DeeptiKannan

Students qualify for 
national tournament

field tripS

BY BeckyHoag

falcon focuS: debater Shrey deSai 

BY DevinZhao
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Courtesy of DEEPTI KANNAN

Nationals qualifiers juniors Deepti Kannan and Jimmy Xiao pose with 
coaches Allison Bronlow, Chris Harris and Erick Rector. 

Desai
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That day, it was sheer emotion that 
made her decide to tell the world.

“Growing up in a community like 
Saratoga, I have always felt like the out-
cast with my constant family issues,” she 
wrote. “So I kept them quiet. To anyone, 
even my closest friends, my life was per-
fect. But it’s been far from perfect.”

In the next few weeks, Melissa learned 
that the students around her are far from 
uncaring or perfect. But she didn’t know 
this, then. After posting, she deleted her 
Facebook app and wondered if anyone 
would care. 

Simpler times
When she was 9, Melissa and her 

mother lived in a condo in Mountain 
View. This was before the illness, before 
her mother was left in a non-functioning 
state. Sometimes Melissa likes to recall 
those simpler times, espcially when she 
misses her mom too much. 

They lived within walking distance 
of a 7-11, which was “the coolest thing 
ever” because it meant Slurpees in sum-
mer.

“So we began walking and I got my 
Slurpie and my mom got her Diet Coke,” 
Melissa said. “As we walked back, I held 
her hand the whole time, never letting 
go. Then randomly I started squeezing 
her hand, and then she would squeeze 
back. It became a game, but what we 
both noted is that it felt like a heart beat. 
Squeeze after squeeze, I giggled, and 
she laughed. To me, each ‘heart beat’ 
was like a silent ‘I love you.’ There was 
something really special about those 
moments.”

“It was an inseparable mother-daugh-
ter bond that could never be broken,” 
she said. “I guess there’s a sad part of 
this memory, and that is that when my 
mom suffered her stroke, she no longer 
squeezed back.”

Melissa grew up in two households, 
since her parents divorced early on, with 
her father, the custodial parent, living in 
Saratoga. She only has “blurps” of mem-
ory of that period, but her childhood 
was a happy one. 

Her mother was always the life of the 
party — energetic, strong-willed and 
independent. She worked in marketing 
and tended to change the color of her 
hair because she was spontaneous. One 
day it was brunette, the other day it was 
blonde.

Of all their fond memories, Melissa 
misses most the sound of her mother’s 
voice on the countless phone calls they 
have shared. 

“I used to take [the phone calls] for 
granted,” Melissa said. “She would call 
maybe because she was lonely or maybe 
just to check in, and sometimes I zoned 

out and tried to get off the phone with 
my mom as quick as possible ...  but you 
have no idea how much I regret that, not 
listening to her.” 

It’s different now. She has a great re-
lationship with her stepmom and her fa-
ther, but now she’s lost the one person 
she was “100 percent open” with.

Thanksgiving in the hospital
It was nearing Thanksgiving and Me-

lissa, an eighth grader at the time, was 
“9 p.m.” tired and ready to change into 
her pajamas. 

Suddenly, her dad said they had to go 
to the hospital. 

“It felt super weird,” she said. “I’d 
known that Mom was in the hospital,  
but I thought it wasn’t a very big deal, 
like, OK she’s 
in the hospital 
again.”

For a while, 
E d e l m a n n 
had been in 
and out of 
hospitals, as 
she dealt with 
various medi-
cal issues. But 
this wasn’t 
just another 
hospitalization. Edelmann had a stroke 
and was in the intensive care unit; the 
doctors wanted Melissa and her father 
to say goodbye before they operated. 

“I remember me feeling ‘What’s go-
ing on,’” she said, staring at the table. “I 
rubbed my eyes. It was surreal. I just re-
member the Christmas music, this hap-
py Christmas music on the car as we got 
there. I remember walking through the 
halls, it was darkish, it just felt sad.

“We go in and I see my mom uncon-
scious. I’m just holding her hand, just 
silent. My dad is expecting me to say 
something but ...I was speechless, didn’t 
know what to say.

“The only thing I could say was ‘I love 
you Mommy I love you Mommy,’” Me-
lissa said. “And then we went home.”

At Redwood Middle School the next 
morning, she kept silent about her trou-
bles. 

It was a common pattern for Melissa. 
When her mother was at her house re-
covering and Melissa had to care for 
her, she didn’t say a thing to her friends. 
When she saw her mother have a seizure 
— she kept calling her name, her mother 
wouldn’t respond — Melissa went to 
school and didn’t tell a soul. 

“I always tried to put this front on,” 
she said. “I really liked school because I 
liked the escape where everyone is OK 
in school, it was almost like a pretend 
world .”

There, but not ‘there’
A year after the Thanksgiving sur-

gery, her mother was housed in a reha-
bilitation center, after a series of medical 
problems that Melissa had to witness 
first hand. 

Melissa recalled her first impressionof 
the rehab center. 

“The first time I walked into there it 
felt like death,” Melissa said. 

When she asked her father if there 
was a better place for her mom, he shook 
his head. It was the best place in the en-
tire South Bay. 

Her mother had grown extremely 
thin, and visibly unwell. Upon seeing 
her, Melissa’s hopefulness shattered.

“That’s when I realized, OK, this 
might not go back to how it used to be,” 

she said.
She tried 

to visit every 
weekend, but 
s o m e t i m e s 
she said she 
just couldn’t 
bring herself 
to do so.

“I didn’t 
see her as of-
ten as I should 
have,” she 

said. “Every time I would go there it ru-
ined my entire day, my entire week.”

Melissa shakes her head. It hurts, es-
pecially when she wonders if she could 
have done more.

“The only thing I could do was hold 
her hand, tell her ‘I love you,’” Melissa 
said. “Words couldn’t really come to my 
mind, I told her what’s going on, ‘Oh 
there was prom and stuff,’ but there was 
a big chunk of me that knew she couldn’t 
hear me anyway.”

“It was hard, that’s the only word 
I can use, insanely difficult, to see this 
person I had always looked up to com-
pletely shut down.”

Death in the family
October was prime college applica-

tion season, and Melissa had finalized 
her list of schools, “stressing about stu-
pid things.” The next day, though, the 
last thing she could think about was col-
lege applications.

Tears filled her eyes, and her father’s 
voice cracked as he said, “Melissa, we 
need to talk to you.”

“I didn’t need to hear his words to 
know what had happened,” she said. “It 
had been coming for so long, but some-
how as the words drifted off his lips, it all 
became real. ‘Your mom passed away.’“

It was painless, she heard her father 
and stepmom say, as they too started 
crying. She just fell asleep. She’s free 

now.  No longer trapped inside a mo-
tionless body.

“I had lost the person that brought 
me into this world and it was devastat-
ing,” she said. “And I had never felt so 
alone.”

Onwards
For a while, after losing her mom, Me-

lissa had wanted to become a therapist 
or social worker. But she’s been drawn 
to journalism. The executive producer of 
SHSTV, Melissa recently was admitted 
to the Walter Cronkite School of Journal-
ism and Mass Communications at Ari-
zona State and is “obsessed with it.”

These days, Melissa has plenty to oc-
cupy herself with. But while she has lots  
of support around her, that doesn’t mean 
the pain has gone away. 

More than anything, she misses the 
phone calls with her mother. 

“The day my mom stopped calling 
was a terrible and painful day,” she said. 
“I actually saved all of her voicemails on 
my old phone and I prayed they would 
still be there, so I could still have that part 
of her and hear her voice once more.” 

She checked last month, and the 
voicemails are gone. 

Opening up
On that day last November, Melissa 

wrote the Facebook status, posted it, 
logged off, deleted her Facebook app, 
turned off her phone and took a long 
shower. She had broken her silence and 
wanted to forget it. 

“I’m sure I will regret this Facebook 
post the second I post it, however I know 
it’s what my mom would have wanted,” 
she wrote. “I think she knows I have 
been holding it in for too long, and it’s 
time to just be free from it all.”

Then she came back online, one show-
er later. There was “just a little heart, or 
people who said ‘Hey I’m here for you.’” 
She started crying. 

“It was like this huge weight had been 
lifted,” she said. “OK, it’s out there now. 
I don’t have anything else to hide. This is 
my life and people know.”

The support offered by her friends, 
even people she didn’t know, changed 
the way she remembered that day. 

“It was weird, I was almost happy on 
such a sad day,” she said. “The whole 
time I thought [people] would push me 
away like ‘Wow you’re an outsider’ but 
they did the opposite.”

Melissa said she is no longer afraid of 
telling the truth — even if it breaks with 
the “perfect” image others might aspire 
to have. 

“Honestly,” she said, “being strong 
all the time isn’t healthy. It’s OK to be 
weak.” u

Falcon Focus: melissa szenda

Senior deals with 
BY SamuelLiu

“The hardest part is pretending that everything 
is OK when it’s not,” senior Melissa Szenda wrote 
in a Facebook post on Nov. 13, 2013.

Earlier that morning, a cold one in the middle 
of college app season, she found out her mother 
had died. 

For a long time, as her mother Lisa Marie 
Edelmann suffered through illnesses, Melissa 
had kept quiet. She felt that she would be foisting 
her problems on others, because in Saratoga 
“everyone seems perfect.” 

WHaT WE TakE 
for granTEd
With hElp, SENior copES 
With mothEr’S dEath
BY SAMUEL LIU

It was weird, I was almost happy 
on such a sad day. The whole time 
I thought [people] would push me 
away like ‘Wow you’re an outsider’ 
but they did the opposite.

senior melissa Szenda
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The door slams shut. Junior Alana 
Hess’s parents have just left the house to 
go out for dinner. Many teenagers would 
seize this opportunity to do whatever 
they like. But Alana cannot. 

As soon as those doors close, Alana 
(16) is transported into a world of whiny 
complaints and squeaky toys. An un-
doubtedly daunting task looms over 
her: babysitting her six younger siblings: 
sophomore Jonathan (15), Sarah (11), 
Ryan (9), Jennifer (7), Robert (5) and Sa-
mantha (3). 

First on the agenda: Clean the messy 
house, starting with her room. Toys, 
books and games lay scattered on the 
floor. 

By delegating tasks to her siblings, 
she makes sure the job gets done.

Next thing to worry about: dinner. 
She stuffs the chicken nuggets in the 
oven and cooks the macaroni and cheese 
on the kitchen stove. 

After attending to her siblings’ needs, 
she returns to her room that she shares 
with her sister, Sarah, and eventually 
starts her homework.

These are only a few of her responsi-
bilities as half eldest sibling, half babysit-
ter.

 She follows this routine around three 
times a week when her parents are not 
at home. 

Having six younger siblings has 
greatly influenced Alana.

“I sort of feel as if I’m living two lives: 
the carefree happy teenager, and the 
part-time mom,” said Alana. “I know 
when it’s appropriate to act like each one 
and I’m honestly really used to it.”

Alana feels that although being the 

oldest sibling can mean a lot of work, it 
can also be a blessing. 

“I feel like God put me in this position 
to be the oldest because I can handle all 
these kids,” Alana said.

Alana has been taking care of her sib-
lings since she was in first grade. She 
learned how to change diapers when she 
was only 7. 

“I know that I’m essential to keep my 
family going so I do it,” Alana said. 

Due to familial obligations, Alana 
does not have as much time as she 
would like to do her homework or have 
a social life.

“I might want to go out with friends,  
but I can’t because I have to babysit,” 
Alana said. “I don’t always like all the 
time I have to spend babysitting when 
I’d rather be doing other things but I’ve 
made my peace with it and just keep 
pushing on.”

For example, Alana said she enjoys 
their lively family gatherings, especially 
when they go out to eat in a restaurant. 
It is not every day that someone sees a 
family of nine enter McDonald’s.

Alana said many people in restau-
rants are surprised at how respectful the 
Hess family is. 

“Many times there are people [who] 
compliment us saying, ‘Wow your kids 
are so well behaved,’ and I take pride in 
that because that means I’m doing my 
job,” Alana said. 

Alana said she does not feel as though 
her family is viewed much differently.

“Sometimes people will ask us why 
we have so many kids and if we were 
Mormon, but that’s about it,” said Ala-
na, whose family is not Mormon.

Alana also receives admiration and 
trust from her friends and family.

“When Mr. Hess and I go out, I have 

no worries,” said Laurel Hess, Alana’s 
mom. “I know that everything is fine 
because I know that ultimately [Alana] 
is going to do the right thing. I feel very 
safe.”

Laurel also said that Alana has been 
responsible and independent since an 
early age. Her siblings agree and love 
their oldest sister.

“I like that Alana sings us to sleep and 
I like when she make us yummy food,” 
Jennifer said.

Her dad’s strong belief of “family 
first” deeply resonates with Alana, and 
she always makes time for family bond-
ing. She tries her best to maintain a close, 
tight-knit relationship with every mem-
ber of her family.

“I really like being the one in charge 
and the one they look up to in being able 
to help them with anything they need,” 
Alana said. “We are all really close and 
I love that about us and I hope we stay 
that way.” u

Junior is a part-time ‘mother’ to six younger siblings
falcon focus: alana Hess

 Junior Alana Hess second from right poses with her six younger siblings and parents. 

Courtesy of ALANA HESS
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Recently, Tim Draper, a well-known 
venture capitalist who helped fund Te-
sla and Yahoo, proposed a plan to split 
California into six states. 

The six new states would be called 
Jefferson, North California, Central Cali-
fornia, Silicon Valley, West California 
and South California. 

According to Draper, this division 
would be more beneficial to the govern-
ment because it would be dealing with 
smaller states. 

The plan is full of holes ranging from 
issues of water distribution to the enor-
mous gain in California senators that 
would occur.

First off, there is the issue of how this 
plan would affect the water distribution 
in California. 

Currently, Los Angeles gets the ma-
jority of its water from an aqueduct that 
contains water from rivers in Northern 
California. 

If this plan went through, nothing 
would stop, let’s say, the governors of 
North California or Central California 
from diverting water from this aqueduct 
to local farmers in their own state rather 
than people in South California. 

Likewise, San Francisco gets the ma-

jority of its water from the Hetch Hetchy 
Reservoir in Yosemite. 

Again, the governor of Central Cali-
fornia could easily divert this water to 
local agriculture, depriving San Fran-
cisco of its water. 

Tensions over water — a resource that 
is certainly strained these days — would 
likely arise. 

Another problem with this proposal 
is that it would essentially give what 
used to be one state, 12 seats in the Sen-
ate instead of its current two. 

This new plan would cause a conflict 
in Congress as it would throw off the 
balance of votes from an even number to 
an odd number. 

Also, adding 10 presumably Demo-
cratic senators to the Senate would ba-
sically ensure that the Democrats have 
their way in every issue in the Senate, 
making the government one-sided and 
unbalanced. 

With the breakup of California, the 
northernmost state, Jefferson, would not 
have a single university in the Univer-
sity of California (UC) system. 

This, in turn, would force residents of 
Jefferson to pay the costly $36,000 out-
of-state tuition, which is over $20,000 
more than the in-state tuition, to go to 
UC schools. 

Lastly, citizens would see an increase 

in taxes. 
The newly created states would have 

to create their own state systems, like 
prison and police systems. 

This will all cost money, and lead to 
a uneccessary raise in the already ab-
surdly high taxes residents in California 
already pay. 

Draper claims that California is cur-
rently “ungovernable” and that his plan 
would allow the state governments to be 
more focused. 

But, having a slightly more efficient 
government at the cost of less water for 
some areas, increased taxes, and higher  
UC tuition for many is not worth it. 

Clearly, the costs of this proposal seri-
ously outweigh the limited benefits. 

There is just too much risk and change 
in this proposal of this division to even 
take it into consideration and for it to 
even be a possibility. 

Perhaps Draper should just stick to 
venture capitalism. u

Splitting CA into six states a terrible idea

Creativity deserves our 
respect, not our hatred

BY AndrewJiang
& AnantRajeev

Warning labels on soda 
positive change for CA

In February, lawmakers in Califor-
nia proposed a bill to put warning la-
bels on sugary drinks in an attempt to 
combat obesity, a strategy reminiscent 
of Michael Bloomberg’s ban on large  
soft drinks containers in New York.

This bill is not a miracle cure for 
obesity, but is a step in the right di-
rection.

If the bill becomes law, it would 
be known as the Sugar-Sweetened 
Beverage Safety 
Warning Act. 

It would force 
all businesses or 
individuals sell-
ing beverages 
with 75 calories 
per 12 fluid ounc-
es or more to show a warning label to 
customers that would read “STATE 
OF CALIFORNIA SAFETY WARN-
ING: Drinking beverages with added 
sugar(s) contributes to obesity, diabe-
tes and tooth decay,” similar to labels 
on cigarettes. 

Restaurant menus, bottles and 
even vending machines would all 
have to display a warning. 

Similarly to the criticism Bloomberg 
faced, organizations in California 
have argued that soda is not the root 
cause of obesity. 

They say obesity is a complex 
problem with many contributing fac-
tors, and thus the bill doesn’t target 
the right ones. 

CalBev, an arm of the American 
Beverage Association, told the LA 
Times, “We agree that obesity is a se-
rious and complex issue. 

However, it is misleading to sug-
gest that soft drink consumption is 
uniquely responsible for weight gain. 
In fact, only 4 percent of calories in the 
average American diet are derived di-
rectly from soda.” 

While it is true that soda is not the 
only problem, it is impossible to boil 

down obesity to just one main cause. 
As a result, it is necessary to begin 

to combat all the different contribut-
ing factors, starting with soda. 

It’s illogical to argue that we don’t 
have to address one factor that is det-
rimental to people’s health just be-
cause it isn’t the worst factor. 

Furthermore, critics of the bill 
downplay the harms of soda by saying 
they only constitute a small percent-
age of calories; they neglect to men-
tion that liquid sugar has more detri-
mental effects, including blocking the 

immune system 
from functioning 
properly. 

Critics also 
rarely mention 
links between so-
das and the ris-
ing rates of obe-

sity, diabetes and tooth decay. 
Others feel that a label, rather than 

a ban, won’t do anything to prevent 
people from consuming soda; howev-
er, informing the public of the dangers 
is important in dissuading them from 
continuing an unhealthy lifestyle. 

The anti-soda bill may not be per-
fect, but it’s better to start taking ac-
tion than do nothing at all. u

“I’ll find you and kill you … You’re 
a clown. Kill yourself … Dude I’ll kill 
you.” All tagged with @dongatory, 
Flappy Bird creator Dong Ha Nguyen’s 
Twitter username, these death threats 
popped up around the Internet like 
weeds. 

What was the offense? Nguyen de-
cided to take down Flappy Bird after 
he thought the product was too “addic-
tive,” according to Boy Genius Report. 
The threats seem even more ludicrous 
upon closer inspection. 

Anyone can continue to play the 
game; the only change was that no one 
could download it for the first time. 

These personal attacks on Nguyen are 
just another entry in a long list of game 
creators, artists, writers — creative peo-
ple in general — who 
have received vitriolic 
anger in response to 
their product, or their 
decisions regarding it.

What everyone 
needs to realize, 
though, is that these 
people do not owe the consumers of 
their work anything, and need to be 
treated with respect. 

This isn’t the only example of unjusti-
fied hatred. 

Think back a few years to 13-year-old 
Rebecca Black and her song “Friday.” 
While some people argue that the song 
itself was poorly written, the personal 
attacks on her were unwarranted and 
unnecessary. 

Imagine yourself at 13. Could you 
have handled people calling your song 
“the worst song EVER,” as one YouTube 
comment read? 

What about insulting your appear-
ance, making memes with your face 
where the caption was “I don’t want to 
live on this planet anymore?” or being 
bullied at school to the point that your 
parents pulled you out? 

Today, Black is a vlogger and singer 

on YouTube. 
Last year, she created a “Draw My 

Life” video, an autobiography of her life 
so far. In describing the “Friday” phase 
of her life, she talked about how she felt 
that she had “no friends” and recalled 
thinking things like “At least my com-
puter loves me.” 

She even took down “Friday” for a 
short period because she couldn’t han-
dle the overwhelming flood of negative 
comments. 

It’s clear that the backlash she was 
forced to deal with after uploading “Fri-
day” catalyzed a period of depression 
in her life, which could have had life-
threatening consequences. 

Cases like Black’s are what people 
need to consider before verbally abusing 
their least favorite artists. 

Some people might argue that since 
artists decide to 
publicize their 
work, they need 
to be prepared for 
criticism. After 
all, they rational-
ize, creators put 
themselves out 

there and they often earn a lot of mon-
ey. 

But this logic is faulty. Publishing a 
song, game or piece of writing deserves 
constructive criticism, not unrelated as-
saults on a person’s body or personal-
ity. 

A comment like “I thought the lyrics 
were redundant” would be much more 
appropriate than one like “I hate this 
song...one million people [the number 
of dislikes currently on ‘Friday’] hate 
you.” 

The jump from disliking a product to 
disliking the person involved is the is-
sue. 

In short, modern society needs an 
update on its attitudes towards creative 
minds. 

They deserve respect and constructive 
criticism, not attack. Hateful thoughts 
should stay just that: unsaid words. u

In short, modern society 
needs an update on its 

attitudes towards 
creative minds.

This bill is not a miracle 
cure for obesity, but 

it is a step in the right 
direction.

BY AshleyChen
BY ArmanVaziri
& NelsonWang

KELLY XIAO

bigideaTH
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The basics
The bill was proposed by State Sena-
tor Bill Monning on February 13, 2014.
Businesses would be required to warn 
consumers about beverages with more 
than 75 calories per 12 fluid ounces.

Benefits
Californians can be better informed 
about the consequences of their drink 
choices.

Cons
The bill may not defer the drinking of 
sugary drinks.

CA Soda Warnings
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The current SAT is execrable. No 
idea what “execrable” means? 
You’re not alone because a vast 

majority of the population is similar-
ly clueless. You might never see the 
word again unless you teach English 
at Harvard. 

That’s why College Board’s deci-
sion to revise the SAT for 2016 is a 
positive one. Among other changes, 
the new SAT will  test more common 
vocabulary, make the writing section 
optional and be more accessible for 
low-income students. They hope to 
increase the popularity of the SAT 
compared to the ACT.

 For starters, reducing the number 
of archaic vocabulary makes the SAT 
more practical. Few of us use words 
like “quixotic” in everyday life, and 
most jobs will not require such knowl-
edge. 

In fact, the current incarnation of 
the “critical reading” section only 
tests students’ ability to regurgitate 
random words they’ve memorized. 
To make it worse, the questions are 
designed to test a student’s knowl-
edge of a word’s definition, not his or 
her ability to actually use it. 

“The SAT’s rarified vocabulary 
changes will be replaced by words 
more common in college courses,” 
College Board president David Cole-
man said in a New York Times article. 
“No longer will students use flash-
cards to memorize obscure words, 
only to forget them the minute they 
put their pencil down.”

In contrast, the new SAT will focus 
on words such as “empirical” and 
“synthesis” that are commonly used 
in college courses. This way, the test 
is no longer just used for admissions; 
it actually helps prepare students for 
a college education. 

Some might argue that complex 
vocabulary is a marker of how well 
read one is. But there’s a difference 
between complicated and useless vo-
cabulary. 

The fact is, it doesn’t make one’s 
writing any stronger to use words 
one’s audience doesn’t know. Some 
of the most well known articles or 
speeches, like Abraham Lincoln’s 
“Gettysburg Address,” use straight-
forward words so that all audience 
members can understand the mes-
sage. True writing skill involves ef-
fective and eloquent use of simple 
words, not the overuse of complicat-
ed, awkward words. 

In addition, the writing section, in-
cluding the grammar, is now option-
al, so the timed essay will no longer 
be mandatory. 

In fact, some colleges, such as 
Washington University in St. Louis, 
already do not count the writing sec-
tion of the SAT, instead simply scor-
ing the test out of 1600. Why? Because 
college essays are a much better way 
of evaluating an applicant’s writing 
abilities than the SAT essay.

Think about it. When writing a col-
lege essay, students have more time to 

prepare and can choose a topic they 
are truly passionate about, allowing 
them to display their unique person-
ality and creativity. In comparison, 
the SAT essay involves writing an 
essay as quickly as possible, and the 
scoring favors quantity over quality.

The new SAT essay, however, will 
have a time limit of 50 minutes, which 
is twice as long as it used to be. Addi-
tionally, the prompt will be published 
ahead of time and remain consistent; 
only the source material students are 
expected to base their essay upon will 
change. 

In addition, the new SAT seeks to 
level the playing field for students 
across the country by partnering with 
Khan Academy to provide free SAT 
practice for everyone. 

For instance, here in the Silicon 
Valley, you can drive around a town 
and find multiple SAT practice cen-
ters, but in many places, such centers 
are hard to find and often expensive. 
College Board and Khan Academy’s 
work will help reduce the disparity 
between poorer and wealthier stu-
dents, and allow standardized tests to 
reflect a student’s intelligence, rather 
than his or her ability to pay for hours 
of SAT camp. 

With a retooled SAT, a new genera-
tion of students will no longer dread 
this execrable test. u 
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The Saratoga Falcon staff voted 22-5 in support of the editorial.

Time for a change: Modified SAT 
eases the painful rite of passage

When was the last time you checked 
your phone? Was it two minutes ago? 
Or five? Or maybe even an hour? 

Most students would agree that so-
cial media is addictively distracting. 
Procrastination has never thrived more 
than in the current modern age.

Former New York Times reporter Bill 
Keller claims that social media isn’t just 
a distraction; people are selling their 
souls to the Internet. 

In restaurants, people play Candy 
Crush while waiting for food. In a 
lunch line off campus, students use 
their phones instead of talking. 

In extreme cases, there have even 
been incidents of people taking pic-
tures of an accident to post online in-
stead of helping the injured. For ex-
ample, the National Post reported that 
in 2012, bystanders at a car accident in 
Ontario took pictures instead of calling 
for help.

Posting and tweeting on social me-
dia has become a competition over who 
has done the most interesting things, 
said the most clever statements and tak-

en the best photographs. But technol-
ogy has also dulled human innovation 
in terms of problem solving, decision 
making and interacting with others. 

Just as GPS’s have lessened our sense 
of direction, pocket calculators have 
rendered us less capable of basic math 
and typing has hurt our handwriting, 
social media has killed our ability to 
communicate genuinely with friends or 
even to express real emotions. 

Students today feel their duty as 
a friend is fulfilled when they type a 
couple “LOLs” or chat a few words. 
Although communicating online might 
be faster, it also adds an extra filter to 
friendships. Messaging doesn’t convey 
a real personality; a typed word can-
not carry the emotions or nuances that 
words can in person. 

Yet, there may be some benefits of 
using social media: Keller wrote, “Basi-
cally, we are outsourcing our brains to 
the cloud. The upside is that this frees 
a lot of gray matter for important pur-
suits like FarmVille and ‘Real House-
wives.’”

According to New York Times re-
porter Nick Bilton, the web has actually 

made users dumber. 
While in the past, monks could re-

cite entire books, Johannes Gutenberg’s 
invention of the printed page meant 
memorizing was unneeded. 

And now, the Internet has made even 
reading and analyzing information un-
necessary. Why think if the Internet is 
just a click away, ready to tell you what 
to think?

“I spent a lot of time trying to make 
sure people could put anything on the 
web, that it was universal,” World Wide 
Web creator Tim Berners-Lee said in an 
interview with the New York Times. 
“Obviously, I had no idea that people 
would put literally everything on it.”

So while it’s true that technology has 
improved information flow, it has also 
created many problems.

I couldn’t live without social media 
— I seriously doubt you could either. 

But how hard can it be to put down 
the iPad and talk during dinner? It’s 
about the small steps: If everyone tried 
to spend half their time just talking the 
old fashioned way to others, the human 
race would at least save some of its so-
cial skills. u

Social media results in duller minds
BY MichelleLeung
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Ever since I can remember, my fam-
ily has always been health con-
scious, to say the least. 

I didn’t realize my family’s 
extremely health conscious ways 
were weird until I began having 
play dates with my friends in 
elementary school. They would 
come over and the only snacks 
I would have at my house were 
fruit and other healthy foods. 
Apples. Yogurt. Granola bars. 

No one wanted them but me. 
As a result, I began keeping a 

snack drawer full of unhealthy, 
“yummy” snacks, such as choc-
olate and chips, for my friends when 
they came over. I didn’t understand my 
mom’s obsession with organic foods or 
why she would not let me eat McDon-
ald’s Happy Meals like the other kids. 

Age, as usual, has changed my per-
ception. 

Fast food, such as McDonald’s and 
Taco Bell, is ridiculously unhealthy for a 
number of reasons.

First off, the meat used in 
fast-food meals is not organic, 
so it is full of growth hormones, 
antibiotics and terrible feed. 

The feed used in these so-
called animal “farms” includes 
drugs and chemicals, animal 
waste products, unhealthy 
amount of grains and even plas-
tic fillers.

Secondly, that meat is not 
100 percent meat. It is combined 
with synthetic ingredients, corn 

and other products that will go un-
named. And, I will just leave it at that.

While many agree that fast food is 
unhealthy, it is sometimes hard to act 
on those beliefs in real life. For exam-

ple, since I do not pack lunch, fast food 
sometimes seems like the only option for 
a 40 minute lunch. 

But I’m saved by my health freak 
friends. My two health conscious friends 
and I only hit four, 
occasionally five, 
places for lunch 
that I would rec-
ommend to any-
body looking for 
a healthy lunch 
close to campus.

Our top pick is 
Rio Adobe, where we love to order the 
Taos Taos house salad with chicken. Safe-
way is a distant No. 2, but none the less 
it has fresh boxed salads and our friends 
have unhealthy options also. No. 3 is 
Saratoga Bagels, which has spinach, egg 
and cheese omelettes. Finally, Togo’s has 
half salad and half sandwich combos.

Our healthy ways of lunch repulse 

our other friends who are always look-
ing for cheap fast-food options. The 
“normals” think we are freaks, that all 
we eat is grass. On the other hand, we 
think they eat trash. 

But there is 
room for compro-
mise between the 
two bitter rivals.

One day at 
lunch, my “nor-
mal” friends 
wanted to go to 
McDonald’s for 

lunch. Because we were in separate cars, 
we were literally on the phone scream-
ing at each other. In the end, we compro-
mised for Chipotle, which is undeniably 
unhealthy but is better than some fast-
food places. 

Sometimes, all a person needs is a full 
stomach, and both normal people and 
health freaks can agree on that. u

CATHERINE
TANG

I Tango

‘Health freak’ barely survives fast food
BY CatherineTang

Now that I am a second-semester 
senior, I spend my time doing, well, 
nothing except for what is required to 
maintain decent grades in school. Dur-
ing junior year, when my mom saw this 
behavior, she would threaten to take 
away my laptop so that I would study. 
It’s different this year now that this free 
time is more plentiful: She tells me that I 
should be taking online classes in Micro 
or Macroeconomics or Excel.

I want to pursue a career in finance, 
but it is hard for students already bogged 
down with hours and hours of work ev-
ery single day to take extra online class-
es purely out of interest. Call it laziness 
or lack of time, but I can’t focus on an 
online class, and, certainly, even busier 
students don’t possess the resources to 

add another class either.
So, why not incorporate more of these 

pre-professional classes into the regular 
school curriculum?

Giving students the option to take fo-
cused classes that correlate with their in-
terests or career goals will surely be ben-
eficial on a variety of different levels. 

First, many students do not have any 
idea whatsoever about what they would 
like to pursue in the future, so having the 
ability to learn in-depth about computer 
science, mechanical engineering and fi-
nance would give the needed exposure 
to accurately define their interests. 

Additionally, when students apply to 
college, their career paths aren’t neces-
sarily defined by their first choice major, 
and in fact, many pick a certain major 
because they have only a slight inter-
est in a particular subject. It is relatively 

common for college students to do a full 
180 twist, switching from a computer sci-
ence major to an English major because 
they realized they aren’t a good fit for 
the math and science based professions. 

Having pre-professional classes 
would help students avoid these pre-
dicaments by helping them to see if they 
truly have an interest in a certain subject. 
If they do, then taking specialized class-
es would enhance their understanding 
of something they are passionate about.

In addition to being a measurement 
for the future, taking pre-professional 
classes can be a valuable asset for “re-
sume boosting.” 

Now, when people hear that phrase, 
they scoff in disgust at the misappro-
priation of intellectual curiosity, but in 
the case of these specialized classes, en-
rolling can kill two birds with one stone. 

When applying to colleges, summer 
programs or internships, many times 
they ask if you have any experience in a 
particular field you want to study. 

For most high school students, that 
isn’t the case. But if schools offered 
these specialized classes, students could 
pursue their intellectual interests in the 
classroom as well as develop certain 
skills and qualities coveted in the profes-
sional world. 

With less than six months left before 
I head off to college, I should probably 
take my mom’s advice and learn Excel 
because for all I know, there could be a 
job offer down the line that requires me 
to be proficient in Excel. 

But senioritis demands that I focus my 
attentions on greater things, like playing 
video games for four hours straight. I 
think I’ll do that instead. u

Going Pro: The need for professional classes
BY RohanHardikar

Private counseling closes the cultural gap
how PRIVATE collEgE counsElIng cAn hElP chIldREn of ImmIgRAnTs

When my parents immigrated from 
China in the 1992, they came here with 
little to no knowledge of English or 
connections with the “more sophisti-
cated” world. They wanted me to go to 
a good college, in which they saw the 
stability they didn’t have growing up, 
but the American system was far more 
complex. In China, it was pure merit 
— take your tests, suffer and struggle 
— but here there were things like col-
lege essays and extracurriculars, tasks 
completely foreign to them. 

I’m the eldest sibling, so my parents 
relied on the extremely unreliable: par-
ents who told them “If you get a 2400 
on the SAT, you can go anywhere” or 
“If you’re Asian, you have no chance 
because of affirmative action.” Like so 
many immigrants, they simply didn’t 
understand the system, and weren’t 
connected to people who could edu-
cate them. 

I signed up for private college coun-
seling my sophomore year, and I credit 
the program — certainly an expensive 
one — with opening up opportunities 
and interests I had no idea were offered 
to me. All of a sudden, I knew which 
camps were worthwhile, which camps 
simply wanted your money. I got book 
recommendations and, during college 
app season, an editor for essays. If any-
thing, I was being guided along a path 

toward my interests, whereas before I 
was stumbling in the dark. 

The critics of college counseling 
often argue along two lines: (1) The 
school offers counseling and essay 
help and (2) college counseling per-
petuates the income gap — poorer stu-
dents aren’t likely to pay for expensive 
counseling.  

While the school’s counselors were 
certainly helpful (and I made sure to 
use those resources, as well), private 
counseling was quite simply able to 
provide more. School resources are 
often spread thin. For example, I real-
ized a week before a deadline that I 
had forgotten to write one of my col-
lege essays. I also had no parent or sib-
ling who wrote English well enough 
to trust with a college essay. It would 
have been unreasonable to expect a 
school counselor to edit the essay on 
such short notice, especially when the 
counselor has a huge number of stu-
dents to worry about.

The second argument comes with 
its fair share of contempt. “Oh, he used 
counseling, so he got in,” they say. I 
don’t deny that counseling can provide 
an edge (though the allegation that 
counselors “write your essays” is not 
particularly valid. My counselor told 
me that, when he was an admissions 
officer, he always knew when parents 
or teachers wrote a student’s essay. It’s 
hard to write a personal essay if you’re 

not that person). 
Yet to these critics I pose the ques-

tion: Aren’t connections to knowledge-
able people their own sort of counsel-
ing? Doesn’t having a parent who’s 
an English major or an older sibling 
who’s gone through the process give 
an advantage as well?

My parents, for whom English is a 
second language, don’t read American 
newspapers or follow SAT changes. If 
anything, counseling helps to dimin-
ish the inherent disadvantages of the 
children of immigrants like myself. It 
certainly helped with calming my par-
ents’ SAT obsession and their strict fol-
lowing of Aeries — they learned that 
what really mattered in getting into 
college (and life) was finding a passion 
and sticking to it.

Do I still have an advantage over 
underprivileged students who have 
neither connections to “people who 
know” nor the resources for college 
counseling? Absolutely. Just as I do by 
attending a school like Saratoga, and 
being able to take AP classes. 

This is part of why affirmative ac-
tion for minorities and low-income 
students is necessary; however, first-
generation Asian immigrants receive 
neither the benefits of affirmative ac-
tion nor parental connections. It’s a 
gap, disconnect of culture, and for 
many of us private counseling is sim-
ply the best way to bridge this gulf.  u

BY SamuelLiu togatalks

junior Anisha Nagarajan

Private college 
counselors 
are especially 
helpful for the 
older sibling.”

How helpful is private 
college counseling?

junior Varna Jammula

Since my 
parents can’t 
help me through 
the process, 
counseling is 
super helpful.”

senior Jason Li

If you find the 
right place to 
go for help, it 
will work like 
magic.”

While many agree that 
fast food is unhealthy, it is 
sometimes hard to act on 
those beliefs in real life.
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My mouth waters as I look at 
picture after picture. Pink and 
green and purple with tapioca 
at the bottom, each of the color-
ful drinks looks so good. After 
days of scroll-
ing through 
these pictures 
on Facebook, 
I just knew 
I had to try 
out Tpumps, 
the new pearl 
milk tea shop 
in Cupertino. 
Little did I 
know that 
my expecta-
tions would 
be crushed.

On a Tues-
day evening, my friend junior 
Allison Chan, who had already 
been to Tpumps several times, 
and I arrived at the store and 
met the line that was 15 feet out 
the door. I figured this place 
must be either super cheap, su-
per tasty or have super modern 
decorations on the inside. 

To pass the time in line while 
we waited, my friend gave me 
some background on the restau-

rant. I learned that Tpumps has 
many different flavors of fruit 
that customers can combine to-
gether into a drink. Such drinks 
usually cost between $2.95 and 
$4.95.

After waiting about 20 min-
utes, we fi-
nally stepped 
inside the 
store. I was 
shocked, and 
not in a good 
way. 

The store 
was liter-
ally a par-
tially brown 
closet. I say 
“par t ia l ly” 
because only 
half the store 
was painted 

brown, while the other half 
had white primer or paint — I 
couldn’t tell. There was no floor-
ing, only cement with scratch 
marks from tiles that had been 
previously removed. There was 
also little furniture, only a single 
black table with no chairs. 

My friend and I had to wait 
another 10 to 15 minutes inside 
the store before finally arriv-
ing at the register. Because it 

was my first time and I didn’t 
know what to order, the lady 
at the counter suggested I try 
the peach mango strawberry 
tea.  I ordered a peach mango 
strawberry green tea without 
milk, while my friend ordered 
honeydew blackberry green tea 
with milk. 

She charged me $2.95, which 
at first glance seems cheap for a 
drink. However, this is only $.50 
cheaper than Verde, another 
very similar pearl milk tea shop 
that also sells assorted fruit fla-
vored milk teas and even freez-
es. As a result, the ridiculously 
long line and unusual interior 
of Tpumps made the cheaper 
price not worth it.

After ordering, I crammed 
into a corner with all the other 
people waiting for their drinks. 
It was a mess. People could not 
get in or out, and my friend and 
I ended up squished against the 
wall.

About 15 minutes later our 
drinks were finally ready, but 
we had to wiggle our way out of 
the corner to get to the  counter 
to pick them up. Then, because 
they did not give us straws, 
we had to squeeze over to the 
corner with straws and move 

slowly out the door to enjoy our 
drinks.

My drink was only OK. It 
really was not much different 
from any of the other fruity 
drinks at other pearl milk tea 
places. The boba, or the tapioca 
on the bottom, tasted the same 

as any other boba. 
I would not recommend go-

ing to Tpumps unless you truly 
have a full hour you want to 
waste. The taste and price are 
only average, and the decora-
tions and seating are way below 
average. u

Typical drinks include:  a honeydew blackberry green tea with milk 
(left) and a peach mango strawberry green tea without milk (right).

All hype, no punch: latest craze a disappointment 

FALCON // CATHERINE TANG

BY CatherineTang

(OUT OF FIVE)
Where: 19959 Stevens Creek 
Boulevard 
Type of Food: Pearl Milk Tea
Price range: $ (out of three)
Reporter’s Favorite: Honeydew 
Blackberry Green Tea

Tpumps
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What was the story of your first crush? 
(self.AskSaratoga)
submitted 10 hours ago by FalconStaff
[-] Julianne Wey (12) 832 points 6 hours ago
In elementary school I had a crush on [senior] Nikhil Goel — my 
best friend had the same crush and hid it for a while. I tried to 
set them up, I left him a note and he thought I was talking about 
myself. I tried to explain to him ‘Oh Nikhil it wasn’t for me.’ Some-
one likes you. I thought it was pretty obvious. (Nikhil thought it 
was a death threat). I thought he was a drama king. Don’t flatter 
yourself.
permalink
[-] Vivian Wang (12) 157 points 5 hours ago
I had a crush on [senior] Brian Lyu in sixth grade because of 
Walker Creek. We were in the same group for farm animals. There 
was the boogie dance. I tried, I was hoping I would get to dance 
with him, but the dance ended two people before him. So close 
but so far. In 6th grade when I liked him I hid it and tried to set 
him up with [senior] Stephanie Chu. Such heartbreak.
permalink
[-] Iris Xu (11) 326 points 2 hours ago
When I lived in China, there was this boy in my class, and he was 
basically the popular guy. If second graders could be popular, that 
is. He was cute and extremely smart. I’m pretty sure all the girls 
liked him. Anyways, after a while I found out he definitely didn’t 
like me back. I’m pretty sure he did not like me at all.
permalink

What is the weirdest thing you’ve said in 
class? (self.AskSaratoga)
submitted 12 hours ago by FalconStaff
[-] Kristie Lin (12) 1,023 points 10 hours ago
Can we get dinner?
permalink
[-] Samuel Liu (12) 6 points 8 hours ago
I was trying to make a ‘Game of Thrones’ reference. The teacher 
asked ‘What are you doing for Valentine’s Day?’ and I said, ‘I’m 
going to eat the heart of a horse.’ Everyone just stared blankly 
at me.
permalink
[-] Josh Dey (10) 246 points 3 hours ago
What’s gucci homie [to a teacher]?
permalink

What is your worst fear? (self.AskSaratoga)
submitted 6 hours ago by FalconStaff
[-] Zhan Ng (10) 52 points 4 hours ago
My greatest fear is not being the best that I can be before I die. 
Not crossing everything off of my bucket list before my time is up 
is also one of my biggest fears.
permalink
[-] Patrick Wang (12) 888 points 3 hours ago
My worst fear is blood. I hate it.
permalink
[-] Vincent Huang (11) 590 points 2 hours ago
My worst fear is rats. Ever since I was young, I 
was deathly afraid. I remember back in fourth 
grade I was sitting in class kind of zoning out and 
suddenly out of the corner of my eye I saw a tiny mouse slip its 
way out of the doorway. Well, I screamed, jumped on my desk 
and everyone started staring at me. I was visibly shaken and oc-
casionally people still remind me of that day. 
permalink

What was your most adventurous off-campus 
lunch? (self.AskSaratoga)
submitted 20 hours ago by FalconStaff
[-] Jason Li (12) 433 points 17 hours ago
During junior year, some friends and I pre-ordered at BJ’s [Res-
taurant and Brewhouse] and got ourselves pizookies to eat in 
class, solely to make others jealous.
permalink
[-] Sachin Bettadapur (11) 81 points 10 hours ago
My friends and I wanted to go to In-N-Out at lunch, but we were 
talking while on the freeway and took the wrong exit. We were in 
Oakland. It was weird. We were by the Air Force or something.
permalink
[-] Jonathan Tran (11) 392 points 6 hours ago
So I was coming back from Chipotle and my friend was driving. 
Coming back, he decided it would be a good idea to accelerate 
through a yellow light. It was not a good idea. He rammed a Prius 
in front of us, giving the Indian lady “whiplash” and ended up 
getting sued. But it was okay because the lawyers resolved it by 
giving the lady $200.
permalink

Who would you switch bodies with if you 
could? (self.AskSaratoga)
submitted 1 hour ago by FalconStaff
[-] Carmine Drohan (11) 153 points 1 hour ago
I would switch bodies with Shakira because I wish my hips don’t 
lie.
permalink
[-] Iris Xu (11) 326 points 1 hours ago
Beyoncé. I’ve always been jealous of people with curves. 
permalink

What was your weirdest dream? (self.AskSaratoga)
submitted 13 hours ago by FalconStaff

[-] Michelle Wang(10) 298 points 13 hours ago
Once when I was 7, I had a dream that I was kidnapped by an 
Egyptian Hitler and he took me to the bottom of the pyramids and 
fed me milk. After he fed me milk, I turned into a baby and we 
spent the rest of our lives stealing babies. Then one day Egyptian 
Hitler ripped away his entire body and revealed that he was actu-
ally my brother, [senior] Patrick Wang. I woke up in shock.
permalink
[-] Caitlin Lo (9) 176 points 7 hours ago
My weirdest dream would definitely be when I was 7. I had a 
dream where it was Memorial Day, and my mom was at work. 
My dad took me and my sister to the park, and suddenly some 
big monster came out of the tanbark. It chased me everywhere, 
but no one else seemed to notice. When we got home, our house 
was burned down and my dad got a call saying my mom died in 
a car accident.
permalink

How can I become ripped? (self.AskSaratoga)
submitted 6 hours ago by SHSstudentadvice

[-] Jay Mulye (12) 287 points 5 hours ago
I am no where near being close to ripped but I have gained 

around 35 pounds of muscle since the beginning of the school 
year, so I feel qualified to answer this question. Before senior year, 
I was a scrawny Indian boy, weighing a mere 115 pounds. Junior 
year was a stressful year and when stressed,  I lose weight. Even 
though I had a six pack (only because I had no body fat), I did not 
feel strong at all.  

At the start of senior year, I made a commitment to work out 
for four days a week. This is a step that you should also take. Al-
locate time slots into your schedule to work out and stick with 
them. Sooner or later, going to the gym will be very routine like 
eating dinner. I don’t care if there is a test tomorrow, no excuses 
for missing the gym! 

The next step is to create a weight training schedule. There are 
so many weight training programs that you can follow. The most 
common schedule that I have seen is bicep and back day, chest 
and tricep day and shoulder and leg day. Even though you are only 
working two muscle groups, it is important to do different exer-
cises on each of the two muscle groups each workout day. I know 
that leg day sounds appalling, trust me it is, but it is necessary to 
strengthen the thighs and hamstrings, and it also helps burn fat. 

Some of you may suffer from small calves syndrome (me in-
cluded) — they are something we are born with. No matter how 
hard you work your calves, no matter how much burn you feel in 
your calves, they won’t grow. Don’t let this deter you from leg day. 
Man up and own those puny calves of yours.

If you have any questions regarding specific exercises and form, 
I would strongly suggest watching the Strength Camp Youtube 
Channel.   
permalink

How can I attract the ladies? (self.AskSaratoga)
submitted 12 hours ago by SHSstudentadvice

[-] Andrew Jiang (10) Miles Albert (10) 298 points 10 hours ago
 Girls are complex mysterious creatures that are almost impos-

sible to decipher. Therefore, it is incredibly hard to attract one, but 
I have put together a step-by-step process that is (kinda) guaran-
teed to work.

1. Be smooth with everything you do. For example, if you trip 
and fall, pretend it was on purpose and then start break dancing. 

2. Have good hygiene. No one likes a scrub. Take a shower ev-
eryday, use deodorant and follow the other rules of cleanliness.

3. Be confident, but not to the point where you come off as rude 
or inconsiderate to others.

4. Start working out and get jacked (see Jay’s response on how 
to get ripped). Girls like muscular men. 

5. Work at Starbucks and give girls free drinks. Chicks dig Star-
bucks. 

6. …Or, be yourself and hope she likes you for who you are. … 
Nah, who are we kidding.  
permalink

How to get to In-N-Out and back on time 
during a regular lunch? (self.AskSaratoga)
submitted 3 hours ago by SHSstudentadvice
[-] Jay Mulye (12) 298 points 2 hours ago

Many of my friends have pulled this off though personally, I’m 
not comfortable doing this, but I do know it is possible to do in a 
40-minute lunch period. 

First off, you want to run to the car, right when the lunch bell 
rings. You can’t afford to lose precious time strolling. Once all your 
friends reach the car, take off onto the streets while everyone else 
waits in horrid jams in the parking lot. Never wait for the straggling 
friend. Maybe you can give him some of your fries once you come 
back to school ON TIME. 

You want to go to the Mountain View location, not the Sunny-
vale one. Even though the Sunnyvale one is only 8.4 miles away 
as opposed to the Mountain View one, which is 9.2 miles away, 
you will be impeded by several consecutive traffic signals down De 
Anza Boulevard if you go to Sunnyvale. The great thing about the 
Mountain View route is that you are on a practically clear freeway 
for a little less than 7 miles and the restaurant is a about half a 
mile from the exit. But here comes the dangerous part of the trip 
that you shouldn’t do: for that 7 miles you are on the freeway, you 
need to exceed 100 mph and you need to hit the same speed on 
the way back. 
permalink

Top: Senior Jay Mulye lifts weights during his usual workout routine at the weight room 
after school. Bottom: Sophomores Andrew Jiang and Miles Albert test out their own 6-step 
relationship advice to win the hearts of junior Anisha Nagarajan and sophomore Ariel Liu.

SARATOGA TELLS ALL: QUESTIONS, ANSWERS 
AND MORE FROM THE STUDENT BODY

What is the most embarrassing thing you’ve 
done? (self.AskSaratoga)
submitted 10 hours ago by FalconStaff

[-] Alex Ferrari (11) 765 points 9 hours ago
I was super fat and unathletic in fifth grade and I was on this 
basketball team. The first time I got playing time I was so happy 
and I made a basket. I was so excited and threw my hands up 
in the air, but I found out it was for the wrong team. It was so 
embarrassing I quit after that.
permalink
[-] Anisha Nagarajan (11) 365 points 7 hours ago
I was playing soccer two or three years ago. The goalie 
took a punt from the goal line and it was coming to-
wards me so I got ready to trap it. I have absolutely 
no idea what I was thinking, but for some reason, right 
when it came to me, I caught it. I was shocked, like 
I had no idea what made me do that so I freaked out 
and dropped the ball. My coach gave me a “I don’t 
even know...” kind of look and the referee was so confused that 
it took him a second to blow the whistle and call a hand ball.
permalink
[-] Michelle Wang (10) 298 points 6 hours ago
So in freshman year, I was walking to school with [sophomore] 
Gwynevere Hunger and a stranger asked if we needed a ride and 
I got scared so I dropped to the ground and pretended to have a 
seizure. There are pictures of me lying on the middle of the road 
on Herriman Avenue and bystanders were skeptical. 
permalink
[-] Patrick Wang (12) 888 points 2 hours ago
Running into the girls’ bathroom on accident.
permalink

[-] Bruce Lou (11) 298 points 6 hours ago
First thing to know is that IT IS POSSIBLE to get an A in his 

class. Request to be moved to the front row so that you won’t fall 
asleep as much. That way, even if you do, he’ll yell at you and 
you’ll snap back awake. Staying awake in his class is imperative. 
Ultimately, it’s not the book, nor the lecture notes that will help 
you ace that test — it’s Mr. Yim’s lectures themselves that will push 
you through. 

Do the homework because when Mr. Yim calls you up to the 
board, you have to be ready, or else you won’t get the extra-credit 
points that are so crucial to the end-of-year grade. Speaking of 
extra-credit, don’t pass up an opportunity to get any. That means 
tissue boxes, AMC (American Math Competition) 10/12 and any 
other opportunities that may present themselves. 

Finally, there’s the old method: study tirelessly. There’s no one 
trick to getting an A in any class, and this class is no exception. 

How to get an A in Mr. Yim’s Class? 
(self.AskSaratoga)
submitted 7 hours ago by SHSstudentadvice

FALCON // MINU PALANIAPPAN

FALCON // SIMI SRIVASTAVA

Study like your life depends on it, especially in Trigonometry/Pre-
calculus second semester and AP Calculus BC. Spend your week-
ends and breaks on it if you have to. And finally, just relax! Mr. Yim 
is tough, and yes, he does have his quirks, but really, he’s just a 
normal human being with a passion for mountain biking and telling 
stories. An A isn’t guaranteed in any of his classes no matter what, 
but following these steps will definitely give you an edge. 
permalink
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A strong, independent girl lives in 
a dystopian post-war America where 
the population is divided into separate 
communities. Following a standard but 
strange ritual all teenagers are required 

to undergo, she fights to save 
the lives of those she 

loves from an oppres-
sive ruling body. 
Sound like “The 
H u n g e r 

Games?” Sor-
ry, no. This is 
“Divergent,” 
the latest of 
many failed 
attempts to 
transform 
a popu-
lar young 
adult novel 
into a suc-
cessful film. 

The best 
that can be said 

about this movie 
is that it’s better 

than the book 
it’s based on, a 
popular but  

  shallow novel of 
the same name by author Veronica 
Roth. 

“Divergent” shadows teenage Tris 
Prior (Shailene Woodley), who lives in 
a futuristic Chicago where the popula-
tion is broken up into five factions.

She has a secret to hide, though: she 
doesn’t fit in. She’s Divergent. With the 
help of her half-boyfriend, half-instruc-
tor, Four (Theo James), she fights a sin-

ister plot to manipulate the Dauntless to 
destroy the Abnegation and Divergent. 
(See how long that took to explain? 
That’s how you know a premise is too 
complicated.)

Instead of making the intelligent 
choice and simplifying the plot, direc-
tor Neil Burger chose to lengthen the 
movie to a completely unnecessary 2 
hours and 20 minutes. 

The most disturbing part of the 
movie is Tris and Four’s relationship. 
“Divergent” essentially legitimized ro-
mantic exchanges with unequal power 
dynamics, whereas in reality these 
kinds of relationships are often abu-
sive. No product aimed at teenage girls 
should even remotely hint that a boss-
employee or teacher-student relation-
ship is acceptable. 

Not only that, the film is marred with 
plot holes and consistency errors from 
the start. When you consider that the 
Abnegation consider looking in mirrors 
vanity and the Dauntless prize physical 
and mental strength over anything else, 
it doesn’t make any sense that Tris even 
has access to mascara. 

In fact, most of the movie doesn’t 
make sense. The five factions in this 
unnamed society are said to cover the 
farmers, government, justice system, 
military and intellectuals of a civili-
zation. Somehow, though, the main 
characters always have access to new 
clothes, computers and guns, which 
begs the question: Who works in the 
factories? 

In short, if you’re looking for some-
thing superficial to take your mind off 
school, look no further than “Diver-
gent.” If not, skip this vapid, under-
whelming film. u

BY AshleyChen

Dozens of dystopian novels and 
movies follow a formulaic plotline 
where the protagonist stands out in so-
ciety by doing something that forever 
changes the dysfunctional system.

Although “Divergent,” the movie, 
which came out on March 21 and is 
based on Veronica Roth’s nationwide 
bestseller (2011), follows the same 
plotline, its twists and turns make it 
very unpredictable — and well worth 
watching. 

The movie is set in dystopian Chi-
cago, the only known remaining place 
on post-apocalyptic Earth. The city is 
divided into five factions —  the selfless 
government Abnegation, the honest 
judges Candor, the courageous police 
Dauntless, the kind farmers Amity and 
Erudite, the faction dedicated to knowl-
edge. 

In this city, every teenager take an 
aptitude test at 16 which determines 
which faction they will be placed into. 
Tris Prior (Shailene Woodley) tests as 
divergent, meaning she places in mul-
tiple factions. 

She ends up choosing Dauntless, 
where she learns of a shocking con-
spiracy led by Erudite leader, Jeanine 
Matthews (Kate Winslet), to eliminate 
all Divergents.

 In my case, I read the novel so long 
ago that I didn’t remember many of the 
details from the book or even the end-
ing, so the movie held a ton of surpris-
es.

“Divergent” does a wonderful job 
playing with the audience’s emotions. 
Embarrassingly enough, I cried three 
times during the film. As the beloved 

characters are constantly put at risk of 
death, the movie pulls on the viewers’ 
heartstrings.

Additionally, each characters’ rela-
tionship in this film is developed and 
genuine. For example, when Tris gets 
beaten up by Peter, her enemy (Miles 
Teller), her love interest 
Four (Theo James) 
can’t stand to watch 
her get hurt. 

This scene 
alone develops 
the plot in 
three ways. 
For one, Pe-
ter’s evil 
personality 
exemplifies 
his strong 
hatred. Ad-
dit ionally 
the scene 
e x p l o i t s 
Tris’s  weak-
nesses while 
also giving 
the audience a 
hint that Four may 
have feelings for 
Tris. 

And just as a 
bonus, the movie’s 
soundtrack is brilliant, 
consisting of popular art-
ists such as Ellie Goulding, Skrillex, 
Zedd and Snow Patrol.

“Divergent” does a wonderful job 
of mixing unique and creative relation-
ships with a beautiful blend of music 
that enriches the scenes. It’s a definite 
must-watch movie that will leave audi-
ences captivated. u

BY ShreyaTumu

Sophomores battle it out over ‘Divergent’

GRAPHIC BY JANE PARK
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On the TV screen, a character decapi-
tates another with a swift swing of a ma-
chete, blood spraying across the screen. 
The camera cuts to the detached head, 
which rolls on the ground while the live 
character looks on nonchalantly. 

Scenes like this one from the show 
“Supernatural” demonstrate how vio-
lent TV shows have become. It almost 
seems as if shows such as “The Walk-
ing Dead,” “Criminal Minds,” “Ameri-
can Horror Story” and “Hannibal” are 
trying to surpass one another in grisly 
content.

Not only is the gore repulsive and 
shocking to the faint-
hearted, watching vio-
lent TV also desensitiz-
es teenagers to real-life 
violence. According to 
the journal So-
cial Cognitive 
and Affective 
N e u r o s c i -
ence, ado-
lescents are 
especially sus-
ceptible to be-
ing influenced 
by violent shows 
since their brains, 
particularly the parts that control emo-
tional behavior and responses to exter-
nal events, are changing and develop-
ing.

Also, according to The New York 
Times, a growing body of research in-
dicates that media violence leads to 
aggressive behavior in real life. After 
conducting a series of 42 studies, psy-
chologists Craig A. Anderson and Brad 
J. Bushman say that violent media may 
be related to acts of aggression or vio-
lence later in life.

In fact, some shows have been 
compared to or connected with actual 
crimes. For example, according to mul-
tiple news websites, four murderers, 
one of whom was a teenager, have cited 
the show “Dexter,” which follows a se-
rial killer narrator-protagonist, as their 
inspiration or have compared them-
selves to the lead character. Another 
teen killer, whom prosecutors compared 
to Dexter, had a tattoo of Hannibal, an-
other fictional serial killer. 

Although it could just be that violent 
people enjoy watching violent televi-
sion shows, the prevalence of these 
occasions of media-related violence 
suggests that these might be a causal 
connection. 

Making this spate of violent shows 
worse is that the TV Parental Guideline 
system is ineffective and often inaccu-
rate. 

For instance, NBC’s “Hannibal,” 
which centers around a cannibalistic 
serial killer and a FBI criminal profiler, 
is rated TV-14, indicating that the pro-
gram contains some material that many 
parents would find unsuitable for chil-
dren under 14.

In reality, the barbaric content in 
“Hannibal” could horrify even mature 
adults. 

The show includes scenes displaying 
corpses in multiple states of mutilation 
and decay and a half-decapitated man’s 

intestines being pulled 
out to make into cello 
strings. Perhaps one 
of the most graphic 
scenes occurs when 

a murderer dis-
sects a man, 
pulling his 
organs out, 
while the 
victim is 
still alive 
and awake.

Hannibal 
is a cannibal-

istic serial killer 
who murders people for his own 
twisted pleasure. The show even details 
his cooking process, provoking an im-
measurable amount of horror and dis-
gust. Even worse, the cannibal feeds 
his “gourmet” dishes to his ignorant 
“friends,” showing no remorse over his 
actions.

Although “Hannibal” has received 
critical acclaim, its misleading TV-14 
rating can deceive unsuspecting par-
ents and teenagers. 

Many other well-received shows, 
such as “Breaking Bad,” “The Walking 
Dead” and “Bones,” which contain ex-
tensive gore and violence, are also rated 
TV-14, making one wonder just what 
matter would be considered inappro-
priate for teens. 

These programs should change their 
rating to TV-MA, which indicates that 
the TV content may be unsuitable for 
those under 17. They could also, as 
“Dexter” did for its first season, origi-
nally broadcast as TV-MA but rerun 
episodes edited down to TV-14.

Even if shows are unwilling to tone 
down the amount and degree of violent 
content, a TV-MA rating would proper-
ly warn parents and teenagers of their 
truly horrific content. u

Life is unpredictable. Sometimes al-
most nothing goes as planned, which  can 
be frustrating. We experience stress and 
crises on a daily basis, so when we de-
cide to watch TV or read a book, it can be 
quite depressing and make us even more 
likely to “indulge” in the perfect lives of 
fictional characters.

But instead of agonizing over these 
unrealistically flawless characters, we 
can focus on their opposites — anti-he-
roes, or central characters who lack con-
ventional heroic attributes. Figures such 
as Sherlock Holmes with his sociopathic 
tendencies, Jay Gatsby with his material-
ism and Frodo Baggins with his passivity 
captivate us, but why?

Anti-heroes are the protagonists that 
are innately good but display qualities 
that may seem otherwise. Heroes against 
the normal guidelines of a hero, they do 
“good” in a different way.

Perhaps we like anti-heroes because 
we can easily empathize with them. 
What kind of person can claim that they 
are unfailingly honorable, truthful, cou-

rageous and altruistic? Nobody. We are 
flawed humans, and anti-heroes embody 
our imperfections. 

We choose to watch or read about 
anti-heroes to comfort ourselves. Learn-
ing about characters who make 
mistakes but still succeed 
in having decent lives reas-
sures us; they are proof that 
our errors aren’t necessarily 
the end of the world.

As flawed humans, 
we don’t want to see the 
hard-working and virtu-
ous always get rewarded. 
Perhaps a dark side of us 
wants to recognize the fact 
that making mistakes 
is acceptable.

An example is Dr. 
Gregory House, a re-
spected specialist in 
diagnostic medicine 
from the TV show 
“House M.D.” Al-
though skilled and 
extremely intel-
ligent, Dr. House 
invites criticism 
thanks to to his rash 
and unconventional 
decisions.

When his questionable 
ethics and addiction to the 
pain-killer Vicodin eventu-
ally lead to his firing, Dr. 
House’s life seems to be 
done, for he has no career, 
no friends and an addiction 
to drugs. House is able to get 
past these roadblocks in his 
life, however, and move on. He demon-
strates that even when  life seems hope-
less, we can still pick ourselves up and 
keep moving on.

In addition, anti-heroes usually have 
good intentions. Although their methods 

are questionable, their causes inspire ac-
ceptance and perhaps even admiration 
and respect. After all, the ends justify the 
means, right?

For instance, Walter White from 
“Breaking Bad” begins making crystal 
meth to financially provide for his family. 
And, sure, Severus Snape from “Harry 
Potter” constantly hurls verbal abuse at a 

helpless teenage boy, but he also plays a 
crucial role in the moral side’s victory. 

Even the serial killer Dexter Morgan 
from “Dexter” targets only other murder-
ers who have escaped the justice system. 

As episodes unfurl, he pro-
gressively becomes more 

human: in the series pre-
miere, he introduces 

himself as a psycho-
path, one incapable of 
empathy, but by the 
series finale, he has 
developed into a lov-

ing father, brother 
and boyfriend. 

Dexter’s trans-
formation gives 
us hope that we 
can conquer our 
own darkness; 
he proves that 

every person 
has good in 
him or her. 
In fact, audi-
ences in their 
own strug-
gles find 
themselves 
actually em-
p a t h i z i n g 

with Dexter, which 
is rather ironic since 
his entire character 
is based on the in-
ability to feel empa-
thy. 

Anti-heroes seem 
to emulate the small 

evil, imperfect char-
acteristics we all possess. 

Watching them on television or reading 
about them in books makes us feel better 
that, even when life doesn’t go our way, 
there’s a chance for us, even if we’re far 
from perfect. u

Anti-Heroes: Why are we drawn to them?

Rise of the

Antihero
bigideaTH

E

Walter White
A chemistry teacher diagnosed with lung 
cancer who cooks and sells meth to ensure 
financial support for his family.

Dexter Morgan
A serial killer who only targets murderers
after finding evidence that they are guilty.

Sherlock Holmes
A “high-functioning sociopath” who takes 
on the role of the world’s only consulting 
detective.

The Anti-Hero

AdAptAtion filled with surprises movie fAils with cliché plot line 

Rihanna, Bruno Mars, Frank Si-
natra — wait, what? Frank Sinatra? 
Who’s that? 

Junior Nadia Younes has the an-
swer. A dedicated singer and dancer 
herself, she has developed a great ap-
preciation for older artists such as Si-
natra.

“I think it has 
more meaning to it 
and it sounds nicer 
than today’s music,” 
Younes said.

Younes’ prefer-
ence is no surprise 
considering her ar-
tistic pursuits. Al-
most every week, she 
spends 12 and a half 
hours practicing ballet and contempo-
rary dancing and attends an hour-long 
voice lesson. 

Younes has been part of three Op-
era San Jose shows — “Faust,” “Pearl 
Fishers” and “Die Fledermaus” — as 
the youngest performer. She was of-
fered the opportunity by her dance 
teacher, who was also the choreogra-
pher for these shows.

“[Performing] isn’t like a job be-
cause I’m doing something that I 
love,” Younes said.

In addition to live performances, 
Younes posts covers on her father’s 
YouTube account using a recording 
studio built in her garage. She has re-
corded covers of songs such as “Too 
Close” by Alex Care and “Stay” by 
Rihanna, each receiving around 200 
views. 

Her family is especially support-
ive of her interests; Younes’ father is a 
singer who learned to play the piano 

and guitar from ear, 
and her mother is a 
dancer. Under their 
guidance, Younes 
began dancing when 
she was just 3 and 
began singing at age 
4.

“My dad always 
encourages me to 
go down and record 

with him and work on my voice and 
play guitar and piano,” Younes said.

Younes is planning on majoring in 
voice and minoring in dance in college. 
She’s currently looking at Chapman 
University or University of Southern 
California.

“Performing is something that I 
long for; I love it more than anything 
in this world,” Younes said. “Being on 
stage and having that rush of adrena-
line, I live off of it and I love it. Per-
forming is my life.” u

I’m kind of notorious for being 
“#thirsty” for likes on my profile pic-
tures, the image representing my on-

line profile. There are even screenshots 
posted on Facebook of me messaging 
my friends “Nobody is liking my photo 
[sad face emoji].” I know, it’s a problem. 
I’m working on it. 

But compared to people who like their 
own photos to bring them back on the 
newsfeed in hopes of getting more likes, 
I’m not THAT bad. I’ve also seen people 
repeatedly change their profile pictures 
to the same photo. I, thankfully, have yet 
to sink that low.

My friends have even conducted re-
search and found that between 8 and 10 
at night is the “prime time” to change 
your profile picture for the maximum 
number of likes. And yes, that is gener-
ally when I change my profile picture. 
And yes, I have dispensed that useful 
information to you, dear like-thirsty 
reader (you’re welcome). 

Let me describe the typical girl’s (and 

sometimes guy’s) profile picture to you. 
Changed about once every three months, 
this photo is likely to be taken with an 
expensive camera and shows the subject 
posing casually in front of a brick wall 
or some other “hipster” back-
ground. The caption consists of 
an overused quote or song lyric 
with photo credits to whoever 
took the picture below, as well 
as other credits such as “cap-
tion creds,” “everything creds” 
and more. 

There are hundreds of likes 
from people she barely talks 
to. Underneath that, there are 
around 20 comments exclaiming “OMG 
share your beauty please [heart emoji]” 
or “Can we switch faces??” 

Truth be told, behind the carefully 
created profile pictures is a desire to 
be liked. That is what nearly every girl 
wants from her profile picture. 

We want likes, we want to be wanted. 
It’s extremely pathetic and extremely 

true. 
Profile pictures represent the best part 

of ourselves, the part that we want every-
one to see. It only adds to the old truth: 
You see in everyone their best, what they 

want you to see. You don’t see 
their struggle, their self-doubt 
and as a result everyone seems 
better, more perfect than you.

You don’t see how they’re 
probably failing math just like 
you, or how they spent yester-
day crying over an episode of 
“Pretty Little Liars,” screaming 
at the TV. You don’t see all of 
that because they hide it be-

hind their seemingly perfect profile pic-
ture.

In my profile picture, I am lying on a 
picturesque pile of bright yellow leaves, 
hair perfectly straight, outfit casually 
chic. But contrary to popular belief, I do 
not lie on leaves in cute clothing in my 
spare time. 

Most days you will find me looking 

like some sort of a hobo, lying either in 
my bed or on the floor of my room. My 
profile picture really is not an accurate 
representation of who I am.

It’s an epidemic, but it’s the sad real-
ity. Why are our Facebook profile pic-
tures so sacred? Why do we judge each 
other based on how many likes our pro-
file pictures have? Why don’t they repre-
sent who we truly are?

In some ways, Facebook has become 
a way to brag to your friends. You want 
your profile picture to be you looking 
your very best. That way, every Face-
book friend who views your profile will 
automatically assume, “She definitely 
looks that good all the time. I want to 
look like her.”

So next time you see someone’s in-
credibly artsy profile picture, don’t be 
deceived by their seemingly perfect life. 
No matter how many likes they may 
have, they’re probably also a hobo be-
hind the veil of their carefully crafted 
picture. u 
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The obsession with likes on Facebook profile pictures

Wrongly rated TV shows 
broadcast too much goreBY DeepthiSampathkumar

& CarolynSun

GRAPHIC BY CAROLYN SUN

nathown.deviantart.com  wall.alphacoders.com www.metro.us
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BY BeckyHoag
& ShreyaTumu

Junior pursues the arts: 
singing and dancing

Courtesy of NADIA YOUNES

Junior Nadia Younes practices the ballet pose “arabesque” at Jollyman Park, 
preparing for her next performance “Die Fledermaus” with the Opera San Jose.

Performing is some-
thing that I long for; I 

love it more than 
anything in this world.

junior Nadia Younes

students fAll into An online epidemic: profile pictures unreAsonAbly glorified
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Leaders fight for spirit

One boy dressed from head 
to toe in red — shoes, shirt, car 
key lanyard — licks peanut but-
ter off of a plastic plate. Another 
w e a r i n g 
all blue 
a t t e m p t s 
e a g e r l y 
to outdo 
him. From 
the four 
corners of 
the Large 
Gym come 
shouts and high-pitched cheers, 
each class attempting to outdo 
the others.

This is a common scene at 
rallies. But while hundreds of 
students still attend the now 
twice-a-semester events, the 
clear trend has been toward 
more and more empty bleach-
ers.

In the meantime, student 
leaders are looking for answers. 
Junior rally commissioner Nat-
alie Miller said restrictions on 
rallies are part of the problem.

“It has been harder to please 
the administration while mak-
ing a funny rally for all the 
students,” Miller said. “I think 
sometimes they forget we’re 
high school students who are 
immature and just want to make 
a few stupid harmless jokes.”

In addition to fewer students 
attending rallies, other spirit-
related activities like spirit days 
and Powderpuff football are 
also have trouble generating 
participation. 

“People at our school be-
lieve they have better things 
to do and think, ‘Oh, I have to 
use those extra three minutes 
necessary to choose a spirit 
day outfit instead of studying 
for a Chemistry test,’” junior 
class president and spirit com-
missioner Adrienne Kim said. 
“It takes like five minutes. It’s 
easy. Do you go to SHS? Why 
wouldn’t you want to represent 
your school?”

Lack of spirit
According to several class of-

ficers, juniors have an especial-

ly hard time allocating time for 
rallies and spirit activities.

“I think we could do a bet-
ter job motivating the junior 
class,” junior class treasurer 
Josh Pi said. “Even though ju-
nior year is a tough year, I think 
the officers, including myself, 

should try 
harder to 
encourage 
people to 
participate 
i n s t e a d 
of just fo-
cusing on 
s c h o o l -
work.”

Kim said that the junior 
class officers have been work-
ing harder on participating in 
school events like Powderpuff, 
Homecoming and spirit days.

“It’s really important for the 
officers to take part in these ac-
tivities because if other students 
see us [participating,] they’ll 
want to do it too,” Kim said.

Promoting spirit
To combat the issue of low 

student at-
tendance, the 
rally commis-
sion wants to 
have manda-
tory rallies that 
will require all 
students to at-
tend by closing 
down all class-
rooms during 
tutorials. These could encour-
age students who didn’t go to 
rallies in former years to attend, 
Miller said.

“We were hoping that having 
tutorials closed down would 
make people have nothing bet-
ter to do so that they can come 
and see how fun rallies actually 
are,” Miller said. “People are so 
stressed out and worried about 
their grades that they go to ev-
ery tutorial but we want more 
people to come.”

This idea is currently being 
debated. Because the addition 
of mandatory rallies would re-
quire changing the schedule of 
the rally day, the rally commis-
sion is working with the admin-
istration, teachers and the office 
to make them a reality.

Miller hopes to see mandato-
ry rallies instituted by the next 
school year, but said, “It’s not 
looking good.”

Junior Uma Kumar added 
that another way to increase 
spirit could be promoting spirit 
days more.

She said that before spirit 
days, she goes shopping with all 
her friends to pick out matching 
outfits.

“It takes forever but I’m 
glad that I do make time for it 
because it makes high school 
so much more memorable.” 
Kumar said. “I would hate just 
studying all the time. It’s nice to 
have other things to do.” 

The spirit commission is 
also looking at new tactics to 
increase student participation 
in spirit-related activities, like 
spirit days and dances, and is 
looking to expand its social me-
dia presence.

For Spring Fling, the spirit 
commission used Instagram 
and Facebook to tally the num-
ber of people who dressed up. 
They had previously marked 

down those 
who visited 
their table 
at the top 
of the quad 
steps, but 
many weren’t 
aware of this 
method, said 
junior spirit 
commission-

er Christina Chin.
The spirit commision created 

hashtags for every class, and en-
couraged students who dressed 
up each day of the week to post 
pictures and use the hashtag.  
Although this new method 
didn’t have much support from 
underclassmen, many upper-
classmen, in particular the ju-
nior class, got really involved. 

The spirit commission's ul-
timate goal is to bring students 
more together and increase 
school pride — an objective that 
has not been fulfilled to their 
standards yet.

“Spirit is really important and 
helps to get students pumped 
up about events on campus,” 
Chin said. “It’s important for 
the school to bond.”u

junior Christina Chin

Spirit is really 
important and helps 
to get students 
pumped up about 
events on campus.”

BY AmyLin
& SherrilynLing

What is school spirit?

Q: What do you define as school spirit?

A: It’s all part of being connected to something bigger than 
yourself.  There are always going to be students who would 
rather not be connected, and that’s OK; that’s a choice that 
they make. But we have so many students on our campus 
who find a way to be connected, you know almost 65 percent  
of students compete in athletics. I think they feel pretty good 
when they’re wearing a uniform or an outfit that has an “S” 
or says Falcons. That kind of makes them feel good and they 
take pride in that. So you talk to our group for robotics or 
our speech and debate team or for other groups that our do-
ing things, representing the school, it feels pretty cool. 

Q: What do you say to people who say SHS has no spirit?

A: Whenever someone mentions to me that school spirit is 
dying, I guess I’m kind of a glass half full guy. I think back 
to all the times when we’ve got a gym packed of students 
during our Speak Up for Change Week and everybody was 
talking about some really great things that were happening 
or I think back to our spirit week for Homecoming or I’m 
looking forward to Spring Fling. Maintaining that level of 
excitement sometimes is difficult so it’s just my hope that we 
continue to work on it if we feel like, “OK, wow, today’s a 
really low day,” then what are we going to do tomorrow to 
make it better?

Q: How do you think SHS spirit compares to spirit at other 
schools?

A: Having been at different high schools, the level of involve-
ment on some of those days is higher here than what you see 
at other schools. Now there might be other schools that are 
even higher than us and that’s a given, but I think our level is 
pretty high and we just keep chipping away and going and 
going and going at it even more.

Q:  What is your ultimate hope for spirit at SHS?

A: So my hope is that anybody that leaves here when they 
graduate or if they have to leave because or moving or any-
thing like that, they can look back on their experience here 
and say, ‘You know what, I really felt like I was connected to 
the school and I felt like I was supported by my classmates, 
by my teachers, by everybody there on campus.’ And that’s 
the kind of spirit that’s really important to the school. u

“And the second place winner of 
Homecoming decorations is...” the an-
nouncer at the Homecoming football 
game began. 

The sea of sophomores clasped each 
other’s hands in anticipation of the an-
nouncement. They had been working on 
their decorations since summer, and this 
was the moment they had all been wait-
ing for.

“The class of 2015!” the announcer 
finished.

The juniors jumped up with a deaf-
ening roar, while the crestfallen sopho-
mores, who lost by one point, started 
booing. 

“We should’ve won that!” one yelled 
with tears in his eyes. “They definitely 
rigged it,” another echoed. “That was so 
unfair.”

Thought this was Saratoga? Wishful 
thinking — school spirit here is often 
seen as a lukewarm soup of apathy, dis-
connected enthusiasm and tutorials used 
for “real things” like homework. 

Nope, this is Monta Vista.
“It was really sad that we lost, but I 

think our sadness united us as a class 
and inspired us to do even better next 
year,” Monta Vista High School sopho-
more Heidi Wang said.

To many Monta Vista students, los-
ing the Homecoming decorations com-
petition was something worth shedding 
tears over. 

On the contrary, when Homecoming 
decoration winners are announced at 
Saratoga, students barely look up from 
their work to pay attention to the inter-
com.

Compared to nearby schools, Sara-
toga seems to be lacking in school spirit. 

Few people dress up for spirit days and 
many students would rather spend tuto-
rials doing homework or studying than 
attending rallies. 

“We have a lot of kids who are aca-
demically focused and see school more 
as a place for learning, and only that,” 
said Saratoga sophomore Ellie Kriens, 
who transferred from Mitty at the begin-
ning of the year. “Although Mitty also 
has academic priorities, I think they also 
focus a lot on school spirit because it 
brings the school closer together.”

Spirit Competitions
At Mitty, in-school rallies are manda-

tory for all students. According to Kriens, 
Mitty holds a huge rally each year called 
Monarch Madness at the San Jose Civic 
Center. 

Students apply to join a team of rep-
resentatives and about 50 are randomly 
chosen to represent their class. Each 
team creates a dance routine and com-
petes in relays and games. The rest of the 
class dresses up in their class colors and 
cheers on their representatives. 

“It’s deafening for the entire three 
hours,” Kriens said. “It’s optional to go 
to Monarch Madness, but almost the 
entire school shows up each year; it’s a 
huge deal there.” 

Supposedly, academics and spirit are 
opposed; Saratoga is too academic, so no 
one goes to rallies during tutorial. How-
ever, schools like Lynbrook High School 
tend to debunk this theory. 

For example, the academic atmo-
sphere at Lynbrook High School mir-
rors that of Monta Vista and Saratoga. 
Despite this, Lynbrook still manages to 
rake in high participation at rallies. 

“The stress here is huge so little things 
like rallies really help especially for the 
mental health of the students,” Lynbrook 
sophomore Alvin Fan said. 

According to Wang, the seniors at 
Monta Vista are the ones who inspire the 
rest of the school to be spirited. 

“They are the oldest in the school, so 
they don’t want to feel like the younger 
students can beat them,” she said. “They 
have this sense of pride where they have 
to win and other classes follow their ex-

ample.”
Monta Vista students use Facebook as 

a way to encourage class pride. They of-
ten have “spams” on Facebook, in which 
many students change their profile pic-
tures to the same photo. Their class of-
ficers use Facebook class groups to post 
cheers for rallies and to inform the class 
about upcoming events.

“The officers are really motivational 
and pumped and there’s reminders ev-
erywhere around school [for school spir-
it events],” Wang said. 

Monta Vista also emphasizes the im-
portance of dressing up for spirit days in 
order to win class points and unite the 
school.

“People really like dress up days; it’s 
a change in environment so people can 
get their minds off grades,” Wang said. 
“If they see their friends doing it, they 
want to do it too. People at Monta Vista 
are crazy and bold.” 

District-Wide Events
Unlike Saratoga, other schools also 

emphasize intradistrict spirit and unity. 
In the Fremont Union High School Dis-
trict, students from high schools such as 
Lynbrook and Monta Vista participate 
in events such as IntraDistrict Council 
(IDC) Fantastics, a district wide rally. 
When football teams in the district 
square off each fall, the winner walks 
away with a special helmet prized by all 
the schools. 

Spirit at private schools
At Presentation High School, teachers 

are competitive with each other, incen-
tivizing students to attend rallies, which 
occur about six times a semester. 

“Everyone is always really excited 
about [rallies], even the staff,” Presenta-
tion freshman Ivana Su said. “It’s funny 
watching the teachers be competitive 
with each other.”

Su’s homeroom teacher, the facilita-
tor for the freshman class, motivates her 
students to participate with her hilari-
ously competitive spirit.

One time near the beginning of the 
year, her class was brainstorming for 
ideas for their class mascot and some-

one suggested Ash Ketchum from Poké-
mon. When the class scoffed at the idea, 
her teacher retorted, “I kind of like that 
though, it’s like we’re telling the seniors 
‘we gon catch yo ass.’” 

In addition, Presentation competes 
with other schools in the nation in an 
annual magazine fundraiser. They were 
No. 1 in the country this year, raising the 
most money through a competition be-
tween grades to see who could sell the 
most.

Too much spirit?
Even with all of their benefits, spirit 

events have the potential to go much too 
far. According to Wang, a couple  years 
ago at Monta Vista, a group of seniors 
keyed the cars of various juniors after 
the junior class beat the senior class in a 
rally.       

 A similar incident occurred at Lyn-
brook when, two or three years ago, a 
few seniors, angered by their loss in the 
Homecoming competition, slashed the 
tires of cars that weren’t parked in the 
senior parking spaces. 

According to Wang and Fan, the Lyn-
brook and Monta Vista administrations 
are fearful of overly competitive rival-
ries. 

“[The seniors slashing the tires] was 
pretty bad so the administration pretty 
much rigged Homecoming so that the 
seniors always get first no matter what,” 
Fan said. 

Nevertheless, because of their class 
pride, people still attend these events.

“We just wanna be the best we can 
especially for an event as big as Home-
coming,” Fan said. 

“We totally got robbed, but it’s OK 
since we love our class enough to still 
show up.”

For his part, Fan wants to spend as 
much time as he can with his peers be-
fore he graduates. 

“You’re only with [your classmates] 
for two more years, for us at least, and 
you’ve grown up with most of these 
kids,” Fan said. “Chances are you may 
never see them again in your life, so ap-
preciate them and appreciate the time 
you have with them now.” u

Compared to nearby schools, even 
‘nerdy’ ones, Saratoga a land of apathy

togatalks

junior Randy Tsai

If there was a 
grade called 
‘School Spirit 
Participation,’ 
then everyone 
would 
participate.”

junior Jordan Vogel

I think when 
there is a rally 
there should 
be a closed 
tutorial, thus 
boosting the 
attendance at 
rallies.”

How can we 
improve spirit at 
Saratoga?

senior Vanessa Wang  

Friends should 
encourage 
each other to 
participate. 
People will 
be more 
comfortable if 
they know they 
won’t be alone.”

Do you go to rallies?

The Falcon polled 112 students. 

falconpoll>>

How would you rate Saratoga’s 
spirit? (1- worst, 4-best)

Monta Vista Lynbrook

Courtesy of TATIANA WRIGHT

Courtesy of ROGER CHEN

Mitty

Courtesy of DILLAN PATEL

BY AndrewJiang
& ArielLiu

student leAders COMBAt APAtHY And 
lOOk fOr WAYs tO reVIVe red PrIde

A lot of people don’t 
want to sacrifice time 
because they’d rather 

focus on actual school.
junior Uma Kumar

School SpiritSchool Spirit

is it dead?

All the 
time 
41%

Occasionally 
28%

Never 
31%

3:
 17%

2:
 43%

4: 1%

1:
 39%

rOBInsOn 
dIsCusses 
fAlCOn 
PrIde
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Last year, senior Daniella 
Henao took a deep breath and 
prepared to step out onto the 
runway in San Francisco. She 
could see the blinding cam-
era lights from photographers 
flashing incessantly even from 
behind the curtains as she 
checked one last time in the mir-
ror to make sure her profession-
al makeup, curled blonde hair 
and short, tight dress looked 
perfect. She was the last model 
to walk the runway at Bay Area 
fashion week, an annual event 
that stretches from October to 
November, and a huge honor. It 
had to be perfect.  

While modeling may seem 
like a magical and glorious pro-
fession, Henao said that it can 
also be an extremely demand-
ing job.

“There were a lot of people 
crying [at fashion week] be-
cause modeling will break you 
if you’re not strong enough,” 
Henao said.

Henao has been modeling 
since age six, when she began 
her modeling career in her 
home country of Columbia. 
When she moved to the United 
States at the beginning of her 
sophomore year, she joined the 
Barbizon school of modeling in 
San Francisco, where she got 
the contacts of photographers 
and fashion designers.

“The modeling community 
in the Bay Area is really small, 
so everyone knows each other 
and everyone knows who you 
are,” Henao said. “I was the 
shortest and the fattest one 
at the castings, but they liked 
me because I was foreign and 
brought something new and 
different.”

Henao said that models of-

ten face harsh stereotypes.
“People don’t think that I’m 

smart or that I can get good 
grades. They just think that I 
care about how I look,” Henao 
said. “And that’s really hard 
sometimes.”

Another downside is the 
competition among models. Ac-
cording to Henao, some of the 
girls who model with her can be 
spiteful or unpleasant.

“There’s a lot of pressure to 
be perfect because you’re com-
peting against so many girls 
who want to be in your place,” 
Henao said. “There is a lot of 
pressure to have perfect skin 

and a perfect body when you 
are in this kind of industry.”

The fashion industry has cre-
ated a cookie-cutter vision of the 
perfect look, causing models to 
have to go to extreme measures 
to fit the mold. Despite feelings 
of inadequacy at times, Henao 
believes that it is worth it. 

“Even though I am a size 2, 
I’m still considered fat. I’m 5’7,” 
and I’m short,” Henao said. “So 
it’s true that you have a lot of 
pressure at times, but if you en-
joy it, it’s worth it.”

 Henao added that while 
fashion designers in the indus-
try can corrupt a model’s mind-

set, models should try to remain 
true to themselves.

“I get that the industry wants 
us to see beauty a different way, 
but I believe that we should see 
beauty as it is,” Henao said. 
“We shouldn’t have to change 
the way we look and who we 
are.” 

She remembers the time a 
few years ago when she missed 
a month of school because she 
was modeling in a photoshoot 
and struggled to catch up.

Henao said that it was 
hard to raise her grades and 
make up the work she missed.

In regards to her future in 

modeling, she said, “It’s some-
thing I don’t want to do for the 
rest of my life, but it is really 
fun.”

Although Henao said that 
she is not planning a career in 
modeling, she said that for the 
time being, modeling remains 
exciting. 

“Being on the runway is an 
amazing feeling, like being on 
top of the world, and it’s the 
reason I model,” Henao said. “I 
get nervous when I am the first 
model to get on the runway 
because everyone is watching 
you, but once you start walking, 
you’re no longer nervous.” u

On the other side of the runway

A communal locker, various chem-
istry bombs, a life-size party cannon, a 
wrist-mounted flare gun, a flamethrow-
er that sort of works, simple air cannons 
and a briefcase that allows me to control 
detonation — such a list sounds like a 
crazy dream, right?

But it’s not. It’s simply a list of things 
senior Charles Li has created over the 
years. 

From starting a 
communist locker 
this year (a story 
covered in the Nov. 
1 issue of the Falcon) 
to creating minia-
ture explosives to 
planning a Humans 
vs. Zombies game, 
Li has had a multitude of provocative 
projects.

Li’s list of eccentric experiments be-
gan in middle school with making sim-
ple explosives. 

Because he is careful and his intent 
is based on curiosity alone, those explo-
sives never hurt anyone. 

“I started burning stuff in middle 
school. [It was] mainly just homemade 
napalm [and] propane, simple stuff,” 
said Li. 

He also assembled a briefcase to help 

detonate the various explosives he had 
made. He used buttons and wire connec-
tors along with LEDs to create a detona-
tion button.

Currently, Li is working on a gre-
nade delivery system that would deliver 
flashbangs, non-lethal explosives that 
are meant to disorient people by blind-
ing and deafening them through a bright 
light and loud sound. Li simply does 
these projects for fun and curiosity, and 

flashbangs are among his 
favorite projects. 

Li’s interests aren’t 
limited to explosives. He 
is currently working on a 
“functional broadcasting 
setup.” In addition, as 
a freshman, he thought 
about starting a Humans 
vs. Zombies game at 

Saratoga High, a spinoff of a tag game 
played on college campuses. The idea 
didn’t launch until this year.

“I basically threw some people in an 
area for four hours with Nerf guns and 
[had them] try to fight the ‘zombies.’ It 
had a positive result, so I’ll probably do 
it again,” said Li. 

What’s the common ground in inter-
ests between tinkering with explosives 
and a Humans vs. Zombies game? Noth-
ing really. Anything that captures Li’s in-
terest is a potential target. 

“I just make stuff because I want to. 
My projects are just based on whatever 
interests me that day,” said Li. 

Li credits the knowledge needed to 
pursue the interests to his own outside 
research. 

“A lot of my friends think I’m some 
kind of a genius. It’s really just the In-
ternet,” said Li of his various projects. 
“There’s this great thing called Google 

that you have access to as well.”
Despite what seems like many suc-

cesses, Li has had many failures as well, 
but has learned from them all. 

“My projects have probably a less than 
50 percent success rate. Like in freshman 
year, when I tried to make a lawnmower 
tank. God knows what I was thinking at 
the time,” said Li. “It’s gotten better over 
the years.”u

BY SweeyaRaj
& TiffanyZheng

BY NelsonWang

Senior shows eccentric personality through creations

My projects are just 
based on whatever 

interests me that day.

senior Charles Li

Senior Charles Li “plays” with a circuit board and a soddering iron on hs work table.

FALCON // DEEPTI KANNAN

Senior eXPLAinS the imPoSSibLe PurSuit of Perfection

Senior Daniella Henao walks the runway at Bay Area Fashion Week in San Francisco, an annual event that runs from late October to November.
Courtesy of DANIELLA HENAO
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After Bombay in the Bay 
(BnB) my freshman 
year, I vividly remem-

ber all of my friends, Indian, 
Asian, Caucasian, Latino, run-
ning over to me saying how 
awesome the show was and 
asking me to teach them about 
Indian dancing. My friends 
wanted to learn Bollywood 
dance moves other than the 
stereotypical “twist the light 
bulb.” Too lazy to teach them, I 
told them to do BnB next year. 

The next year, our sopho-
more dances were jam-packed 
with enthusiastic participants 
of all different ethnic back-
grounds. 

When Bombay in the Bay 
was started 12 years ago, all of 
their participants were of Indi-
an origin, but over the last few 
years, I’ve begun to 
see a rise in non-Indi-
ans Bollywood danc-
ing alongside their 
Indian counterparts. 

Some might won-
der how non-Indians 
fit into this Bollywood 
song and dance cul-
ture when most have 
never even heard Bol-
lywood songs before. 
But from what I’ve 
seen, the non-Indians 
who participate in the show 
are just as, if not more, enthu-
siastic about BnB. 

Every year BnB gives my 
non-Indian friends a chance to 
don saris, kurtas and dupattas, 
and shamelessly take selfies 
with the caption “Honorary 
Indians!!!” In a sense, it makes 
me proud to be Indian watch-
ing all of these people from 
other cultures thoroughly en-
joying being part of something 
intrinsic to my identity.

This year the seniors had al-
most an entire section of their 
dance consist of non-Indian 
performers, and the juniors, 
whose dance was already 
large, benefitted from addi-
tional non-Indian dancers who 
made up around one-fourth of 
their dance. 

For us seniors, the last two 
weeks before the show were 
memorable. Having practiced 
almost every day for two hours 
or more, a distinctly Indian 
vibe rattled around campus. I 

saw my non-Indian 
friends humming 
along in the hallways 
to famous “Chingam 
Chabake,” one of 
our numbers; talking 
about what color sari 
they wanted to wear 
on the day of the 
show; and for those 
especially dedicated, 
casually practicing 
the dances hoping 

that people wouldn’t see. 
The non-Indian perform-

ers in BnB have become an 
integral part of the spectacle, 
creating diversity, community 
and newfound friendships.

Senior Katherine Sun, who 
joined her sophomore year, 
embodies what it means to be 
a non-Indian performer.

“I expected it to be super 
awkward at first because I was 
the only non-Indian, but hon-
estly it wasn’t awkward at all,” 
Sun said. “Everyone was super 
friendly and accepting and we 
treat each other like family.”

BnB, over the course of the 
last few years, has transformed 
itself from a strictly Indian 
show to a multicultural event 
with performers moonlighting 
as Bollywood dancers for the 
night. As the number of both 

Indian and non-Indian par-
ticipants increases each year, I 
truly believe BnB has secured 
its place at Saratoga as a spirit 
hub. 

Sun also feels the same 
way.

“I feel like BnB has always 
been a source of school spirit,” 
Sun said. “The friendly compe-
tition between grades, AMD, 
AGD and all the hours spent 
hard at work became quality 
bonding time and we all grew 
to become a family.”

In addition, when advertis-
ing for the show, participants 
show their true school spirit, 
posting a million statuses on 
Facebook about the show, 
messaging friends from other 
schools to attend the event, 
making promo videos, whis-
pering through the grapevine 
that the senior dance was go-
ing to be amazing because of 
one guy’s crazy body rolls and 
showing ultimate Red Pride 
for a major Saratoga event.

I think it is safe to say that 
Bombay in the Bay has grown 
to become comparable to 
Homecoming and Powderpuff 
and has redefined what spirit 
means around here due to the 
huge number of participants 
of all backgrounds and the 
closely knit community it cre-
ates. As I leave high school, it’s 
encouraging to think that I’ve 
been part of something that 
will make people proud to be 
Saratogans. u

Breaking racial boundaries

I’m a senior and I’ve never been to a 
rally, nor will I ever go to one. 

Many would call me un-spirited, 
apathetic. To the outsider, this might 
seem true. I spend my tutorials working 
in the Journalism Room rather 
than shouting at rallies. I’d 
rather spend free time with my 
friends than sit in the crowd and 
watch my classmates perform 
silly (albeit entertaining) tasks. 

My louder peers would tell 
me that this is wrong. They 
would criticize those who don’t 
show up to rallies or don’t dress 
up for spirit days for not “show-
ing school spirit.” How can you 
express Red Pride if you don’t 
shout and cavort with the rest 
of us?

This culture of quietude is suppos-
edly so problematic that the Rally Com-
mission is looking to make rallies man-
datory for all students. If they had their 
way, all teachers would lock their doors 
and students would march to the gym 
and cheer their hearts out.

Allow me to phrase it simply: This is 

a terrible idea. 
Call me close-minded, sure, for never 

attending a rally. Maybe I’m not quali-
fied to critique something I’ve never 
tried. But I’d say that the truly close-

minded are those who believe 
that “school spirit” exists only 
in these extrovert-dominated 
tasks, that to be introverted is to 
be anti-Saratoga.  

Truly, there’s a better way to 
include introverts than to say 
“Oh, just go join a crowd full of 
people you don’t know,” “Just 
have spirit and be loud!” To 
some of us the idea of dressing 
up in odd clothes and attract-
ing attention is terrifying — just 
like, to some, sitting down for 10 

hours with a book sounds like torture. 
Indeed, the rhetoric of rallies often 

subtly condemns academics. A common 
reason given for the unpopularity of ral-
lies is this: Students are too academic 
minded and can’t be expected to give up 
even one tutorial to attend a rally. It’s the 
“overly-academic” students — in other 
words, the nerds — who are making 

Saratoga so “spiritless.” 
This is an extraordinarily uninformed 

opinion based not in reality but in “Sara-
toga is too academic which is causing all 
our problems” ideology.

If this were true, then why are schools 
like Lynbrook and Monta Vista — surely, 
they aren’t any less nerdy — so spirited, 
while our bleachers have so many emp-
ty seats on rally 
days? 

Besides, tutori-
als were created 
for learning, so 
why are we con-
demning students 
for using this pre-
cious time to do 
just that? 

Contrary to stereotype, I, like many 
other rally-evaders, don’t “study too 
much.” By and large, we’re not close-
minded to new experiences or socially 
impaired (at least I would hope not). 
Nor do we all hate high school and view 
it as just another stepping stone. 

The truth is that school spirit is not 
limited (not remotely, not in the slight-

est) to extroverted activities like Home-
coming, rallies or football games. From 
the quiet freshmen who run book clubs 
to the mathletes who represent Saratoga 
in competition, school spirit is vast and 
diverse.

To say that not attending rallies is in-
herently “bad” is to imply that there are 
“better” kinds of students — namely, 

those who have 
the panache and 
self-confidence 
to exude spirit so 
openly. If rallies 
are about unity, 
then why do 
their supporters 
consistently put 

down one type of student?
So the point is this: There’s no need to 

keep shoving rallies down our throats, 
and the death of rallies does not signify 
the death of school spirit. Yes, it’s often 
easier to say that a school is spirited 
based on its decibel values, but the real-
ity is that spirit need not always be so 
loud or voluble.

Sometimes, spirit can be silent. u

Homecoming, on the outside 
merely a celebration, presents a 
great battle between two oppos-
ing forces: apathy and school 
spirit. 

Opinions on Homecoming 
vary. Some may think Home-
coming brings classes together, 
providing a memorable bond-
ing experience, while others 
believe it is a complete waste of 
time.

Sophomore Luke 
Salin counts himself 
among those who love 
Homecoming.

“Along with big 
sports games, I think 
that Homecoming is one 
of the times our school is 
the most pumped,” said 
Salin. “But Homecom-
ing would be so much 
better with more people.”

 According to Salin, people 
don’t participate in Homecom-
ing because of their jam-packed 
schedules or because they don’t 
like decorating and performing 
in front of others.

Every year, though, some 
students who have never par-
ticipated before dive into the 
experience. This year, junior 
Jackie An did just that.

“Since I’m an upperclassman 
now, I was less nervous about 
dancing in front of the entire 
school,” An said. “Also, a lot 

of my friends wanted to do it, 
so it was something we all did 
together.”

On the other hand, students 
like junior Samuel Junqua have 
a slightly different outlook on 
Homecoming, saying that it is a 
memorable experience but that 
students with busy schedules 
should not feel pressured to 
participate.

“I don’t think it’s for every-
body, but I think it can be a good 
chance to build and express 

school spirit,” Junqua 
said. “It can sometimes 
bring people together.”

Salin, however, be-
lieves the school should 
continue to make efforts 
to increase its school 
spirit and participation 
in Homecoming and as 
well in sports games. 

Salin said that com-
pared to many other local 
schools, such as Monta Vista 
and Lynbrook,  SHS is less 
spirited.   However, it should 
be driven to become one of the 
most spirited schools around— 
or at least more spirited than 
rival Los Gatos.

“It’s fun, since you get to 
hang out with your friends. 
It’s also stressful, but the good 
kind of stress that bonds class-
mates with each other,” Salin 
said. “And there’s nothing bet-
ter than the feeling after it’s all 
over.” u

BOMBAY IN THE BAY uNIfIEs ITs pArTIcIpANTs

Homecoming: 
a must or bust?

I’ve never been to a rally, and I am not evil

Salin

BY MilesAlbert

FALCON // AMY LIN

The truth is that school 
spirit is not limited — not 
remotely — to extroverted 
activities like Homecoming, 

rallies or football games. 

Sophomore boys show off their dance moves in their quad day during 
arguably one of the biggest displays of school spirit: Homecoming. 

Seniors Willie van de Hoek and Katie Truong were two of the many 
non-Indian participants of this year’s Bombay in the Bay in February.

ROHAN
HARDIKAR
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SAMUEL
LIU
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To many, the first words that come to 
mind when asked to describe Saratoga 
are “rich,” or “affluent.” Maybe “SAT 
obsessed” if it’s a good day. 

The stereotype of Saratoga as a rich 
school is certainly not without its basis 
in reality; according to census data the 
average household income in Saratoga 
was $147,918 in 2011, while the aver-
age household income in California was 
$57,287. Houses in the city often sell for 
$1.5 million or more — far beyond the 
means of all but the wealthiest Ameri-
cans. 

Going to school among the very 
wealthy at Saratoga are students whose 
families are solidly middle class, yet 
feel poorer compared to their wealthier 
peers. While they’re not truly “poor” as 
the state would define the term, these 
students nevertheless grow up among 
peers for whom money is never an is-
sue. 

One such student is junior Gabby 
Fontanilla. For Fontanilla, shopping is a 
privilege, not a careless past time. 

At school, dozens of students wear 
brand-name jeans, drive new BMWs 
and travel to exotic places on their vaca-
tions. Fontanilla sees her friends throw 
away perfectly good food, while she 
only gets $5 for every lunch. 

Background
Fontanilla’s family lives in a pueblo-

like house owned by her grandparents 
on Saratoga-Sunnyvale Road by the 
edge of the Golden Triangle. 

Her mom works at Argonaut Ele-
mentary School as a cashier, yard duty 
and teacher’s assistant. Her dad works 
as an executive protector.

For a little extra money, her family 
rents out the guesthouse in front. She 
and her three sisters share one bath-
room. She also shares a bedroom with 
her older sister.

When Fontanilla was a child, she 
never really asked for much. In fact, she 
only realized that her family was not as 
wealthy as most other Saratogans when 
she was in seventh grade, a time when 
peer pressure dictated the necessity of 
expensive, brand name clothing. 

“That’s when I started wanting more 
stuff because I’ve seen everybody else 
[with] all this stuff and I wanted it too,” 
Fontanilla said. “After a 
while, my parents were 
like ‘Oh you can’t 
and they put 
restrictions [on 
me].’”

F o n t a n i l l a 
and her sisters 
learned to 
save mon-
ey at an 
e a r l y 
age.

“It wasn’t really explained, it was 
kind of implied,” Fontanilla said. “After 
a while when you keep asking, [then] 
you start realizing that you can’t keep 
asking for all this stuff because you need 
to save money.”

Frugal spending
Fontanilla watches as her friend 

throws away a large Peach Perfection 
Jamba Juice. It cost 
only $4.99, but Fon-
tanilla cringes as the 
almost-full drink hits 
the bottom of the trash 
can with a substantial 
thunk. She couldn’t 
help but feel that it was 
a waste of money.

When Fontanilla 
goes shopping with her 
more privileged friends, she notices that 
some of them spend money in ways that 
would be unthinkable for her. 

“I feel like they waste money,” Fonta-
nilla said. “Like they don’t [really] want 
[it] or just buy things for the heck of it, 
and I feel like it’s kind of stupid.”

Because of her financial restrictions, 
Fontanilla is sometimes left out of ex-
pensive social activities.

“When my friends plan places to go, 
if it’s far or requires money, I sometimes 

can’t go,” Fontanilla said. 
“And I feel bad since I 

really wanted to go, 
but I really can’t. 
And they’re just 
like ‘Oh, OK’ and 
they go instead.’”

Fontanilla does 
not usually share 

in-depth details 
about her family’s 

situation; in fact, only 
a few close friends are 

aware of the particulars 
— that she and her fam-

ily are average rather than 
wealthy. Although Fonta-

nilla tells them her sto-
ry, some of her 

friends still 
do not 

t r u l y 

understand her financial situation. 
“There was this one time when I told 

somebody about it and they were like 
‘Oh well, okay,’ but they were still invit-
ing me to places that I’d have to pay a 
lot for,” Fontanilla said. “They still think 
I have money to go to these places and 
guilt-trip me into going.”

For Fontanilla, shopping with friends 
is one of the most difficult parts of life 

in Saratoga. 
To her, shop-
ping  involves 
emphasis on 
the price tag 
rather than 
the style. If the 
item is particu-
larly expen-
sive, Fontanilla 
might also put 

it on layaway, where she pays the price 
in installments.

“Sometimes when we go shopping, 
[my friends] have a lot of money,” Fon-
tanilla said. “They have over $100 in 
their wallet. And then there’s me and I 
have $20.”

Extracurriculars and Fundraising 
Fontanilla lunges for the volleyball, 

bumping it back to her trusty partner — 
the garage wall. It obligingly knocks the 
ball back to her. 

Maybe the garage door isn’t as good 
of a team as what expensive, thousand-
dollar volleyball clubs provide, but Fon-
tanilla can make up for that with an ex-
tra hour and a half of practice. 

 Extracurriculars can be expensive, 
with a single school sport usually re-
questing $275 in donations. 

Fontanilla gets some financial aid for 
sports-related activities, but her parents 
pay for most of it themselves. 

Fontanilla participates in choir and 
volleyball, but she has had to make 
some sacrifices. 

“To make the team here, I have to 
work harder, because the girls who have 
[club volleyball outside of school] prac-
tice and they have the skills,” Fonta-
nilla said. “I have to practice by myself 
against the wall or with some friends. 
It’s not the same, since you don’t have a 
coach to critique you.”

To be able to pay for choir trips, Fon-
tanilla also must sell more cookie dough 

or chocolate to raise funds. 
“I have to sell a lot because [the 
trips] cost a lot,” Fontanilla said. 

“But then there’s people who 
don’t do that at all. They 

kind of just pay it all 
on their own.”

Although they may not be able to af-
ford all extracurricular expenses, edu-
cation has a higher priority in the Fon-
tanilla family. They have not needed 
financial aid for standardized testing. 

In addition to saving portions of any 
money that she gets from her relatives, 
Fontanilla also plans to get a summer 
job at the AMC 14, Target or T.J. Maxx, 
like her older sister.

Even though she must work harder 
than her wealthier peers, Fontanilla still 
makes sure to find the money for certain 
luxuries like new clothes.

She makes the best of what she does 
have and balances her efforts among ex-
tracurriculars, academics and fun activi-
ties like shopping. Sometimes she has 
to sacrifice one activity for another she 
really wants to do, because of financial 
restrictions, but Fontanilla looks at her 
financial situation optimistically  as a 
new opportunity. 

“Because of where I’m at I’ve learned 
to be more grateful for things but it’s 
also motivated me to work harder for 
the things I want,” Fontanilla said. 

Fontanilla knows firsthand that label-
ling Saratoga as a completely wealthy 
community is inaccurate. Although 
she admits that Saratoga is incredibly 
wealthy compared to many other cities, 
she also knows that not everyone lives 
an easy, privileged life.

“There are many people who are 
pretty wealthy, but there’s also many 
people who are average, like me,” Fon-
tanilla said. “I don’t ever feel like I don’t 
fit in. Everybody who does know of my 
financial stuff accepts it and it’s not a 
big deal to anybody.” u

‘That rich school’
BY MichelleLeung
& CarolynSun

saratogafinances
$157,000

Median household income in Saratoga 
according to data through 2012.

Median household income in California 
according to data taken in 2011.

$57,287

Median house sale price in data from 
past 90 days.

$1.89 million

Cost of living index (cost of maintaining 
a certain level of living) in California  in 
March 2012.

100

Cost of living index in Saratoga in March 
2012 (51.6% higher than national 
average).

151.6

Of residents in Saratoga have a 
bachelor’s degree or higher, according 
to data taken in 2011.

75.9%

WWW.CITY-DATA.COM, REDFIN, U.S. CENSUS

Of residents in Saratoga have top 
executive positions according to data 
gathered in 2007-2011.

10.8%

Of residents in California had top 
executive positions in 2007-2011.

2.5%

GRAPHIC BY SABRINA CHEN

SOMETIMES MIddlE-clASS STUdENTS lIkE gAbby fONTANIllA fEEl cOMpArATIvEly pOOr

Courtesy of GABBY FONTANILLA

sophomore Gabby Fontanilla

Because of 
where I’m at I’ve 
learned to be 
more grateful for 
things.”

The Fontanilla family poses in front of the Golden Gate Bridge. Gabby is third from left.
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YMCA swim coach

Last April on College and Career 
Day, junior Celia Kohler walked into 
her next career informational session, 
excited for what might be in store for 
her. Indeed, she was fascinated by 
the presentation given by Dr. David 
Reed, who discussed his rewarding 
experience working at Reed Animal 
Hospital in Campbell. 

He offered students the op-
portunity to volunteer there 
if they were interested. Af-
ter his presentation, 
Kohler talked to Reed 
and now, almost a 
year later, Kohler still 
loves her job, working 
every Sunday for four 
hours and sometimes 
on Saturdays when 
needed.

Though it is voluntary, 
difficult and sometimes 
messy, Kohler says her job 
is “a good experience and 
really fun.” She cleans cages 
and rooms, walks and bathes 
dogs, holds the animals when 
they get shots or nails clipped 
and files paperwork.

Her favorite thing to do 
is take care of the newborn 
puppies and their mothers in 
isolated rooms. Since they’re 
young, they still haven’t gotten 
all of the required vaccines 
to be around any other dogs. 

Kohler gets to play with them and 
feed them.

“Sometimes the mom is very ag-
gressive, but other times she’s a 
sweetheart,” Kohler said. “So it just 
depends, but it’s really nice to get to 
work with them on that level. You go 
in with the owners and you’re just 
like, ‘Hey, yeah your puppies are do-
ing just fine.’”

 Though Kohler likes work-
ing with animals, she’s not sure 
if she wants to be a veterinarian 
because, from what she’s seen, it 

doesn’t involve as much human 
interaction as she might like 
in a career.

In order to further ex-
plore opportunities, she 
has also started to volun-
teer at Good Samaritan 
Hospital.

This adds three and a 
half hours of volunteering 
to her Sundays. Besides 
the homework and study-
ing all students must do, 
Kohler is also committed 
to her work for the Na-

tional Charity League and 
playing tennis in the fall.

“It’s tough, you don’t get 
much sleep, but it’s worth 
it. I don’t mind volunteering 
in the morning because it’s 

something I look forward to 
doing,” Kohler said. “It’s not 

work; it’s something I want to 
go do.” u

Animal hospital aide
BY ShreyaTumu

Senior Emily Nguyen stands in the 
middle of pool and gestures to Erin, a 
nervous 5-year-old girl holding onto 
the wall, to swim toward her. Slowly 
letting go, Erin swims shakily and 
ungracefully, but eventually makes 
it to Nguyen, grabbing her arms and 
smiling triumphantly.

This is a typical day on the job 
for Nguyen, a swim instructor 
who teaches young children 
the basics of swimming at the 
Southwest YMCA on Quito 
Road. Because Nguyen had 
a YMCA membership, she 
swam at the gym regu-
larly and a lifeguard there 
suggested she apply to be 
a swim coach. 

Although she started 
working just to stay busy 
during the summer be-
tween junior and senior 
year, Nguyen found it 
extremely fulfilling and 
stuck with it throughout 
the school year.

“I really enjoy interact-
ing with kids and I’ve been 
swimming my entire life, so 
I thought I could share all of 
my tips and tricks that I have 
learned over the years to 
help my students succeed,” 
Nguyen said. 

While she was dealing 
with a difficult course load 
and a number of college ap-

plications during her first semester of 
senior year, Nguyen still found time 
to work for six hours a week. 

“I would work right after school, 
and since I didn’t have a seventh pe-
riod at the time, it was not stressful at 
all,” Nguyen said.

The flexibility of the job also 
helped to avoid scheduling problems 
and gave her a certain amount of lee-
way, while teaching her how to man-
age time. Her coaching schedule is 

molded to fit her extracurriculars, 
and if a conflict arises, she can ask 
others to sub for her.

 Although she was able to 
manage her busy sched-

ule during first semes-
ter, Nguyen found her-
self exhausted at night 

when faced with home-
work and studying.
 “It requires a lot 

of energy to stay upbeat and 
excited while teaching, and I 
get really tired,” she said. “It 
makes it harder for me to finish 
my school work efficiently.”

Due to her commitment to 
the school swim team during 

the spring sports season, she 
has cut down her working hours 
to two hours a week. 

 “Since I’m graduating this 
year and will be going to college 
in the fall, I won’t be able to con-
tinue my job for much longer,” 

she said. “But I will definitely 
try to continue working for as 
long as I can.” u

Every Sunday morning from 9-12 
junior Shivaram Yellamilli makes a 
small effort into bettering the lives 
of others. Like many other students, 
he volunteers at the Good Samaritan 
Hospital in San Jose, a hotspot for 
teens looking to make a difference 
and for volunteer work.  

 Finding a volunteer job at a hos-
pital is harder than one may ex-
pect. 

 Because of the large num-
ber of students interested in 
going into the medical field, 
volunteer opportunities are 
very limited and competion 
is high.

Yellamilli had to be fill 
out a lengthy application 
form as well as complete 
an interview in order to 
obtain his position.

After gaining experience, 
Yellamilli was promoted to 
the team captain of his spe-
cific shift.

Yellamilli has been the 
team captain of his shift of 
eight other volunteers for 
over a year. He spends three 
and a half hours volunteer-
ing  every week. 

“Originally I was inter-
ested in the medical field 
but over time that’s kind of 
changed, though I still stick 
with the job,” Yellamilli 

said. “It’s an interesting experience 
and you can meet a lot of interesting 
people while you’re there.” 

 As a group leader, he usually 
spends half an hour delegating tasks 
such as delivering labs to others and 
around two hours carrying out some 
of the tasks himself. 

He and the other volunteers de-
liver flowers, medicine and miscel-
laneous items.

“[The tasks] can be ei-
ther fun or boring; it all 

depends on who you get,” 
said Yellamilli. “You can 
get a spontaneous and bub-
bly person and sometimes 
you have to discharge 
someone who just sits in 
their chair.”

Junior Lipika Sa-
daram also volunteers 
at Good Samaritan 
Hospital.

“I’m really grateful 
for this opportunity,” 
said Sadaram. 

She said that while the 
application process was 
difficult, volunteering is 
a great experience be-
cause she has the oppor-
tunity to help others.

“It makes me feel 
special to know that I 

have the power to make 
a difference in my com-
munity and in individuals’ 
lives,” Sadaram said. u

Good Sam volunteers
BY ShreyaTumu

BY AmyLin

It’s 9 a.m. on a typical Saturday 
morning when senior Henry Ling 
wakes up, sometimes wishing he 
could stay in bed longer. But he can’t 
— he has to drive himself and his 
5-year-old little brother to Kumon, 
a learning center located near the 
entrance to downtown Saratoga, 
where he has a part-time job. 

Students at Kumon come to 
the center at least once a week 
to complete appropriately-lev-
eled reading or math packets 
and  then get assigned ad-
ditional packets to finish 
at home. The program’s 
packets teach students var-
ious math skills or read-
ing strategies and include 
many problems and other 
materials for the students 
to practice. 

Unlike in a typical tutor-
ing center, however, students 
do not work side-by-side 
with other students or teach-
ers; they work independent-
ly and consult teachers only 
when they need help on 
work.

Ling’s job is to grade 
the packets of homework and 
classwork that students bring 
to the center.

“This job isn’t exactly the 
most exciting because [I] 
just sit there grading pa-
pers and recording scores 

and occasionally help some students 
with questions,” Ling said. “It can get 
pretty repetitive, but it teaches me to 
stick with things that aren’t fun, even 
if I don’t like [them] that much.”

In fact, Ling, who earns $10 an 
hour at Kumon, believes the demand 
from his work is beneficial in the long 
term.  

“I like how it develops my work 
ethic,” Ling said. “I have to 
grade a huge stack of papers 
and so I’ve learned how to be 
efficient with my time.”

Ling said he found out 
about the job opening 
while sending his brother 
to Kumon one day.  
 Though he had not 
been explicitly looking 
for jobs, he decided to go 
for the opportunity in or-
der “to get some [work] 
experience and earn some 
money to save up” before 
the end of his high school 
career.

“[During] second se-
mester, I [have] a bit more 
time now that college [ap-
plications] and the march-
ing band season is over,” 
Ling said.
Ling said the job is a good 

experience to have before he 
goes off to college.

“I would advise people to 
get a similar job just to gain 
some [exposure to] work,” 

Ling said. u

BY DorrieTang

Kumon Center tutor

Part-time j  bs
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Emily Nguyen
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As injuries mount, players fill different roles
Boys’ volleyBall

During the first set of the first game of 
the season against Eastside College Prep 
on March 5, sophomore star setter Ches-
ter Leung landed on opponent’s foot and 
broke both his ankle and his foot. Since 
then, Leung has been out, but plans to 
play again in three weeks, or about a few 
weeks into league.

“I’m really excited to play again,” Le-
ung said. “It sucks 
to have to watch 
from the sideline, 
but the team is 
adjusting well.”

But Leung 
is not the only 
player injured. 
Less than a week 
later, senior mid-
dle blocker Sam 
Kobara landed 
on an opponent’s foot while blocking 
and sprained his ankle on March 10 in a 
match against Los Gatos.

Only two days later, junior libero 
Trung Vandinh suffered a concussion on 

March 12 while playing basketball with 
some friends.

Despite the multiple injuries the team 
suffered, it still managed to keep a re-
cord of 4-7, as of March 24, when they 
won against Oak Grove. The team beat 
Oak Grove 3-0 — first set 25-16, second 
set 25-22 and third set 25-20. 

The team is adjusting as players are 
stepping up to fill in the sports of the in-
jured players. Sophomore libero Spencer 

Yen is now setting 
instead of Leung, 
so the team now 
lost one of its best 
defensive play-
ers in the back 
row.  
“[Setting] came as 
a huge surprise.” 
Yen said. “There’s 
a lot of pressure on 
the setter because 

our team this year is really strong, but 
we can only perform if the set is out 
there. Overall it’s been a learning experi-
ence.”

While adjusting to new positions 

and new rotations, the defense is not as 
strong as it could be. As a result, this in-
fluences the other positions.

“It’s a lot of pressure because we out-
sides are constantly up hitting,” senior 
outside hitter Kevin Tran said.

Despite the setbacks the team suf-

fered early on in the season, it still plans 
to work hard and win league, which 
started on March 26.

“Injuries may physically weaken the 
team, but it strengthens them mentally 
because it teaches them how to fight 
during tough times,” Leung said. u

BY CatherineTang

Injuries may physically 
weaken the team, but it 

strengthens them mentally 
because it teaches them how 
to fight during tough times.

sophomore Chester Leung

Girls’ track

Girls’ swimminG

The girls’ track team began the sea-
son with two consecutive losses in dual 
meets against Homestead and Santa 
Clara on March 
13 and March 20. 
However, the team  
improved and won 
a narrow victory 
in their third meet 
against Fremont on 
March 25.

While standout 
athletes, in general, 
did well at the first 
two meets — 100m sprinter and junior 
Laura Cummins placed first and sec-
ond, and 800m distance runner and se-

nior Lauren Casey-Clyde placed second 
twice — a lack of athletes in events hurt 
the team. 

“Because we don’t have a lot of girls, 
it’s hard for us to get points where we 
need them,” short distance and hurdles 

runner senior Katie 
Davenport said. 

At the same 
time, Davenport 
said the team has 
gotten stronger 
since the previous 
season, where it 
had a 0-6 record. 

“Last year we 
had to deal with a 

really young team, mainly [with] incom-
ing freshmen [and] new sophomores,” 
Davenport said. “This year we’re [be-

coming] a more developed team.”
Not all new athletes are novices, 

though. Freshman Celine Bellegarda, 
who has three years of experience be-
cause she participated in middle school 
track, now competes in the 100m and 
200m sprints. 

“We’ve already had a lot of progress 
from the first meet,” Bellegarda said. 
“[At the Santa Clara meet] that really 
showed.” 

Unfortunately, Bellegarda said, as a 
result of the more intense nature of high 
school track, she is suffering from shin 
splints in her right leg. 

“I’m trying to get back, but [with] 
shin splints the more you wait the better 
[it heals],” she said. 

The team will compete next on April 
24 at a home meet against Wilcox. u

Falcons finally win, look to finish the season strong 

BaseBall

Baseball has no time clock. Theoreti-
cally, a game could go on forever.

In a March 19 game, the Falcons may 
have wondered how long the game 
could go on as they battled Homestead 
3-3 in the 12th inning when the game 
was suspended because of darkness.

The game continued at home on 
March 21, but the out-
come was shortly de-
cided when senior out-
fielder Davis Berryhill 
hit the game-winning 
home run. 

The team’s defense, 
led by senior Tyler 
Plesse starting pitch-
ing, was strong.

“Plesse was huge 
for us shutting them down in the extra 
innings,” senior pitcher Adrian Fong 
said.

After a 15-minute break, their next 
game against Homestead began and the 
Falcons won 5-0.

“We carried the momentum right into 
our second game where we won behind 
[Plesse’s] pitching again,” Fong said.

Homestead’s starting pitcher was a 
sophomore with a lot of talent according 

to Fong, but was “rattled” easily.
“He started walking guys and threw 

the ball into center field when he picked 
off,” Fong said.

After the two successful games 
against Homestead, the Falcons are 2-2 
in league. They lost their first two games 
against Palo Alto on March 12 and 14 af-
ter being 5-0 in the preseason.

With the loss of key players such as 
class of 2013 alumni 
Stevie Berman and 
Kyle Dozier, who 
helped carry the team 
into a De Anza League 
championship last 
year, the Falcons are 
trying to adapt to these 
losses.

“We all know we 
each need to step it up 

and fill their shoes as a team,” Fong said. 
“We don’t have any one person to take 
their place, but we all try to help out in 
our own ways.”

The team faced off against Wilcox on 
March 26, where they lost 12-2.

The team, with a 2-3 record as of 
March 28, is doing worse than last sea-
son when they began 4-0, but are still 
aiming to compete for the league cham-
pionship. u

13 innings and a sweet win

The whistle sounds. Junior April 
Khowong steps up to the white div-
ing block along, her heart pounding. 
The cheers sounding on the other side 
of the pool sound hollow and tinny, 
and she stands above the still water, 
waiting. 

Khowong and the rest of the 
girls’ swim team competed in their 
first meet of the season on March 13 
at Monta Vista, but ultimately lost 
126-56 to Monta Vista. Although the 
girls were not expecting to win, they 
looked forward to making a splash 
into the season.

“We are not the best [in our league] 
so we weren’t really surprised [by our 
performance],” Khowong said. “But 
[the first meet] was actually really 
fun … as the Monta Vista pool is very 
nice.”

In order to prepare for the first 
meet, the girls practiced drills and 
worked on speed during practice. 
They also ran through the events in 
the meet the evening before to simu-

late the meet. 
However, the girls were missing 

many of their key swimmers, includ-
ing junior Yayla Sezginer, who was 
out with a concussion, and normally 
swims the 100 backstroke and the 500 
freestyle. With so many girls missing 
because of injuries and the MAP field 
trip to Los Angeles, the team was at a 
disadvantage.

Still, regardless of their slow start, 
the team has hopes for personal im-
provement over the course of the sea-
son. 

The girls’ nest meet took place 
March 28 at home against Palo Alto. 
Paly won 105-81.

Overall the girls did better than 
their last meet as they were able to 
learn from their mistakes from the 
first meet.

“[Although] at Monta Vista, some 
of us freshmen were confused on how 
high school meets worked, I think 
we improved as a whole,” freshman 
Stefanie Ting said. “We also cut time 
on our events, so we’re off to a good 
start.” u

A disappointing start

BY DeepthiSampathkumar

BY AshleyChen
& DorrieTang

Senior opposite hitter Hareet Jhutty serves at a match against Lynbrook on March 24.
FALCON // SIMI SRIVASTAVA

Junior Allison Chan sprints the first leg of 
the 400m relay at Fremont on March 25. 
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BY MilesAlbert

[Senior Tyler] Plesse 
was huge for us shutting 

[Homestead] down in 
the extra innings.

senior Adrian Fong

senior Katie Davenport

Because we don’t 
have a lot of girls, 
it’s hard for us to 
get points where 
we need them.”
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Senior Ingrid Hong contributed 
five goals in the girls’ lacrosse  

18-13 loss to Palo Alto on March 
27.  “I could have scored more 
goals, but I was dealing with 
sickness,” Hong said. “Towards 
the end of the game we we’re 
ahead, but lost the lead due to the 
deterioration of our stick skills.” 

TheStats
wins in a row12

The boys’ tennis team has 
shown no sign of losing. The  

team defeated Monta Vista, last 
year’s league champions, 6-1 
on March 27. “We have a ton 
of really good players,” junior 
Narain Mandyam said. “We 
are inspired to give a hundred 
and ten precent effort in every 
practice to reach our goal of 
getting to the finals of CCS and 
going on to nationals.” 

Goals scored5

Who’s hot

Hole in one

The boys’ golf team has a 
record of 8-0 and is on its way 

to winning the league for the 
second consecutive year.  “We 
have four more matches against 
the bottom teams so we should 
go undefeated for the second 
year in a row,” junior Robby 
Gragnola said.

Injured, but hoping 
for better

The boys’ volleyball team has 
been dealing with injuries, 

resulting in a mediocre record 
of 4-7.  The team is making 
adjustments to improve their 
record. “Improving our passing 
will make everything run 
smoother because its easier 
for the setter, which will then 
make it easier for the hitters,” 
sophomore Chester Leung said.  

Who’s not

TheRankings
1 ^ Boys’ Tennis (12-0)

2 ^ Boys’ Golf (8-0)

3 ^ Baseball (9-3)   

4 ^ Boys’ Track (3-0)   

5 = Girls’ Lacrosse (6-2-1)   

6 = Boys’ Lacrosse (5-3) 

7 = Softball (5-4)

8 = Badminton (1-1)

9     Boys’ Volleyball (4-7) 

10     Girls’ Track (1-2)

11     Boys’ Swimming (0-2)

12     Girls’ Swimming (0-2)

^

^

Eighth grader Roshan Bal, a 6’2” for-
ward, was the best basketball player at 
Redwood Middle School in eighth grade. 
Everyone thought that Bal would be the 
one to bring his 3-pointers and slam dunks 
to the SHS gym in a few short months.

Following eighth grade, however, Bal 
transferred to Pinewood High School, a 
private school in Fremont after complet-
ing eighth grade. He felt Pinewood gave 
him the best combination of athletics and 
academics.

At Pinewood, Bal has achieved no 
small measure of success. As a sopho-
more, he is among the youngest members 
of Pinewood’s boys’ varsity basketball 
team — a team that, as of March 15, has 
won 24 of 29 games and is deep into CIF 
state playoffs. 

Senior K.J. Carta-Samuels, a Bellarm-
ine quarterback, is another prominent ex-
ample of a Saratoga resident who pursued 
athletics at another school. Others include 
junior Sean Welch, a St. Francis water 
polo player, and junior Joe Rodriguez, a 
Bellarmine lacrosse player. Additionally, 
junior Araad Sarrami, who spent two and 
a half years at Saratoga and was ranked 
fourth in CCS wrestling in his weight class 
as a sophomore, transferred to Bellarmine 
near the start of the wrestling season.

Such a trend in recent years could be 
causing Saratoga prowess in “major” 
sports like basketball and football to de-
cline. For instance, in this past season the 
boys’ varsity basketball team went 6-17, 
and the football team had a disappoint-
ing 3-7 season. As a result, some fans have 
taken to wondering: How can Saratoga 
athletics improve? 

The stereotypical answer might be that 
students are too focused on their grades, 
and need to branch out. Or that the kids 
that live here aren’t as interested in sports 
as students at other schools. The real is-
sue, though, might be that the area does 

have talent — but it can’t keep it. 
Athletics director Tim Lugo is well 

aware of this phenomenon.
“It impacts us quite a bit,” he said. “If 

every team had an extra [two to three] 
standout players on the roster, that [would 
make] huge difference for a school like 
us.” 

Rather than official recruitment pro-
cesses, Lugo said, private schools benefit 
from parents and boosters who advertise 
their school to neighbors. 

“Private school coaches [don’t] go out 
to recruit,” Lugo said. “It’s illegal as far as 
CCS goes and sports can be sanctioned by 
it.”

Some student athletes choose private 
schools because they often boast a more 
experienced coaching staff. 

One reason Bal chose Pinewood was 
its coach, Mani Messy, who played three 
years of professional basketball in Europe. 
Messy scored an average of 20 points per 
game, and when he retired in 2009, he 
founded an elite basketball academy in 
Los Altos. 

Messy is an example of the kinds of 
coaching talent private schools can at-
tract. 

“If a [private school] wants somebody, 
they can offer a teaching job that the pub-
lic school can’t always offer,” he said. 

Lugo added that in local private schools 
like St. Francis, Mitty and Bellarmine, 
many coaches are also on-campus teach-
ers.

Despite these challenges, Lugo said, 
coaches work hard with their athletes.

“No one will come out and say [they’re 
leaving] strictly because of athletics,” 
Lugo said. “But we know [they are].” 

Of course, many top athletes choose 
to stay at the school, despite the benefits 
many believe private schools offer. One 
such athlete is tennis player and junior 
Neel Bedekar, who is currently ranked 
25th in California.

“To attend Saratoga High is free,” Be-
dekar said. “None of the competitive 
schools, public or private, have an aca-
demic program [that can rival Saratoga’s] 
so for me, choosing [Saratoga] was a no-
brainer.”

Bedekar added that even though Sara-
toga might have access to fewer athletic 
resources, it just as competitive as any 
other school, considering it won the Fres-
no tournament earlier this year. u

The Exodus: Why athletes pick 
private schools over Saratoga

Courtesy of Roshan Bal

Pinewood sophomore Roshan Bal puts up a 3-pointer against King’s Academy on Jan. 31. 

When 49er linebacker Ahmad 
Brooks sacked opposing quar-
terback Drew Brees in a game 

between the 49ers and Saints 
last season and forced a fumble, 
the 49ers thought that they had 
secured a win after recovering 
the ball. Joy soon turned to an-
ger after Brooks was penalized 
for “unnecessary roughness” 
because he made forcible con-
tact to Brees’ neck. This pen-
alty changed the course of the 
game and essentially gave the 
Saints the win.

When I watched this play live, I was 
infuriated when the referee threw the yel-
low flag up because, in my opinion, that 
was a clean hit and it basically guaranteed 
a 49er loss. 

Brooks made an incredibly athletic play 
by twisting his body and wrapping his 
arms around any part of Brees he could 
find in order to tackle Brees. Unfortunate-
ly, Brooks hit Brees’s neck and therefore 
broke a NFL rule.

In the past few years, the NFL has in-
troduced several rules to improve player 
safety. Many of these rules have banned 

defensive players from tackling offensive 
players in the head and neck.

Although these rules have undoubt-
edly increased the safety of the 
game, they have also made the 
game less fun to watch. Much of 
the excitement in football comes 
from stadium silencing big hits, 
but now anything that looks 
“bad” is almost certain to be pe-
nalized and cost teams a whole 15 
yards out of the 100-yard field. 

For example, even if a de-
fensive player’s initial trajec-
tory when tackling is toward the 

chest, if the offensive player changes his 
position and the defensive player hits 
the offensive player’s head or neck area, 
the defensive player will get penalized. 
What’s a defensive player supposed to 
do? Freeze in mid-air to avoid getting a 
penalty? 

Instead, last season, defensive players 
aimed for the legs to avoid the head or 
neck penalty. The result: Several star play-
ers received lower-body injuries — Green 
Bay Packers wide receiver Randall Cobb 
broke his leg and New England Patriots 
tight end Rob Gronkowski tore his ACL 

and MCL (key ligaments in the knee).
Additionally, all of these rules have 

made offenses nearly unstoppable. Bron-
cos quarterback Peyton Manning recently 
broke several significant passing records 
last season, and, in general, offenses seem 
to be breaking records every year. Fero-
cious and offense-shutting defenses like 
the 1985 Bears or the 2000 Ravens are a 
rare sight now because of all the restric-
tions placed on defensive players. 

Although numerous studies have 
shown that football, especially tackling, 
causes both short-term and long-term in-
juries, football players should be aware 
of the risks before they sign an NFL con-
tract. If an athlete wants to play a risk-free 
sport, then he should not play football. 
Football isn’t a pretty sport — it’s a sport 
for only tough men willing to get physical 
and endure pain, and that’s why the best 
professional football players get paid mil-
lions of dollars.

Despite all of this, the NFL will most 
likely continue to restrict defensive play-
ers to further increase safety, which really 
just marks the demise of great defense 
— and players like Brooks will be goats 
rather than heroes. u

BY AshleyChen
& MinuPalaniappan

New NFL restrictions ridiculous 
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The boys’ varsity track team has ex-
perienced a wealth of success, starting 
the season undefeated with wins in all 
three of their past dual meets against 
Homestead on March 14, Santa Clara 
on March 20 and Fremont on March 25. 
All of these victories have come in the 
lower El Camino League after the team 
struggled in the upper De Anza League 
last year.

“The training regiment that the coach-
es have put together has been effective,” 
said junior Rohith Krishna, who runs 
the 800m, 1600m, and 3200m distance 

events. “The first few meets were great 
for seeing where we were at and what 
specific skills we need to work on for the 
rest of the season.”

This year, the team 
is strong in both short- 
and long-distance 
events.

Star sprinter senior 
Travis Stokes placed 
first in the 200m and 
400m, while Eric Ring-
srud placed first in the 
100m, both consistently 
contributing to the team. 

Ringsrud also placed first in the high 
jump and long jump events.

“The varsity boys’ team is really good 
this year,” Ringsrud said. “I have been 
able to undefeated in all the events I’ve 
ran so far.”

Senior Clark Wang 
shined in the hurdles 
events, placing first 
in both the 110m and 
300m hurdles events 
against Homestead 
and in the 300m against 
Santa Clara. 

According to head 
coach Archie Ljepava, 

Wang even broke a school record in the 
400m hurdles, running the race in 61.68 
seconds during the Cupertino/De Anza 

Invitational on March 22.
Additionally, both the 4x100m and 

4x400m relay teams, consisting of Ring-
srud, Stokes, Wang, and senior Benjamin 
Glasstone in the 4x100m relay and Ring-
srud, Stokes, Glasstone, and star distance 
runner junior Steven Sum in the 4x400 
relay, respectively, placed first.

In distance events, senior Drew Bry-
an, juniors Andrew Harter and Sum and 
sophomores Kevin Duong-Le and Ste-
phen Law excelled in their races, consis-
tently scoring points for the team.

“You can honestly see people improv-
ing and our practices are paying off,” 
sophomore distance runner Stephen 
Law said. u

Boys’ Golf

Boys’ Track

Wang sets mark in hurdles; runners set pace

The boys’ golf team, who is 8-0 as of 
March 25, continued its hot streak, beat-
ing Los Gatos 197-209 at La Rinconada 
Country Club on March 17. The team 
was led by junior Robby Gragnola and 
senior Christian Gal-
vin, who shot 38 and 
36 respectively. 

Another key victo-
ry was against Monta 
Vista 155-188 at Deep 
Cliff Golf Club on 
March 25, which was 
led by senior Chris-
tian Galvin and junior Arman Vaziri, 
who both shot 29. 

With the victories against challengers 
Los Gatos and Monta Vista, the Falcons 
have almost surely secured first place in 
their league in the El Camino Division.

“It is such an amazing feeling, beat-
ing Los Gatos since they are our big-
gest rivals,” Gragnola said. “We don’t 

beat them very often in the sports at 
our school, so beating them twice in the 
sport that I play feels great.”

As the likely league champions, the 
team is thinking ahead.

“Since we are pretty likely to win 
league, we are looking ahead to trying 

to make CCS and every-
body is just trying to get 
through these last few 
matches so we can focus 
on the more important 
events,” sophomore Lu-
cas Peng said.

The team’s strength 
comes mostly from the 

upperclassmen who mentor the improv-
ing underclassmen when they are not 
playing in matches. 

“As a freshman, or at least me, our 
goal is to get on the traveling team,” 
freshman Wyatt Schulman said, refer-
ring to the six players of the 12-person 
team who play in matches.  

Since the season is halfway over, 

the boys’ golf team is getting ready for 
the Santa Clara Valley Athletic League 
(SCVAL) finals and CCS in May. The 
team placed second in SCVAL finals last 
year and made it to the first round of 
CCS last year. 

“I think that the team is getting close 
to putting it all together for league fi-
nals,” coach David Gragnola said. “We 
need to continue to stay sharp and my 
hope is that all players will have it to-
gether by the end of April.” u

BY ArmanVaziri

Golfers continue with undefeated streak  

BY ShaziaGupta
& DorrieTang

The Falcons have 
almost surely secured 

first place in their 
league in the El 

Camino Division.

Falcons steady in De Anza
sofTBall

For the first five games of the sea-
son, the girls’ varsity lacrosse team 
was undefeated, but an unfortunate 
loss against Saint Francis 12-11 at 
home on March 21 ended their unde-
feated record.

Seniors Risha Shah and Ingrid 
Hong were star attackers for the 
game, scoring the 
most goals for the 
team. Goalie senior 
Casey Williams was 
a crucial part of the 
defense, and senior 
Jennie Werner dom-
inated in midfield. 

“Even though it 
was disappointing 
to lose to [Saint Francis], I’m proud 
of the way we played,” Werner said. 
“We fought hard the entire game and 
played our hearts out.”

The girls were originally ahead 
of Saint Francis, but they fell behind 
in the last 20 seconds. The team was 
missing multiple starting attack play-
ers like sophomore Talia Clement.

“It was good for us to play a chal-
lenging team early in the season to re-
ally test our defense,” Werner said.

 As of March 28, the team’s over-
all record is 6-2, as the girls also lost 
to Palo Alto on March 26. Most of the 

Falcon’s offense has been generated 
by Shah, Wong, and Werner. 

Sophomore Erin Norris believes 
the conditioning and training be-
fore the games and during practices 
have been very helpful. The team 
has worked to better themselves on 
the field this season, which benefited 
them on the March 19 game against 
Pioneer High School. The game end-

ed with a score of 
19-4.

“We changed our 
defense and that 
helped us a lot to 
give … Pioneer only 
[four] goals,” said 
Norris.

Werner is looking 
forward to spending 

her last season with her team.
“Every year I get to know people I 

wasn’t that close too in the previous 
years,” Werner said. 

The team is traveling to LA dur-
ing spring break, a trip that Norris is 
looking forward to.

“We are going to [go to] Disney-
land and stay in a beach house,” Nor-
ris said. “That will be really fun.”

The team hopes to make it to 
league playoffs.

“We joke around and have fun, but 
work hard when it’s time to practice 
or compete.” Werner said. u 

BY ShreyaTumu

The varsity softball team hit the 
ground running this season with a 2-0 
record so far in the competitive DeAnza 
league and an overall record of 5-3. 

The Falcons competed in two games 
in the Charlie Miguel tournament on 
March 22. They lost to Leland 7-1 and 
Evergreen Valley 5-4.

Prior to the tournament games, the 
team won against rival Los Gatos 5-2 on 
March 21. 

“The games have gone really well, 
[but are] definitely a challenge compared 
to last year,” junior Analisa Ruff said. 

Sophomore Eleni Spirakis, junior An-
nalisa Ruff and seniors Tivoli Sisco and 
Hera Tang have been key players for the 

team, but senior Amanda Lee says that 
everyone has been playing well.

“We’ve been pretty solid all around,” 
Lee said.

Being in a higher league than last 
year, this season has been more of a chal-
lenge for the girls. They hope to make 
CCS again and advance farther than last 
year.

“So far it looks like we’re going to 
have a good season if we just keep play-
ing the way we do,” Lee said. “We gener-
ally try to focus on basics and just make 
sure that we don’t make unnecessary er-
rors in games.”

The team also played games against 
Homestead on April 2 and against Mon-
ta Vista on April 3, but these could not be 
covered due to printing deadlines. u

BY BeckyHoag

Close loss to Saint Francis 
ends Falcons’ win streak

Girls’ lacrosse

Junior Analisa Ruff prepares to bat during a game against Los Altos on March 19.
FALCON // SHAZIA GUPTA

You can honestly see 
people improving and 

our practices are 
paying off.

sophomore Stephen Law

Courtesy of NOW AND FOREVER STUDIOS

Senior Christian Galvin putts the ball in a match against Monta Vista on March 25.

It was good for us to 
play a challenging team 
early in the season to 

test our defense.
senior Jennie Werner
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With a 18-15 loss against Woodside, a 
15-12 loss against Los Altos and a 11-9 
win against Carlmont, the Falcons are 
going strong with a 5-3 overall record 
and a 1-2 league record, earning them 
fifth place in the El Camino League.

Lead scorers include senior Tony Ca-
pek and Clark Rothenburg. Seniors Billy 
Hanford and Tim Fisher and junior Gino 
Caloiaro are leading the defensive side 
of the field.

 Even though most of the team’s play-
ers are relatively new to the sport, their 
athleticism and willingness to learn the 
basic skills compensates for their inexpe-
rience, said senior goalie Holden Peake.

“As a new team with [many] football 
players, it’s hard to get them to assimilate 
into a new sport,” said Peake. “We’re a 
little shaky now, but we’ll progressively 
get better [as the season progresses].”

Sophomore attack Quincy Owyang 
said the new players’ experience in oth-
er sports could provide an advantage to 
the team, since they are athletic and pick 
up stick skills really quickly.

Bill Kurz became the team’s new 
coach this year, replacing previous coach 
Larry Bohem.

“[Kurz] is focusing more on stick 
skills rather than running like last year,” 
Peake said. “He’s better at realizing that 
the team has lot of beginners.  He [sched-
uled] different games with a lot of teams 
we’ve never played before. They were 
pretty easy, so we could get that motiva-
tion we probably need for new players 
to not let them get discouraged.” 

While the last coach had them per-
form drills that would benefit a more ad-
vanced group, Kurz is focusing on basic 
skills that would help the new players 
get better.

According to Capek, the coaches, 
Kurz along with assistant coaches Gino 
Castillo and Santos Olmos, care about 
the players enjoying the sport rather 
than them winning every game.

Owyang predicts the team will have a 
stronger finish than last year, when they 
placed 29th in the Central Coast Section 
league.

“We’re going really strong this year 
and the players are really strong,” Owy-
ang said. u

New players help lead to victories
boys’ lacrosse

BY MinuPalaniappan
& DevinZhao

boys’ TeNNIs

The boys’ tennis team  has had amaz-
ing season so far, remaining undefeated 
as of March 20  with a record  of 11-0 
overall and 6-0 in the De Anza league. 

Since emerging as champions of the 
Fresno Tennis High School Classic in 
early March, the team has faced little op-
position, winning every match 7-0 or 6-1.   
On March 20, the team remained unde-
feated with a 6-1 beating of Los Altos. 
Previously, they’d scored victories over 
Palo Alto 6-1 on March 18 and Lynbrook 
7-0 on March 13. 

The reason for the recent success has 
been the overall depth and talent on 

the team, said sophomore Karthik Pad-
manabhan, who plays No. 2 singles. 

“The key success to our team has to 
do with strength and 
flexibility,” said Pad-
manabhan. “We have so 
many strong players that 
also play doubles that 
are ranked nationally.” 

The team’s No. 1 
singles player, junior 
Neel Bedekar thinks the 
biggest challenge will 
be dealing with injuries 
as the team has had to deal with them. 
However, with a full lineup the team 
should be very hard to defeat.

 “Our biggest challenge will most like-
ly be to keep all of our players healthy, 
as we’ve had numerous injuries in the 

past, but with a full 
lineup, we would be 
a very tough team to 
beat,” Bedekar said. 

Junior co-captain 
Vikram Ramesh, who 
plays No. 2 doubles,  
said that the only 
school that will give 
the team some trou-
ble is Menlo High 

School.
“Menlo High School is one of the top 

teams in the nation and we will most 

likely face them if we get deep in CCS,” 
Ramesh said.

Bedekar said that the team wants to 
continue to remain undefeated in order 
to attain the No. 1 seed for CCS. With 
half the season over, Ramesh has high 
expectations for the rest of it. 

“The team is performing its best this 
year compared to my previous two years 
on varsity and I feel like we can go far 
in CCS and hopefully go to NorCals,” 
Ramesh said. 

Saratoga played at Lynbrook and Los 
Altos on April 1 and 3 respectively, but 
due to printing deadlines, these games 
could not be in the print edition of the 
Falcon. u

Stroke after stroke. Breath after 
breath. Flip turn after flip turn. Soph-
omore Bradley Newton’s legs were 
burning on his second to last lap of the 
500-yard freestyle race at the March 13 
swimming meet between Saratoga and 
Monta Vista. 

 Seeing an-
other swimmer 
in front of him, 
Newton used all 
of his remaining 
energy to sprint 
to the finish.  
Newton fin-
ished third in 
the event, just 
over one second 
behind second place. 

“Although I didn’t go a best time 
or beat [the second-place swimmer], 
it was still a good way to start off the 
season,” Newton said. 

The boys’ varsity swimming team 
lost 116-60 to the Matadors. 

“It was a little crazy because it was 
our first meet, but overall, the team 
swam well,” junior Brian Lew said. 
“Even though we lost, we flashed our 

potential as a team.”
Lew believes the team could have 

trained harder to prepare for the meet 
and given each other more support 
at the meet. He also said cheering for 
teammates helps them swim faster.

It’s always tough to replace swim-
mers who graduate on varsity, and 
this year several underclassmen have 

emerged, in-
cluding sopho-
more breaststro-
ker Harrison 
Yang.

“[Breastro-
ker] Michael 
[Lee] who grad-
uated last year 
was one of our 
fastest swim-

mers last year,” Yang said. “I definitely 
feel a lot of pressure trying to fill such 
a big hole.”

For now, the team plans on training 
hard every day and hopes to improve 
at their next meet on April 17 at Gunn 
High School. 

“As long as we continue to work 
our butts off in practice, we will defi-
nitely have a shot at winning our next 
meet,” Newton said.  u

BY AndrewJiang

boys’ swImmINgbaDmINToN

Freshman players support 
team’s game performance

Team continues with undefeated season

Thanks to the No. 2 varsity girls’ dou-
bles team, the Falcons edged 16-14 in its 
first league matchup on March 25. 

Last year, Saratoga lost to Cupertino 
14-16 because the girls’ varsity doubles 
No. 2 spot lost. 

This year, however, freshmen Spring 
Ma and Megan 
Fung were able 
to pull out a 2-0 
win over Cuper-
tino.

In the past, 
the girls have 
generally been 
a weakness 
for Saratoga. 
However, this 
year that has 
changed. 

According to assistant coach Chris Do, 
the girls have improved a lot and have 
made the team solid. Key additions for 
the team this year include Ma, Fung and 
freshman Josh Li and Jason Zhao.

According to senior captain Matthew 
Lee, the new freshmen have also posi-
tively impacted the team this year. 

“The freshmen are doing well at the 
spots they’re playing,” Lee said. “It’s 
good that we have them because they’ll 
be the ones leading the team in future 
years.”

Still, the team continues to relies heav-
ily on veteran players to pull out wins 
for the team.

In the game against Cupertino, ju-
niors Max Chang and 
Kevin Lian managed 
to come out victorious 
against a strong pair 
from Cupertino in the 
varsity boys’ doubles 
two spot, greatly aid-
ing the team.

“Kevin and Max 
are one of a kind of a 
pair,” Do said. “Out of 
everyone on the team, 

they have the best chemistry and mental 
game.”

According to Do, the team has a great 
chance of placing first this season.

“I’m very confident in my team,” Do 
said. “All of them practice very hard and 
have improved a lot since last season, 
with all of my players placed in current 
positions, we’re bound to do well.” u

BY ArielLiu

BY JihauYu

  The key success for 
our team has to do with 
strength and flexibility.

sophomore Karthik 
Padmanabhan

Boys hang on tight despite  
rocky start to their season

The boys’ lacrosse team plays against Scotts Valley High School at home on March 25.
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senior Matthew Lee

It’s good that we 
have [the freshmen] 
because they’ll be the 
ones leading the team 
in future years. 

As long as we continue to 
work off our butts in practice, 
we will definitely have a shot 

at winning our next meet.

sophomore Bradley Newton
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She’s hot, hot, hot!” My eyes bulged 
out as I stared blankly at the Face-
book comment. Each additional 

word cut like a sharp knife into my grow-
ing anger. I’ve let it slide when I heard 
guys call my sister tall, pretty, even cute 
— but hot? Hot is one step away from 
the word that starts with an “s” and ends 
with –exy. 

My fingers furiously flew across the 
keyboard, “I really hope you’re not re-
ferring to my little sister.” Without think-
ing, I posted the response.  

See, my 13-year-old sister Caitlyn is 
lucky to have me around. Good-sister-
wise, I’m the total package. Not only do 
I give her valuable fashion advice and 
edit her incomprehensible history es-
says, but I also (most importantly) act as 
her personal “boy-repellent.” 

Ever since she’s entered the awk-
ward, hormonal stage of middle school, 
I’ve been extraordinarily attentive with 
her relationship status. It is my solemn 
duty to see that she remains lonely and 
single. Like me.

In January, Caitlyn played the role of 

Gabriella in the middle school produc-
tion of “High School Musical.” She and 
the boy who played her boyfriend Troy 
in the musical put on a very adorable 
act. I, along with the rest of the audience, 
sighed when they looked loving-
ly into one another’s eyes and 
cheered when they held hands.

But a couple days later, when 
I walked past her room, I no-
ticed her phone light up with 
an Instagram notification. Being 
the curious (not nosy) big sister 
I always am, I peered down to 
read the comment “cutest cou-
ple ever.”

I nearly dropped her phone 
as I scrambled to open the pho-
to. There it was, the same picture I had 
helped her pick out to post, complete 
with 63 likes and just as many sugges-
tive comments. Wrinkling my nose in 
disgust, I scrolled through ship names, 
hearts and “awwwwwwww’s.” 

Blehghghh. I shuddered. This was 
real-life romance, and I was not a fan. 

My gasps of surprise must have 

caught Caitlyn’s attention, because 
when I looked up she was staring at me. 
I casually put down her phone, smiled 
and asked, “Sooooo…. What’s going 
with that boy?”

She looked at me with a 
puzzled expression and said, 
“Nothing? Why?”

 I was somewhat relieved. 
Nevertheless, it didn’t stop me 
from asking anonymous ques-
tions about their relationship 
on Caitlyn’s friends’ ask.fms. 

“So… What’s going on be-
tween Caitlyn and [boy.] PS 
this isn’t Caitlyn’s sister.”

I tried to be secretive. Key 
word: Tried.

Although I was later assured by her 
friends’ answers that it was a false alarm, 
I realized Caitlyn was catching on to my 
snooping. 

Deciding it wouldn’t be safe to look 
through her phone so frequently, I made 
my own Instagram to check up on her. 
It’s not ideal for stalking —  since Cait-
lyn isn’t one of those people who posts 

about her relationships. But it’ll have to 
do until August, when, for the first time 
in six years, I will be able to track her ev-
ery move at school.

Sure, say that I’m nosy, paranoid, 
that I’m crazy for “holding her back 
from young romance,” but the truth is, I 
don’t want to share her with any smelly, 
rude middle school boy.  In a year and a 
half, we’ll be in different schools again, 
maybe even different states. The time 
we have together should be spent crying 
over “Dance Moms,” learning piano du-
ets and gossiping about other people’s 
love lives. 

We’re like Elsa and Anna in “Frozen.” 
Anna doesn’t always know what’s best, 
and Elsa needs to watch out for her. 

So to all you upperclassmen guys 
who are just waiting to pounce on the 
next round of unsuspecting freshmen, 
know that I’ll be watching your every 
move. 

I may be only an inch over 5 feet, but 
I can yell a storm.

“NO, CAITLYN WON’T BUILD A 
SNOWMAN WITH YOU.” u

Nelson Wang and Kelly Xiao

WAYS TO DEAL WITH COLLEGE rEjECTION

Comfort yourself with the fact 
you have fewer college rejec-
tions than rejections for prom 
dates. Actually, I don’t know 
which is worse.  

Daydream and ignore reality. If 
I don’t finish college like Steve 
jobs and Bill Gates, I’ll become 
rich right? righhtttt?

Eat loads of ice cream. You’ve 
had a falling out with an Ivy 
League school. So what? From 
now on, food is your best friend.

Start asking your parents to give 
absurd amounts of money to col-
leges. They’ll soon realize there 
was an accident and they had 
meant to accept you.

Repeating high school wouldn’t 
be so bad. You can be a second 
semester senior twice. 

Cry in a corner. The rejection 
didn’t make you cry. The 
papercut you got from opening 
the envelope did the trick. 

Take the sour grapes approach.  
You were overqualified. The 
admissions officers clearly can’t 
recognize TrUE talent. 

Use the rejection letter for 
something useful. Like 
firestarter. Or toilet paper. 

Delude yourself into thinking 
you don’t need an education.
Would you like fries with that?

“LET IT GO. LET IT GO.” just 
forget about college. And sing. 
Disney makes everything better. 
Too bad in Disney it ends hap-
pily ever after. Unlike your col-
lege apps. 

topten

Boys, please get away from my younger sister!

SABrINA
CHEN

Brina it on

snapshots

BOYS’ TENNIS: Sanjay Kaliyur (12) 
makes an overhead shot at the 
non-league match against Sacred Heart 
on March 12.

BENEFIT FASHION: Usha Raman (12) and 
Yasmin Kakkar (12) both participate in 
the Benefit Fashion Show on March 29.

MAP TRIP: Junior class MAP students in 
front of the Columbia Pictures building 
in LA on the weekend of March 15-16.

POWDERPUFF: Dharini Ramaswamy 
(12) plays in the seniors versus juniors 
Powderpuff game on March 27, won by 
the juniors 6-0.

 
 
Sixteen thousand hands clapped for 

J. Cole’s live performance of “Crooked 
Smile,” the pressure-sensitive bracelets 
lit up with the motion. One moment, 
the crowd was immersed in darkness, 
and the next, thousands of little white 
and blue lights filled the Oracle Arena. 
Sophomore Gitika Nalwa cheered with 
the crowd.

Nalwa was at We Day on March 26, 
an initiative of Free the Children that 
describes itself as “the movement of our 
time, empowering a generation of young 
global citizens through an inspirational 
event.” 

About eight members of the Sarato-
ga’s Baby Advocacy club and 10 mem-
bers from the Free the Children club 

went to the We Day event. 
Assistant principal Kerry 

Mohnike, one of the ad-
visers of the trip, said 

the purpose of the 
event was to en-

courage youth 
to get involved 
in any global 
service.

 Being sur-

rounded by inspirational people who 
had worked their way there was a 
memorable experience for members like 
Nalwa. Clubs or organizations for good 
causes are invited to attend the event.

“It's breathtaking,” Nalwa said. “You 
look around and you are surrounded 
by these incredible kids who are doing 
these incredible things.”

There were also quite a few celebrities 
at the We Day event including Hannah 
Simone, Magic Johnson, Selena Gomez, 
Seth Rogan and Orlando Bloom. There 
were performances from artists such as 
J. Cole and Big Sean. 

Sophomore Meera Rachamallu, a 
member of the Baby Advocacy club, es-
pecially liked seeing well-known peo-
ple.

“A lot of celebrities gave motivational 
speeches and shared stories of how they 
had to overcome obstacles,” Rachamallu 
said. “They taught us all how we can 
make a difference for the good.”

Nalwa said that the energy in the are-
na was undeniably powerful and inspir-
ing. 

“There are very few things that really 
and truly change your outlook on things, 
but, without a doubt, this is one of those 
things,” Nalwa said. u

buzzworthy We Day event
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